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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,

BUSINESS CARDS.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

PUBLISHING CO.,

PORTLAND

PORTLAND, THURSDAY MORNING, JANUARY 27, 1876.

At 109 Exchange St., Portland.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad-

BUSINESS DIRECTOHY,

ALDEN J. BLETHER,

at Law, 491-2 Eichange Street.
Attorney
and disGSP’Business executed with
promptness
jalld2m

patch.

vance.

J.H.FOGG,

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
Is published
every Thursday Morning °.t
year, if paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

$2.50

a

Hates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.'*
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less. $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements’* and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions

less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation In every part
of the State) tor $1.00 per square tor first insertion,

or

and 50 centg
per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Carpenters and Builders.

Has removed to

WHITNEY & MEANS, Prnrl Street, opposite the Park.

42 1-2

Exchange St,
MAINE.

PORTLAND,

janl3

^
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Wilde,"
Natural Magnetic Physician,

Dr. R. T.
The

shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed.
RooniN 11 and 19 Fluent Block
nov8
dtf

O dices.

PHILADKLPHIA.

BRADLEE,

PORTLAND MUSEUM,

tebBdty

CHAS.

Wednesday Matinee,
LONDON A.SSTTR-AJS'CE] !
Thursday, Jan. 26th & 27 th
First woek of

which occasion will be presented the beautiful
Pastoral Drama ot

conclude with the roaring Farce of
THE IRISH nORilON.

se2dts

THE

AT

&

JOBBER,

OF

CLARK, lfl.

—

P.

€R1IH,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
119 1-2 Exchange Street,
Legal business of nil kinds promptly attended to.
novlOdtf

MUSIC BV CHANDLER.

FRKK

NO. 6, I OF P.

LODGE,

celebrate its Third Anniversary with

—

STEPHEN

WM. H.

180

HALL,

PPnniw

1st.

BritiBh
BATS

Mail

and

From

Steamers

EVERV

I'KIV

SAVANNAH, GA.,

Trip only 48 Honrs

and in Sight of Eaud
nearly the Entire Dintance. Illustrated Nassau Guide, sent free on application.
MURRAY,
FERRIS & UO.,62 South Street, New York; or,

Perfectly

ECONOMY

AND

H.

MOTLEY,
1AW,

Street.

Exchange Street.

jamsdtf

Tickets may be obtained of the committee.
ian26dlw

JOHN

XiAMSOIT,

J.

PERRY,

Attorney at Law,'
49

1-2 EXCHANGE

ST.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
jan21
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ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,

Saccarappa,
244 Middle Street,

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

The Best Work at moderate Prices.

AIM

PLEASE.

T 0

Jan8

|

CITY OF PORTLAND.

dtf

obtained in the United States,
Canada, and Europe; terms a3
low as those ol any other relia-

Die house.
Correspondence invited in the English and foreign
languages, with Inventors, Attorneys at Law, and other Solicitors, especially with
those who have had their cases rejected in the hands
of other attorneys. In rejected cases our fees are
reasonable, and no eharge is made unless we are suc-

cessful.

If you want a Patent,
send us a model or sketch
and a full description oi
your invention. We will
make an examination at
the Patent Office, and if
we think it patentable, will send you papers and adand
vice,
prosecute your case, Our fee will be in ordinary cases, $25.
or written in all matT\ 17 T n

I

Tl0ral

»f IC Ii§» i £

and inventions.
References:—Hon. M. 1>. Leggett, Ex-Commissioner of Patents, Cleveland, Ohio; O. H. Kelley,
Esq., Sec’y National Grange, Louisville, Ky., and
the Danish and Swedish ministers at Washington,
D. C.
®3T“Send Stamp for our “Guide fob obtaining
a book

of 50 pages.
Address:—LOUIS BAGGER & CO., SOLICITORS of Patents, Washington, D. C P. O
Box 444.
dec28dtf

ATTENTION

!

CONTRACTORS

Persons Interested.
it known, That the Jail Workshop is completed and ready for the machinery required to operate the same. Wishing to commence work at the
earliest possible time, we are now ready to consult
with, or receive communications from, parties interested in a llkinds of light manufacturing in view to
making a contract for the use of said workshop and
the labor of tbe prisoners in the County Jail.
EDWIN C. TOWNSEND,)
County
WILLIAM SMALL,
{
SAMUEL DINGLEY,
J Commissioners. !
County Commissioners’ Office, Portland, Me., Dec.
15th, 1875.
decl5d&^tf
And nil

BE

iTAAVXJAJU.

JL

I A 1 Jl'J

and

Fortune Teller,

describes your future wife or nusband, looks after
absent friends,l oat er stolen goods, gives advice on
law and business, gives names, <&c. Office,

504 1-21 tongrew Ntreet, (up one flight),
nearly opposite City Hotel. Hours from 9 a. m. to
Satisfaction guaranteed.
10 p. m.
Terms, Ladies
50 cents, Gents $1.00. Do not ring, but walk in.
dlmntfd&w
jan7

THE LOWEST EVEROFFERED.
cent from

the

per
market at
privileges
low rates will pay large profits the
30 days,
STOCK
small amounts. Gold, Stocks, Cotton and
one

next

large or

bought and sold on the most liberal terms.
Satisfactory advances made on consignments; price
lists and circulars free.

Tobacco

CHARLES

SMEDLEY & CO.,

BANKERS A BROKERS,
40 Broad Street, Near Gold A stock Ex
change, New Fork.
F. O. Box 3774.
janl2d&w3m4

Appointment of

ro Owners or Occupants of Buildings
and Lots on Cross, Danforth, Federal,
Free, Lincoln and Oxford Streets.
City Clerk’s

Office, 1
1876.
j
the above named
the Board of Mayor
Streets,
by
md Aldermen, been renumbered, according to plans
in the City Civil Engineer’s office, and all parties interested are hereby notified that the nnmbers so
designated must be affixed to the building on said
Streets, within sixty days from the first day of March
next.
Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Jan4
dtmal

January 4,

OTICE is hereby given, that
]V'
4-"
have
order ot

For Sale.
8-kcyed German D FLUTE, silver keys and
trimmmgs, ivory blow joint, German silver
lined, patent-tuning slide, Gunadill wood. Has been
but a little used, warranted perfect and in perfect

ONE

tune, together with Morocco case, five dollars’ worth
)f instructions and music. All cost $50.00 at the
manufactory of Leo & Walker, Philadelphia. Good
reasons for selling.
I will send the instrument C. O.
D., with privilege of examining before being paid for
by paying express charges both ways. If not as represented it can be returned. Price with case, books
Df instruction, &c,, $30.00. Address
F- w- lapham,
Augusta, Maine.
no!8dtf_

Notice.
requiring work done please apply to
“Home” of W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plat,
family sewing, dress-making, copying, cmbrold-

PERSONS
md

irlng and fancy-work in wools, &c., &c.

Fire Marshal.

The Portland Board of Fire Underwrit-

KA WHITE AND TINTED BRISTOL
l/" CABIIs, with name, UOc. or 50 Snow
Flake, Marble, Damask, Rep. Plaid and Scotch granite, 40c. Address, WM. H. WEEKS, 34 Lisbon
Street, Lewiston. (Please state what paper you saw

■bisiii.jan3di*w*tlf

mm
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For

a case

having appointed IIA it It IN C*
BARMEN, Enq., Fire Marshal, or Inspec-

Wiuter, all parties knowing of
Unsafe Chimneys, Furnaces or anything
kind will please notify him at his
residence, NO. Ii« FEDERAL NT BEET,

tor for the

opposite the Park. Per order of Board.
anlieodtt
T. j. LITTLE, Sec’y,

QUALITY FLOORING,

Agents

PRINTING
thin Office.

HISTORY,

rOO pages, low price, quick sales. Extra terms,
P. W. ZIEGLER & CO„ 518 Arch St., Pliila.,Pa.

janl8

*4w

A GREAT OFFER

! J

IVe will during the HOLIDAYS dispose
»f 160 PIANOS and ©RCSAJVS of first class
makers, including WATERS’ %«t lower
prices than evrr before offered, monthly
installments received running from 19 to
36 months. Warranted for 6 years. Second Hand Instruments at -extremely low
prices for cash
Illustrated Catalogue Mailed.
Agents wanted. Warerooms 4SI Broadway,
N. V. HORACE WATERS Sc SONS.
Jan20
4Wf

at

PORTLAND,

auglO

ang2

GAS

Jap2°___4wt
for

HOARSENESS,

AND AL1 THROAT
USE

DISEASES,

BOXES.
TRIED AND HERE REMEDY.
For pale by Drnggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO„ Boston, Mass.
A

jan22

and will state

Gas Burner, Regulator and Shade

Full Parlor Suit,

Combined

Xj.

4
5
6
7

MARSTON,

_COAL

RICH & JUDKINS,

118 Commercial
I

prepared

am

to

St.,

furnish all those in want of Coal
at the

LOWEST MARKET RATES.
All parties in want of Coal will do well to call before purchasing elsewhere.

B.
P.

II. SARG-EKTT.

S.—H. II. RICH, will remain at the Old
he will be pleased to see all bis old

Stand, where

customers and

a

host of

new ones.

jan3dtf

CARD.

To Manufacturers oIFMass Fnrnitnre.
WE j*re
r

n°w

prepared to buy first-class Furniture

V?8*1 aou delivery of any

wants to sell at

manufacturer that

W HOLESALE MI) RETAIL
We baye nurchased of MESSRS SHEPA RD A Co.,
their entire stock oi mantels and have been appointed
by the Mayfield Slate Oo. soleagents for Portland
aud vicinity for all goods manufactured by them.

hand tbe largest and best

5

A.'N'ISnXA.r.

as*

snrtmentof any house in the state. BUILDBttg ANP CONTRACTORS wil find it to
their advantage to call and examine our

goods.

settee: BROS. & co.
39 Markst Square Portland Me.
eoiltf

to

an!7_

Jan24dtd

REPORT

buy

O ,
O ,
S , Very Nice,

not

or

Me

East,

Every

or.

Watches and Jewelry,

301, Nearly Opp. the Falmouth.

FINS?

tory fiftppt.

Especially among the aged class of people, it imparts to them the one thing most needful in old age—
night 8 of calm, sweet repose, thereby strengthening

the mind as well as the body. One aged lady, who
has been suffering through life from ecrotula, and
has become blind through its effects, having tried
many remedies with no favorable result, was induced
by friends to try the Vegetine. After taking a few
bottles, she obtained such great relief that she expressed a wish for her sight, that she might be able
to look upon the man who had sent her such a bles-

Yours respectfully,
O. P. H. HODGE, Police Officer, Station 6.

iieartfeTt

E. H. Stevens, Esq. :
Dear Sir—I should be warning In gratitude, tf I
failed to acknowledge what the Vegetine has done
for me, I was attacked about eleven months since
with Bronchitis, which settled into Consumption. I
had night sweats and fever chills; was distressed for
breath, and frequently spit blood; was all emaciated,
very weak, and so low that my friends thought my
case hopeless.
I was advised to make a trial cf the
Vegetinf,
which, under the providence of God, has cured me.
That he may bless the use of your :n edicine to
others,
as he has to me, and that his divine
grace may attend you, is the heartfelt prayer of vonr admiring
humble servant.
BENJAMIN PETTINGILL.
P. S.—Mine is but one among the many cures your
medicine has effected in this place
B. P.

MAKE IT* PUBLIC.
South Boston, Feb. 9,1871.
E. H. Stevens, Esq.
Dear Sir—I havo heard from very many sources of
the great success of Vegetine in cases of Scrotula,
Eheumatism, Kidney Complaint, Catarrh, and other
diseases of kindred nature. I make uo hesitation in
I know Vegetine to be the most reliable
y for Catarrh and General Debility.
My wife has been troubled with Catarrh for many
years, and at times very badly. She has thoroughly
tried every supposed remedy that we conld hear of,
and with all this she has for several years been gradually growing worse, and the discharge from the head
was excftRRivpi and vary nffipnaivo.
She was in this condition when she commenced to
take Vegetine ; I could see that she was
improving
on the second bottle. She continued taking the Veqetine until she had used from twelve to fifteen bottles. I am now happy in informing you and the
public (if you choose to make it public) that she is entirely cured, and Vegetine accomplished the core
after nothing else would. Htnce I feel justified iu
saying that Vegetine is the most reliable remedy,
and would advise all suilering
humanity to try it, for
I believe it to be a good, honest, vegetable
medicine,
and I shall not hesitate to recommend it. I am, &c.,
h. C. CARDELL,
respectfully,
Store 481 Broadway.

Stbat

Collins & Buxton,
522 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME.,
Have just received a

jarge Collection of tie Latest Poplar Mnsic.
Also constantly

on

hand

Holing,

Guitars, Flutes, Accordions,
fianjos, Harmonicas, Clarionets,
Cornets and all

Instruments
Strings and Music
FOE

—

—

BRASS AND STRING BAND.
Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity for
GEO. WOODS & CO.’S ORGANS.

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,

Lll

493 CONGRESS ST„ PORTLAND.
eowlylp

ul
11V

Temple Street,
dc6

at

UNDER

—

LADIES
IN

j

GENTLEMEN
TEN MINUTES ONCE A DAV.

Doubles the strength In three months. Docs not
atigue nor exhaust. Refreshes and invigorates.
Removes dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nerous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
xtremities. Increases the general vitality.
Exercise and Salesroom,

no25

tf

Fireproof Roofing Faint.

For sale by

The best and cheapest Snow 4b Darn Patent
Hate Rooting Paint for Shingle. Tin and Iron
toots, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon
1

r

applied by

J.

DR. WARREN R. EVANS,
Dentist, No: 11 Clapp’s Block.

N.

McCOY & CO-,

iW Spring St., Portland,
PAINTERS

ROOFERS AND

teeth inserted on Gold and Robber plate. Also Gold and Rubber combined,
which makes beautiful work—the best for persons
who are troubled with sore mouths.
Teeth filled in
the best of manner.
1'barge* ItcaHonable.
Dr. Evans lias practiced Dental
Surgery for eighteen years and guarantees satisfaction. Please call.
Corner Congress and Elm Streets, Portland, Me.

ARTIFICIAL

jy2l__.dtl
knnual Statement of the Peaks’ Island
Steamboat Company.
tmount of capital stock paid in.$20,000 00
'he Company owe nothing.
GEORGE TKEFETHEN, Trcas.
<

Furniture and Fixtures in the American
House, Cor. of India and Middle St.
jau24dlw*
ENOS GRAY, Proprietor.

AND

J. IS. G4UBERT, Proprietor.

OIL,

TJIHE
X.

FOR

—

537 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST. FOB SALE BY
ALL GROCERS. SAFE. ECONOMICAL. REST.

Tor Sale.

dtf

[ THOROUHGH GYMNASTIC SYSTEM

-Brilliant-

wtf47_

Store,

FALMOUTH HOTEL.

HEALTH LIFT !

DEVOS’S

CHAS. mcLAUGHLIN 4k CO.,
Portland.
aulCeod&wGin_

2.25
3.50
2.00

ocU

IIE1IB,
Congress.
tf

cures

consti-

Boston, October, 1870.
Stevens:
Dear Sir—My daughter, alter having a severe attack of whooping cough, was left in a feeble state of
health. Being advised by a friend she tried the Vegetine, and after using a few bottles was fully restored to health.
I have been a great sufferer from Rheumatism. I
have taken several bottles of the Vegetine for this
complainc, and am happy to say it has entirely cured
me.
I have recommenued the Vegetine to others,
with the same good results. It is a great cleanser
and purifier of the blood; it is pleasant to
take; and
I

cheerfully

can

recommend it.

JAMES MORSE, 364 Athens Street.

d4wt

Vessela for Sale.

1

1TATE OF MAINE, 1
I
/CMBEBLAHD, 88.

3-32
1-32
1-16
1-16
1-16
1-32
1-16
2-32
1-32

of

Mose3 B. Nickerson, late

Sch. Ida L. Howard.
Marcus Hunter.
Lettie S. Reed.
11

Cynosure.
Eva May.

Frank Hurbert.

Vanguard.
City Point.

Brig Ernestine.

JOSEPH A. LOCKE, Administrator.
176 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

janl5J2w

PRICES I
Men’s Rubber Boots
“
Women's “
“
“
Misses’
“
“
Child’s
Men’s Rubbers
Women’s Suit Sandals
“
“
Misses’
Men’s Buckle Arctic
“
Women’s

$2.50
1.50
1.25
1.00
,65
.3$
.30
1.25

_

Pure Gum Rubber Boots

1,25

3.75

Also a new Style ot Light Over
Shoes lor IMcn an Women city

Personally appeared Geo. Trefetbeu and made oath
i hat the above statement is correct.
Before me,
FRANKLIN SKILLINGS, J. P.
jan26d3t
January 25th, 1876.

janl

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person
claiming to represent our
with

_

Republican National Convention.

M. Gr. PALMER.
dtf

Steam, Gas and Water
IPIIF^ES.
Sity, T&wn

1870.
The next Union Republican National Convention
for the nomination of candidates for President and
Vice-President of the United States will be held in
the city of Cincinnati, on Wednesday, the fourteenth
day of June, 1876, at 12 o'clock noon, and will consist
of delegates irom each State equal to twice the number of Its Senators and Representatives in Congress,
and of two delegates from each organized Territory
and the district of Colombia.
In calling the conventions for the election of delegates, the committees of the several States are recommended to tnvite all Republican electors, and ail
other voters, without
regard to past political differences or previous party affilations. who arc
opposed to reviving sectional issues, and desire to
promote friendly feeling and permanent harmony
throughout the country by maintaining and enforcing
all the constitutional rights of
every citizen, including the full and free exercise oi the right 'of suit rage
without intimidation and without fraud; who are in
favor of the continued prosecution and punishment
of all official dishonesty, and an economical administration of the Government by honest, fait hful and capable officers; who are in favor of making such reforms in government as experience may from time to
time suggest; who are opposed to
impairing the credit ot the nation by depreciating
any of its obligations,
and in favor of sustaining in every way the national
faith and financial honor; who hold that the common
school system is the nursery of American liberty, and
should be maintained absolutely free from sectarian
control; who believe that, for the promotion of these
end8, the direction of the Government should continue to be confided to those who adhere to the principles of 1776, and support them as incorporated in
the Constitution and the laws; and who are in tavor
of recogpizing and
strengthening the fundamental
principle of National Unity in this Centennial Anniversary of the birth of the Republic.
E. D. MORGAN, Chairman,
WM. E. CHANDLER, Secretary,
REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE.

Washington, January

13,1876.

Considering Mr. Raodall’s record on the
back-pay steal his proposition for the reduction of the salaries of Congressmen is decidedly cool.
The Democratic House evidently doesn't
care to prosecute the Pacific mail

investigation, leariog, perhaps, that more Democratic
Congressmen may be implicated.
The Democrats

talking of holding a
Saturday night to settle the financial policy of their party. The

Congressional

are

caucus

twelve labors of Hercules rolled into one
will be dwarfed beside the job they have before them.
The exportation of Massachusetts print
cloths to English markets is now a regular
thing. The Fall River manufacturers have
already sent over 30,000 pieces, and have
made arrangements for the regular sale of
American prints in the London market.
The complexion of the French Senate as
given is as follows: 22 Radicals, 16 irreconcilable Bonapartists, 47 moderate Bonapartists, 70 fusionists, legitimists and Orleanists,
and 14 ultra legitimists.
The others are yet
unaccounted for. This classification insures
the Left at least 126 seats in the Senate.
now

Gen. Garfield uses an apt illustration
in showing the absurdity of the plea that
resumption ought to be postponed until the
vast mass of private debts can be adjusted.
He alludes to Horace’s rustic, waiting for the
stream to flow by so that he may cross dryshod, and says “the succession of debts and
debtors will be as perpetual as tbe flow of
the river.* *
The Boston Post announces that its busi-

way affected by the
E. D Winslow. Its stock is in tbe hands cf strong and
responsible holders, its liabilities have not
been increased, and its stability is assured.
The gratification at this announcement will be
very general, for the Post is a paper whose
editorial management is a credit to journalness

interests

are

in

no

irregularities of its late treasurer,

luce

—

Hall’s Rubber

PRICES

near

IN

Double Coated Rubber Coats of supe■lor quality that will not wet through,
] )ouble Coated Suits for Fishermen, (josi amer Cloaks for Ladies that
can be
( carried iu the pocket, as
they weight but
12 oz.

STATE.

UJaUIER'a

Bargains

i

Skates ground and nil kinds of mechanical Repairing done in the best style.

35

uij

cauuuguc<

Hen’s Rubber Boots,
Hen’s Hip Rnbber Boots,
Hen’s Rnbber Coats,

tlery
TI1E

ivi

Please

RUBBERGOODS!

Also the only complete stock of

G

dcuu

—

BUY

assortment

vi

Groat

Christmas Presents

splendid

orders by mail promptly attended to.
van

ftp1*2**__

A

ui

from the Probate
PURSUANT to licensesaleobtained
the following property

MUSIC!

VERY LOW

vauaco

Court, I offer for
belonging to the estate
Df Portland> deceased:

ORDER.

SKATES I

prayer.

St. Paul, Aug. 22,1864.

_

jan5

SHIRTS

TO

class

Sold by all Druggists & Dealers Everywhere.

janldtC

MADE

laboring

Mr.

ST.
(ltf

MIDDLE

OC16

the

Has Entirely Cured Me.

Exchange St.,

BELOW

to

mation, cleanses and cures ulceration,
pation, and regulates the bowels.

on

46

Spectacles, Opera Glasses,
Silver Ware, Clocks, etc.

belonging

...—.

Gr. A. Whitney & Co.,

ST.,

one

knows the inconvenience or being obliged to labor
when the body, from debility, almost refuses to perform its daily task. I never was a believer in dosing
with medicines: but having heard the Vegetine
spoken of so highly, was determined to try it, and
shall never regret that determination. As a tonic
(which every one needs at same time) it surpasses
everything I ever heard of. It invigorates the whole
system; it is a great cleanser and purifier of the
blood. There are many of my acquaintances who
have taken it, and all unit6 in praise of its satisfac-

complaints, It invigorates and strengthens the whole
system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays infla-

opened and closed by odb
the combination principle.
Price $90.00
Detail price $130 00.
About the first of Feb, we shall be
prepared to furnish all styles of Show
Cases at manufacturer’s ptices; 25 per
cent, lower than they have ever been
offered in this city.

LA1SQI,

201 MIDDLE

—

have not enjoyed good health for several years
yet have not allowed it to interfere with my la-

I

of drawers

lock,

.

OF A

Boston, Mass., May 9,1871.

Any party in want of Office Desks
of any style we are now prepared to
furnish them at manufacturer’s wholesale prices. We will sell a splendid
Boll Top Desk with the entire system

€

MEETING,

fflHE Annual Meeting ot'tho Maine Steamship
JL Company, for the choice of officers and any
other business that may legally come before them,
will be holden at their office, Franklin Wharf, on
WEDNESDAY, the 2d day of February, 187G, at 10
o’clock A. M.
Per order,
HENRY FOX, Clerk.

,

30 per cent, on Terry or Plush,
Irom these prices, if parties want
such suits as are being sold by
Boston dealers in this city.
In
Walnut Chamber Sets we are selling at prices that dely competition. We have 25 Marble Top Ash
Chamber Sets that we bought for
Cash from a Bankrupt Stock, the
same Sets we sold lor $125,00 six
months ago. Wc will sell this lot
now for $75.00 each set.
Marble
Top and Cloth Top Tables of the
same stock we will also sell at reduced prices. We will sell Marble
Top Tables, 24x31 inches, for SO.
Cloth Top Tables, 24x36 inches,
for $10.
Parties about buying
Furniture will surely save money
by calling on ns before purchasing.
Please give us a call and we will
show you our very extensive stock
with pleasure, whether yon wish

,,

sacrifice.

CEO. A. WHITNEY & €0.
Portland, Dec. 23d.
dec24dtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

sing.

per cent, on Hair Cloth Suits, and

Marblized Slate Mantles.

on

Terry,

We will make a discount of 20

PROPRIETOR FOR MAINE,
138 Exchange Street.
octlldif
Agent Wanted._

We have

or

$42,

decided to be tbe best Gas Light ever produced—
quite as steady as the Argand, which varies as the
pressures varies, and need to be constantly watched,
as all know, beside the great annoyance from the
heat caused by the styles of the shade and chimney*
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so
constructed as to allow the heat to pass upwards,
after being properly adjusted is always regulated,
with an actual saving of from 15 to 40 per cent, in
the consumption of gas over any ether burner.
is

! !

Having bought out the Stock and Stand of

MEETINGS~

ANNUAL

PUBLIC

of our prices, A

some

7 Pieces, Hair Cloth

Sage's

_ja21d&wlw

d4wt

"■ Agents for the best selling
j
<1 BlaDll Prize Package in the
It contains 15 sheets
■
lilyll
W H
* rt.ill
RUVVU wnild.
paper, ,5 envelopeg> golden Pen, Pen Holder, Pencil, patent Yard Measure, and a piece of Jewelry.
Single package with elegant Prize, postpaid, 25c.
Circular tree. Bit IDE & CO., 7GU Broadway, N. Y.
ja25
dlwt

1'r.

Catarrh Remedy is known the world over as the
greatest specific for Catarrh and “Cold in the Head”
ever given to the public. They are sold
by druggists.
20 TEARS A SUFFERER.—CURED RT THE
GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCO VEIt Y.
Db. R. V. Pierce:
Dear Sir—Twenty yeais ago I was shipwrecked on
the Atlantic Ocean, and the cold and exposure
caused a large abscess to form on each leg, which
kept continually discharging. I was attended by
doctors in Liverpool, Havre, New Orleans, New
York, and at the hospital on Staten Island (where
the doctors wanted to tak one leg ofl). Finally, after
spending hundreds of dollars, I was persuaded to
try your “Golden Medical Discovery,” and now, In
less than three months after taking the first bottle, I
am thankful to say I am
completely cured, and for
the first time in ten years can put my left heel to the
ground. I am at home nearly every evening and
shall be glad to satisfy any person of the truth of this
information. I am, sir, yours respectfully.
WILLIAM RYDER,
87 Jefferson Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

MONEY

eod&wGm

UNDERSOLD IN PARLOR SUITS,

l>r. Pierce.
From the Toledo Blade.
“Success is never achieved without merit. A man
may make a poor article and sell it once, and there
being 40,000,000 people in the United States, the sale
to each one would be enough to make a decent fortune. But an article that holds the field year after
year, and the sales of which increase regularly and
•
rapidly, must have absolute merit.
Dr. B. Y. Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y., occupies our
eutire eighth page to-day with his various articles.
We admit it, because we know the Doctor, and know
of his articles. We know him to be a regulariy educated physician, whose diploma hangs on the wall of
his office, and we know that he has associated with
him several of the most eminent practitioners in the
country. We know that parties consult him, by mail

HI!

COUGHS, COLDS,

CONSUMERS !

Jyl*jan3deod3p&wlmsn

ing, and an unequalled Cough Remedy; Pleasant
Purgative Pellets,scarcely larger than mustard seeds,
constitute an agreeable and reliable physic; Favorite
Prescription, a remedy for debilitated females; Extract of Smart-Weed, a magical remedy lor Pain,
Bowel Comnlaints. and an nnomini«i T.fnimonf

a

Mains.

Wc have made up our minds not
to be

decdem

gists.

in person, from all the States in the Union every
day, and that they are fairly and honestly dealt with.
This grand result has been accomplished by two
agencies—good reliable articles—articles which, once
introduced, work easily their own way—and splendid
business management.
They have succeeded because they ought to have succeeded.”
If you would patronize Medicines,
scientifically
prepared by a skilled Physician and Chemist, use Dr.
Pierce’s Family Medicines. Golden Medical Discovery is nutritious, tonic, alterative, and blood-cleans-

of

Address,

Portland,

FURNITURE.

THE ELLIS PATEKT

C.

dtr

POLICEMAN

SQUARE,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

eodtf

Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills.—These deservedly celebrated and popular medicines have effected a revolution in the healiDg art, and proved the fallacy of
several maxims which have for many years obstructed the progress of medical science. The false supposition that “Consumption is incurable” deterred physicians from attempting to find remedies for that disease, and patients afflicted with it reconciled themselves to death without making an effort to escape
from a doom which they supposed to be unavoidable
It is now proved, however, that Consumption can be
cured, and that it has been cured in a very great
number of cases (some of them apparently desperate
ones) by Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone; and in
other cases by the same medicine in connection with
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic and Mandrake Pills, one
or both, according to the requirements of the case.
Dr.Schenck himself, who enjoyed uninterrupted
good health for more than forty years, was supposed,
at one time, to be at the very gate of death, his physicians having pronounced his case hopeless, and
abandoned him to his fate. He was cured by the
aforesaid medicines, and, since his recovery, many
thousands similarly affected have used Dr. Schenck’s
preparations with the same remarkable success.
Full directions accompany each, making it not absolutely necessary to personally see Dr, Schenck unless patients wish their lungs examined, and for this
purpose he is professionally at his principal office,
Corner Sixth and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, every
Monday, where all letters for advice must be addressed. Schenck’s medicines are sold by all drug-

Exchange St.,

—

TIMOTHY WOIaCOTT, Proprietor.

COAL !

■■DDOATIOK,

chasing.

THIS

oc29

■'.ranches

■

FURNITURE.

Hotel,

horse-flesh; while his

Gray,

UNEQUALLED.

ME.

Hotel duriug the past year has been entiiely
remodeled and enlarged by the addition of 24
new rooms, also new dining room, reading room,
sample rooms and billiard hall, giving it a capacity
of accommodating 300 guests, making it now. with
one exception, the largest Hotel in the city.
It lias
fcoou noirlj’ painton aa<l Apov-uciL ACfUl ilIl*JjC(], ^lliauy
of the rooms with black walnut iurniture) and newly
in
and
is
all
a
new hotel, clean
carpeted,
respects
and bright, and will be kept in all respects as a first
class hotel. Most centrally located in the business
part of the city, it offers superior advantages to commercial men and pleasure parties.
Its table will at all times be supplied, with the
choicest that the market affords,

both human and

■

BUSINESS

au7

____mar!3-dtf

United States

L. A.

collateral

Information,

^

_

DURABILITY

.public.

or Female
Send your address and
YfllT Ma*e
Set something that will Dring you in hon* vUr
over §150 a month, sure.
oral>1y
lrnirnv
^-INVENTORS’ UNION,
*1
175 Greenwich St., New York.
«on

til

eodtr

neatly executed

Wanted for the GREAT

CENTENNIAL

B1T

Cargo Prices.

A. W. REEKING,
210 C.niaicrcial Street, Fool of Centre St
uei2

Asthma that

CarboHc Tablets,
PUT UP ONLY IN BLl'E

1 & 11-4: Inch

car loads at

or

Wells’

Southern Pine Flooring.
or

Cough. Cold

toilet soap in the world, and the only perfect winter
soap. Ask for ROBINSON’S OATMEAL SOAP.
janl8td4w

of the

For sale in lots

of

ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will not cure.
[JflT T1 Sold by Druggists at 35 cts. Circular free.
UUllU Dr. F, \V. KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine.
d4wt
jan7_

ers,

Dry

ockatT

VA J. i¥i Kim.Ee
SIIAI*.
?euine Oatmeal Soap is known world wide as Robinson’s Oatmeal Glycerine. It is the cheapest fine

3

Seventh daughter ot the seventh Son,

Clairvoyant

Maine.

Probate Business and Collections.
d3m
jan20

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Tight,

mm

first-class Hotel in every respect, arranged especially with a view to the wants
of the commercial and pleasure seeking

STANTON BLOCK,

No. 31 1-2

Thorough in- ■

WIHR, Proprietor

15.

the kind
struction in

lOoHeeDingl jsic’lLaw
■

COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

MAINE.

usiness
College
institution of I ■

A

Attorney at Law,
IN

Gas

421-2

For Cirenlar Address XI. F. Eaton, Priu.
augl9-tf

This furnace is without exaggeration,
the most powerful heating furnace ever
made. It has the best Grate and Sifter
ever put in a furnace.
The radiators are
made of heavy plated Iron and riveted
in the most thorough manner.

MOUSE,

LEWISTON, ME.,

1). W. FESSENDEN,
OFFICE

®

Warranted

ATTORNEY &

jam_

NOKRIDGEWOCK,

t?

Jz;

Emery S. Ridlon,

—AT—

'S

We do not read anonymous letter* and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases Indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

dim*

Eaton Family School For Boys,

;*
©

eS
©

THURSDAY MORNING, JAN. 27, 187ft

journal.

Has removed to

EDUCATIONAL.

S-

n__

Corner Pine and Park Streets,

Jan5dtf

COMMITTEE.
C. W. Howe,
Frank W. Tbue,
W. G. Nobbis,
Cuas. J. Pennell,
Geo.' H. Poor.
J. K. Mabtin,

JOB

»

THE KOYAL VICTORIA HOTEL,
beautifully situated and well kept. United StateB

(gaid

Middle

janl_

PBESS.

—

Jan5

of Milk.
d3m

TO

153 AND 155 MIDDLE STREET.

BLOCK,

Exchange St. Cor.

3

for those desirous of escaping the severity of the
Northern climate. Temperature never falls below
04® Fahrenheit nor rises above 82°, and the variation does not exceed 52 in 24 hours.

BERRY,

ATTORNEY AT

31 1-2

a

•S3

—

lias removed to office in

STANTON

has this day removed from
AND 30 UNION STREET,

4G

COU NSELLOR-AT-LAW

13

p

F. M. RAY.

a
*

©•

•

NASSAU, N. P.

OVER I. I>. BVARRINGKrONT’S,

MUSIC BV CHANDLER.
There will be a Concert by the String Rand of QO
pieces one-liaif hour previous to the Grand March.
Tickets 81.00. Gallery Tickets, admitting Gent
and Lady, 50 cents. Knights will appear in uniform.

FIRST

stages.
eanOTJ^rmlolA

No. 37 Plum Street.

—

Tuesday Evening, February

and

godc, Job

a

BALL

IN

CITY

300 M.

§■

©.
oo

HOTEL,

One Block from Union Square aud Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and

LECTURE.

GRAC’D

on

§

REMOVAL,.

W

city. Convenient

DE WITT

Dr. SARAH W. DEVOLE, of this City,
Subject—“The Art of Living Well,”
At Library Boom, Mechanic*’ Building.
Cor. Congress and Casco Sts.
d3t
jan27

Patents,”

©

W. D. EITTIaE & CO., Agents, Exchange Street, Portland.
jan20dlm

course

g
S
s

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
Corner Irvins Place and 16h Street. New

J*..

will be delivered on
Monday EvcninK.Jan.31, at 7 1-2 O’cl’k,

will

a

2

Nutter Bros. & Go.,

If orb.

have removed to

Rooms 16 & '17 Fluent, Block, opposite
City Hall.
.dim
jan21

rTCOBB,

JOHN

29 MARKET

WESTMINSTER

Portland, Jan. 1,1876.

>

rs

~

The next Lecture in this

MOSJOY

4)

5

I’lease call and examine It before pur-

HOTELS.

ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW,

Copartnership heretofore existing between
THE
the undersigned is this day dissolved bvmutual
CHARLES ~j7 WALKER
consent.
JOHN C. COBB,

®

«

THE

KINGSBURY & JORDAN,

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION.

W

A FAMOUS WINTER RESORT

Floor Tickets $ LOO; Gents’Gallery 50 cents: Ladies 25 cents. Grand March at 8.30.
ja25dSt

C^M.

Iron

2

J. W. & H. H. McDUFFEE, Cor. Middle
A Union Sts.

Brown St.
Office Hoars 2 to 4 P. M.

JOHN

THE

tinue the business at the store of the late firm
CEYLON ROWE,
EDWIN C. ROWE.
Bethel, Me., Jan, 17,1876.jan!9d2w

A. KEITH.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

of

PORTLAND.

CITY
HALL,
MONDAY EVENING, Jan. 31st.

M.

A. MEBBILL.

STREET

FREE
Opposite head

REMOVAL.

D.

alCdtf_

—

MOMwSrSS!
—

BABCOCK.

56 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
Jul
PORTLAND, ME.
dly

74

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership between Ceylon Rowe and Edwin C. Rowe, under the firm name of C. & E.
C. ROWE is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
All accounts and notes due said firm are to be paid to
Ceylon Rowe, and to whojp ail demands against said
firm will be presented formayment. Either partner
will sign in liquidation. Kdwin C. Rowe will con-

A. MERRILL A- CO., 139 Middle St.

oct5-’69T T&Stl

Watch and Chronometer Markers’ Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Arc.,

G. A.

Fourth Annual Ball
OF

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
J.

J.

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
XcDenongh Patent Bed Lounges, Enameled Chairs, Arc.
EB—All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture

MAKER

Richardson & Boynton’s

Wrought

Street)).

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

THE!

—

G.

HOOPER,
UPHO LSTERER

MANUFACTURER

Monday Evening, Jan. 31st, the beautiful Irish
Drama BUI KENT OCE with entire new Scenery.
m.

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
Street.

Stair Builders.

MODEL

when will be presented David Garrick and To
Oblige Benson. Also a Musical Olio.

until 9 p.

Street.

F. LIBBY, No. 333 Fore Street, cor.
Cross St.. In Delano’s Mill.
G. L. HOOPER, Cor. York and Maple

P.

REMOVAL.

®

JBLOCK.
my22dtf
BOYD

C.

Friday, Jan. 38tfa,
BENEFIT OF J. A. ARNOLD,

m.,

J. N. McCOY A'

Roofers.
CO., 38 Spring

176 Middle Street.

oxed and matted.

a.

Street.

MANUFACTURES 0»

Reappearance of the popular Comedian

Effects and Music.
Box office open from 9

CO., No SO Middle
Plumbers.

Parlor

Frank Curtis !

To

Photographer.
A. S. DAVIS A

Beal Estate Agents.

J. H.

Miss Isadore Cameron !
on

J. 1. BABROUB, 330 Fore Street, Cor.
of Cron, Portland.

H. HOWE & SON.

Civil Engineers and Architects.

Cor. of CougreM and Exchange Street*.
I. T. IVTEB & CO.,
Proprietor*.

&

No. 70 Pearl St.

108 WALNUT STREET,

Subject—“Punctual People ”
Evening tickets 25 cts.jan25d3t

Wednesday

A
■Iorst ahoers at

JAMES MHXiER.No.9i Federal Street

by-

W.

Horse Shoers.
YOUNG, Experienced

ROBINSON

Pattern and Mode! Maker.

BROKERS.

Negotiated.

THURSDAY EVENING, the 27th,

REV. C.

IS Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 30 Exchange St. Uphol.tering of nil kinds
done to order.

.TTgregg"'
SHIP

COPARTNERSHIP.

novSdtf

Pine SL M, E, Church Lecture Course.
—

Furniture—Wholesale and Betail.
WALTER COREY & CO., Arcade, No.

He

Pelrolenm, Grain and other Charters,
Freight Engage men4* made
lor all parts of the world.
Marine Insurance effected In reliable

will be given

A.

COUNSELLOR- AT-LAW,

Commission & Forwarding Merchants

course

Book Binders.
QUINCY, Room 11, Primers’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL &-SHACKFORR, No. 33 Plum
WM.

STOVES.

Street.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

The fourth Lecture in the above

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT A FOGG, No. »1 Middle Slreel.

TERMS $8.00 PER

and

Country Purchasers are hereby
titled that they can buy

no-

The pension bill passed by tbe House
makes some very important changes in the
law. One provision in the bill is, that in the
administration of the pension law, whenever
it shall appear that a higher order of proof
cannot be obtained, evidence of cohabitation
and general recognition as husband and wife,
or other evidence which would constitute
proof of a marriage under the common law
may be accepted as sufficient to establish the
fact of the marriage. The law at present
fosters an evil, cases being numerous in which
widows receiving pensions are living with
men as their wives, nd yet without formal
marriage, because the ceremony would take
away their pensions. The bill passed ot
course renders this evasion useless.

Mb. Albebet Griffin, a nephew of Mr.
Charles S, D. Griffin of this city, is the editor
and publisher of a sprightly journal In Manhattan, KansaSjCalled the Nationalist. The Nationalist puts forward as its ticket “Blaine
and Bristow” and an excellent ticket it Is too.
Mr. Griffin,who was for some time a resident
of Savannah, Georgia, knows well the temper of the Southern people, and thinks they
mean mischief.
If the Democracy get control of the national government, he says, the
South will demand payment of the confederate debt and Southern claims, and a gigantic
system of internal improvements. The way
to avert the danger, he thinks, is to make a
systematic colonization of the South by anintelligent population that owned no slaves
has no claims against the treasury, and i3
controlled by a national of a sectional sentiment.
An analysis of the vote on the centennial
appropriation shows that the states of Maine,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
Louisiana, California, Minnesota, Oregon,
Nevada and Nebraska voted solidly for the
appropriation. West Virginia is the only
state whose delegation went solidly against
the hill. Five Pennsylvania members voted
in the negative; Maryland was evenly divided.
Stowell, the only Republican from Virginia,
was the only member of the delegation who
voted in the affirmative. Georgia, Kentucky

and Tennesee each gave one vote in the
affirmative.
The other members from these
it this establishment lower than anywhere in the
State. Beneficial advice given on consultation and
states all voted no.
New Hampshire, Verservice rendered at reasonable wages. Orders solicitmont, North Carolina, Alabama, Ohio, Indik1 which will be filled and despatched promptly.
ana, Illinois, Missouri, Michigan and Wisconsin gave majorities against the bill, while
Connecticut, New Tork, New Jersey, Penn224 Federal Street.
sylvania, Mississippi, Arkansas, Texas and
novlSd3m
Iowa, whose delegations were divided, gave a
majority in favor of it. The colored members
all voted for It. There did not seem to be
any party question in the matter, and while a
MOST cruel and rascally use of our firm name
has just been brought to our notice. A few
majority of Southern members voted against
iays since some person with an evident intent to | the
bill, such men as Lamar, Reagan and Hill
us
in
our good name, left one of our business
njure
:ards at the residence of a respected
citizen, a mem- are recorded in favor of it. Sunset Cox and
)er of whose family was
lying at the point of death, the Chairman of the
the above reward is offered tor the
Ways and Means Comdiscovery of the
mfeeling scamp who thus sought to bring us into ill mittee voted no.
epute in the community.
Neablt forty years ago Thomas H. Benton delivered a speech in the Senate in advocacy of hard-money. In that speech he forUNDERTAKERS,
tified his arguments by the example of
191 Federal Street. France. Siuce that time France has underjan24
dlw
gone three radical changes in the form of
her government, has fought three great wars,
Can be
!
in the last of which her
f| 1 IT SUCCESSFULLY
territory was invaded,
M m
TREATED her
capital occupied, and her treasury
^ " at the home of the patient withdrained by the most enormous fine ever imout the use .of the
or CAUSTICS
n n
posed upon a conquered nation. Yet her
n KNIFE
I
IL If And without pain. Address,
admirable currency has enabled her to enV rnli JL« OK. A. II
KRVWN,
dure all these change swithout financial disNEW nAVEN, CONN.,
turbance. She has come out of a war in
Pt ysicians
k22d&v,6nl
which she was whipped in better condition
than we have come out of a war in which we
to
leads to lortune?*'™
were victorious,
The words of Mr. Benton,
'2 page Book, entitled, men and Idiom, of
Wall Street, explaining everything.
given below, are as true to-day as they weie
PIPES AND FITTINGS

k.

McDonald,

Fifty Dollars Reward.
A

Morse 8c

Bunce,

§j

$10.

Correspondencegfro^
$500.

FREE.
SENT
bankers and
79
Ifoklt-

Brokers,

Broadway, New
jnel9eod&wly.

in 1837:
I have repeatedly given it as my opinion tl at
the French currency is the best in the world.

ANXUM*IN

ADVANCE

It has hard
money for the government; liai
money for the common dealings of the peool
and large notes for
large transactions. Th
currency has enabled France to stand two ii
vasions the ravaging
by three hundred thoi
sand men—two
changes of dynasty, and tl
payment of a milliard of contributions, and a
wituout any commotion or convulsion in trad
It has saved her from the revulsions whic
have afflicted England and America for
many years.
It has saved her from ei
pansions
and
contractions, and rainoi.
fluctuations of price. It has saved her fi
near forty years from a
debate on cn
rency. It has saved her from a knowledge (
our sweet-scented flowers, sound
currency, ni
sound currency, plethoric, dropsical, inflate)
bloated; the money market tight to-day, a littl
easier this morning.’ It has saved Franc
from a discussion on the
currency; while i
England and with ns it is banks, banks, bank*
morning, noon and night, breakfast, dinne
and supper; sitting or standing, at home o
abroad, in steamboat or railroad car, in Con
Kress or out of Congress, it is all the sam
thing, banks, hanks, banks, currency, currency
currency, meaning all the while paper luone;
and shinplasters, until our very brains seem a
if tbev would be converted into lampblack and

rags.”

__

A Great

Forgery.

Winslow’s A niece deal, anil Habits.

The Boston papers contain very fall account!
forgeries of E. D. Winslow, proprietor

of the
of the
Post

Daily news, and treasnrei of the Bostoc
Compauy. The Globe publishes the fol

lowiug sketch of his

career:

Dike many another noted maD.he was born ic
humble circumstances, and his prominence hat
has gained by bis untiring
energy and a good
supply of native cheek. Mr. Winslow was
born at Whitehall, N. Y„
September 0, 183U,
and studied theology at the Methodist
Institute,
at that time at
N.
Concord,
H., but recently
consolidated with the Boston University, and
forming what is known as the Theological Department. His first station was at Phillipston and Baldwinsville, in
1860, when be was a
member of the Ware Quarterly Conference.
In 1861 he was located at Chester
factories, and
upon the opening of the war enlisted as private
in Billy Wilson's Zouaves.
While the regiment was lying at Yorktown, he was commissioned by Gov. Andrew as chaplain of the 19th
Regiment of Massachusetts Volunteers.
Ills
health failing him, he was
subsequently transferred, through the personal influence of President Lincoln, to the chaplaincy of the
flagship
Lancaster of the Pacific
squadron. It was
whUe in this service on tbe Pacific coast that
he first developed a mania for
speculation, as
when the squadron lay before San Francisco
he was in the habit of going ashore and dabbling in mining and other fancy stock, makinir
as mgn as »*twi or 80OWJ one
day, and losing it
the next. At the end of two years he was relieved and ordered to report at the Charlestown navy yard, where he drew
Ipay as chaplain until ordered to the navy yard at Pensacola. His health again failing him, he was
discharged from the service. In 1856 he was
settled as pastor at Franklin, Hass., whence he
went to the Meridian street church, East Boston, thence to Sedalia, Mo., and thence to
Brookline, where his experience has already
been narrated. On tbe 27th of August,1868. bis
name first appeared as business or
publishing
agent ot Zion’s Herald, and this position he
held up to February 2,1871, when he retired,
and Mr. Alonzo S. Weed, the present
agent,
was appointed in
his place.
Mr. Winslow
joined the New England Conference of tbe
Methodist church in April, 1860, and was a
member of that organiz»tton when he located
or took his name from the conference list of active preachers. It will be seen by this record
that his preaching was very irregular, and that
he has occupied but few churches as paster.
From the minutes of the New England Annual Conference it appears that Winslow was
shelved by his associates at tbe last session,
held in Springfield, last April.
Upon his
retirement from the office of business agent,
he began a series of speculations. He had
previously removed to Auburndale, and had
purchased or was a party in the purchase of a
farm, which was cut up into house-lots. He
then built several large houses and subsequently several smaller ones, for speculation. Some
of these were sold at the time, and others at a
later period. He was engaged in tbe effort to
organize what was known as the Boston Mortgage Company, which, owing to a detective
charter or other causes, was never engaged in
business.
By an exchange of real estate in
Auburndale, he with many others came into
possession of tbe skating rink at the South
End, which was then fitted up and furnished
as a market, and known as the Tremont Market. Something like a year ago the papers arnounced that Mr. Winslow was to be the business manager for Dr. J. C. Aver of
Lowell, but
he was soon alter engaged in business again In
this city, taking a part in the management of
the Daily News, he having purchased it when
the Daily News Comoany went into
bankruptcy. This paper was subsequently joined with
the Post, and Mr. Winslow was announced as
the business manager and treasurer of the Post
Company, a position he held up to the latter
He was nut a newspaper
part of last week.
man in any sense other than that of a
speculator in newspaper ownership, having no
journalistic education nor experience, and his ventures in this line were simply
and
speculative,
undertaken in tbe hope of relieving himself
from the embarrassments caused by prior speculations. Indeed, bis whole career of late years
has been that of a bold and reckless speculator,
and there are many—In addition to the class
always reaay 10 cry 1 told you so when any
wrong-doing is exposed—who have for a
long time distrusted Mr Winslow’s soundness as a business
man, if not his probity
and moral character.
As an illustration of
his style of doing business, it appears that one
gentleman unexpectedly found paper to a large
amount bearing bis name, on tbe street, and
Winslow admitted to him the forgery of the
gentleman’s name, bat on Winslow’s intercession and promise to make good tbe amount be
assumed the note, and received from Winslow
a check in partial settlement and notes
bearing
excellent names for the balance. Since then it
has transpired that these notes were forgeries,
and that Winslow subsequently forged another
note for a large sum upon his kind friend.
Another case has come to light in which Winslow forged the name of a party to a note for
$10,000, upon which he obtained tbe money.
The gentleman was waited upon by the holder
of the note and asked if his name was good for
the amount. “Yes, if you can get it,” was the
reply- “Here it is,” said the unfortunate
lender. Tbe other took the note, and, going to
Winslow, recovered the full amount, under
threats of exposure and prosecution.
He appears to have made ample provision for
his eon, as on the 18lb of January a conveyance was made from Henry
C Wetherell of
Boston to Susan C. Ayer, sister-in-law of
of
house
and
land
on
Beacon street,
Winslow,
near Clarendon, valued at $30,000, and
subject
to a mortgage of $18,300, held by tbe Boston
Five Cent Savings Bank, which was purchased
at auction from Wheatland & Bird,
by Messrs.
Smith & Morgan, as agents. This deed was
recorded the same date, and provides that tbe
estate shall be held in trust for Arthur F.
Winalow, son of E. D. Winslow, nntil he shall
arrive at the age of twenty-one years, and
shall not be disposed of or sold nnless by tbe
consent of his father, Ezra D. Winslow, or his
proper legal guardian under authority of Court;
but the assent of tbe father shall be sufficient
at any time to pass title and transfer the above
property by deed from tbe said trustee. Upon
the original deed is this indorsement: “Please
don’t allow this to be published.”

(New York Times.)

Treasury Book-Keeping.
The iutricacies of tbe Treasury accounts have
been a fruitful subject of discussion and inves-

tigation by Congress, which usually leaves the
a protracted struggle with its
in about the same state as that in
which it was found. Neatly every session fur-

subject after
complexities,

nishes a new investigator, who, finding that
he is unable to comprehend the details of the
Treasury reports, and undaanted by prior dis-

comfitures, straightway attacks the system ot accounts followed

by

the

Treasury.

When

it is

remembered that the simplest set of doubleentry accounts would be about as intelligent to
the average Congressman as the Institutes of
Menu in the original tongue, it is not to be
wondered at that he is baffled whenever he at-

tempts to wrestle with the debt statement or
the figures of the finance report
The principal stumbling-block to the
lay investigator is the discrepancy between the actual
cash on deposit and the statements
by warrants.
The explanation is simple enough.
Under a practice in vogue ever since the establishment of the Treasury, no
money can be
technically drawn from or paid into the Treasury except on a warrant drawn by tbe Secretary, countersigned by the First Controller,
who is the chief
accounting officer, and recorded by the Register, who is tbe
book-keeper and
files-keeper of the department The manifest
object of this practice is to provide a regular
and systematic mode of receiving and disbursing the money of the United States, so as to
insure that all transactions and entries shall be
directed or checked by the proper offioers.
Simple as this plan appears to w, it is in
practice the fount of nearly all the apparent
discrepancies in the Treasury statements. The
warrants for tbe payment of money are charged
to tbe proper accounts as soon as they are
issued, although the drafts drawn to satisfy
them may not be presented lor months.
On
tbe other side of the account still greater discrepancies occur. Although no money is technically “covered into the Treasury” until the
Secretary has issued his warrant, it would be
plainly impracticable and absurd, to delay the
receipt of money due to tbe United States until
a warrant has beeu
Issued directing Us payment into the
Treasury. It is tbe practice of
officers
to
money
receive and receipt for money
presented on any account, leaving tbe ‘‘covering in” to be settled afterwards.
Tbe reports
of the deposits are
carefully checked by tbe
proper officers, and, if the money bas been

properly deposited, a covering warrant is issued,
satrying it to tbe credit of tbe proper fuDd or
appropiiatiou. If, as often happens, the mousy has been improperly deposited, it la refunded; but if it be once “covered in,” It
:an be drawn out again only by an appo-

It is evident that
the cash statements must always differ from
the warrant statements by the amount of the
outstanding drafts and of the receipts not covered into the Treasury.
Furthermore, any statement of the actual
cash in tbe bands of the various Assistant
Treasurers and depositaries will differ from the
Treasurer’s book3 by the amount of drafts outstanding. When the Treasurer draws a draft
upon an Assistant Treasurer in satisfaction of
a warrant, he gives the
Assistant Treasurer
credit on his books. The Assistant Treasurer
does notWke credit for the draft until he pays
it, and in the mean time there is an apparent
discrepancy between tbe cash actually on deposit, and tbe amount home on the Treasurer’s
books. This is one of those details that are
perfectly understood by accountants everywhere, but which when occurring in tbe Treasury accounts, might be magnified into immense
prosortions for partisan purposes.
Tbe debt statement, agaiD, agrees with neither tbe warrant account nor the actual cash,
and, in tbe nature of the case, it cannot agree
with either of them. Tbe debt statement is
made op promptly ou the first oi eacb month,
and, as it states, is based upon tbe returns in
the department at that time. The returns
from many of tbe depositories are from three
None
to ten days in reaching tbe department.
of the receipts at these offices dating tbe last
few days of tbe month can apnear on tbe debt
statement.
The cash in the Treasury, according to this statement, mast always be less than
tbe fioal balance made up by the Treasurer.
The discrepancy on this account in the debt
statement tor last July, as shown by the
Treasurer's report, was over three and onebait millions. On the other hand all the warrants drawn to the end cf tbe preceding month
are deducted from tbe cash on band in making
up tbe figures for tbe debt statement, making
a discrepancy between it and the actual cash
All the above
on the other side of tbe account.
classes of discrepancies, existing at tbe close of
tbe last fiscal year, ate fnlly explained in tbe
elaborate tables appended to Treasurer New’s
report.
There are numerous other classes of apparent
discrepancies which disappear when explained,
For instance, when moneys are advanced from
an appropriation, and are afterward repaid into
the Treasury, they are carried back by warrant
to the credit of the appropriation.
As this
does not constitute a true receipt, but only a
of
are deall
such
amounts
repayment
money,
ducted from both sides of the account in making up tbe statements of the net receipts and
expenditures for the Secretary’s report.
So, too, when bonds of ODe loan are
converted into those of another, the transaction appears on the Treasurer's books as a redemtion of tbe bonde converted on one side of
the account, and a sale of tbe bonds issued on the other. Aa these are mere matter,
of book-keeping which do not affect the receipts and expenditures one way or the othter
they are also excluded from the statements
of net receipts and expenditures.
We have thus shown that there are numerous necessary discrepancies between tbe different statements of the condition and transactions of the Treasury, which are tbe necessary
results of the complexity of the business, and
which disappear when explained. It may be
that tbe system of keeping accounts is capable of simplification, but it may well be doubted
whether a committee of Congress will be able
to improve a system which has stood the test of
ninety years’s trial, and has challenged tbs admiration of all who have intelligently studied
It

prialion by CoDgress.
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Portland Barber Controversy—Salaries
of

State

Prison

Official*—Centennial

Appropriation af $10,000

to

be Recom-

mended.

[Special

to

Prese.l

Augusta,

Jan. 20th.
The Committee on Constitutional Amendments to-day presented two bills, one a measure known as the general railroad bill, which
has many times been considered in the House.
Its general provisions are like those of an ordinary railroad charter. The first section provides that auy number of persons not less than
two—a majority ol whom shall reside in the
state, may form a railroad company, with a
capital stock of not less than $10,000 for every
mile for 4 ft. 8J inch, gauge and $6,000 for a
narrower gauge.
The second section provides
that the articles of such associations shall not
be filed until the capital stock above referred
to is subscribed and five per cent paid thereon
to the directors.
The third section provides
that when it shall be shown to the satisfaction
of the Railroad Commissioners that the provisions of the first two sections are complied with

they shall endorse their approval of the same,
and on paymeut of $25 to the Secretary of the
State, he shall issue a certificate of the fact,
under which the association may proceed.
The
other
bill
provides that ail business corporations, except banking, insurance, railroads, savings banks, trust apd
deposit companies, may be organized in the
same manner as manufacturing and mining

companies.
me Din

reported Dy tbe Judiciary Committee in relation to the erection of wharves and
fish weirs in tide waters, provides that persons
intending to build a fish weir or wharf in the
tide waters of any city cr town may apply to
the officers of tbe same in writing, stating tbe

location, limits, etc., and asking permission,
and that the officers on receiving such application shall give publio notice and assign a day
for

a hearing on tbe premises, who shall decide
upon tbe case, and if a license of the Bame as
given, shall make a record thereof. Section 3

provides that no wharf or fish weir shall be
erected except in accordance with the act. The
bill does not provide for any appeal from tbe
decision of municipal officers.
Mr. Harris of Augusta presented a memorial
of the officers of the Maine Fishing Association
which sera forth in a copious manner tbe reasons why fresh water fish should be cultivated.
It has been ordered to be printed.
The resolve to change the seat of government
to Portland is regarded as a joke put up by a
number of Democratic leaders who met here

Tuesday evening. The fellows were happy
and could not conceivejof anything more funny.
J. P. Smith of Portland addressed tbe Degal
Affairs Committee this afternoon on the law

relating

to barbers. He opposed any change
in the law looking to open shops on Sunday.

The committee instructed Mr. Donworth to
bill to allow municipal officers to
regulate tbe matter.
A large number of strangers are here on various matters. The friends of tbe proposed

prepare

a

Bridgton Normal School are here in force and
are making a good impression. It is stated tbat
the Cumberland delegation will heartily support the proposition.
Judge Knight, Senator Haskell and Hon.
Joshua Nye presented the claims of Maine in
the Centennial to the Committee on Federal
Relations, which agreed to report an appropriation of $10,000.
The bearing on tbe DeeriDg boulevard bill
will occur on Tuesday afternoon.
The Constituiional Amendment Committee
will report a bill to-morrow under which savings banks may be incorporated.

Warden Rice was before tbe Finance Committee to-day in relation to salaries of officers
of the state prison.
He thought the salaries of
subordinate officers could not be reduced, but
expressed willingness to have his own reduced
ii

iicbcapaij.

The Committee on Legal Affairs will report
bills authorizing innholders to sell the baggage
of delinquent guests.
The Committee on Claims will refer the
granger turnpike claim to the Governor and
Council for adjustment.
Unfavorable action will be
fixing further limitations for

reported on a
commencing

SENATE.

ISpecial to the Press.]

Augusta, Jan. 26,1876
The Senate was called to order at 10 a. m.
Rev. Mies Haynes of Ilallowell, conducted the
devotional exercises. There was a marked devotional spirt manifested in those present.
Petitions Presented and Referred—It being the
last day for the reception of Bach documents there
Petition of citizens
was a goodly number of them.
of Kingsbury and adjoining towns for an appropriation to repair the State road in that town; ot H. R.
Kingsbury and 22 others for suppression of the sale
of intoxicating liquors; of George Pierce for prohibition of playing base ball in the Btreets; four petitions
for aid for a Homoeopathic Hospital; of Penobscot
County Commissioners for a loan; of T. C. Hersey
and others for a State Board of Harbor Commissioners; bill accompanied this petition; of Clement Jordan and others tor incorporation of Cape Elizabeth
Dyking Co.; of George Dyer for protection of his
ferry from North Haven to Vinalhaven with bill accompanying; an act to amend section 3 chapter 13 of
the Revised Statutes relating to the practice of medicine ; an act to legalize the doing of the town of
Cornish; an act to amend chapter 124 of Public Laws
of 1873 relating to free high schools.

Orders Passed—That the Judiciary Committee enquire into the expediency of the law ot 1875 establishing a voting precinct on Hurricane Island; that
the Committee on Legal Affairs enquire into the expediency of repealing or amending chapter 39 of the
Public Laws of 1875 relating to attachments on property; that the Committee on Education consider the
expediency of so amending the law relating to Normal schools that the expense of the same may be
paid from money appropriated for the support of
common schools; that the Committee on Judiciary
consider the expediency of repealing or amending
chapter 244 of the laws of 1874; that the Committee
on Banks and Banking inquire into the expediency
of so amending section 7 ot chapter 266 of the Public
Laws of 1874 that no savings bank shall be required
or obliged to pay to any depositor until after thirty
days notice the exact sum of 8500.
Committee Reports—The Committee on Agriculture, to which was referred the bill to provide for the taxation of dogs and protection of
sheep, referred from the last legislature, reported that it ought not to pass.
The Committee on Judiciary, to which was
referred the order of the legislature to inquire
into the expediency of abolishing imprisonment for debt and providing other means for

ootaining disclosure of a debtor's affairs,
ported legislation inexpedient.

bill
for

the recovery of lands sold for taxes and arrest
of poor debtors.

WASHINGTON.
The Texas and Central •'aeiflc Roads.
Washington, Jan. 26.—Mr. Scott of the
Texas Pacific and Huntington of tbe Central
Pacific had a hearing before the House Committee this morning.
Mr. Scott asserted that no interest except the
Central Pacific was objecting to his building a
competing line. The discussion took a wide
range. Mr. Felsenheld, representative from
San Diego, made an address showing that a
competing Hue was the life blood of California,
and arraigning the Central Pacific as the
greatest monopoly of the age. Judge Kennard spoke in behalf of the committee of tbe
St. Louis convention and of New Orleans and
impressed upon tbe committee his views of the
power and duty of Congress to regulate the
present monopoly.
The committee adjourned
till next week.
Resignation of John Ml. Rarclny.
Dr. Mebaffy, the reading clerk, and J. W.
Clayton, assistant journal clerk of tbe House,
having been notified of their removal by the
clerk of the House, John M. Barclay, who was
journal clerk for 27 years and in the service of
the House 29 years, to-day addressed the following note to Mr. Adams, clerk of the House:
“Sfour treatment of my old friends,
Mebaffy
and Clayton, both of whom had assurance from
your friends of retention, is so suggestive of
similar treatment of myself that I prefer to select the lime myself, and hence hereby this day
tender my resignation.
John M. Barclay.
(Signed)

Legal Affairs, to which
was referred the bill so changing the law relating to returns from plantations that it shall
not apply to plantations containing less than
fifty inhabitants, reported that the same ought
The Committee on

pass. Ordered printed nnder the rule.
The Committee on Maine State Year Book
reported a resolve that the Secretary of State
contract with some suitable person for 700
copies of the Maine State Year Book and Legislative Manual, at a cost not exceeding 81000.
to

Ordered

Philadelphia stevedores are

on a

printed.

The Committee on Towns, to which was referred the petition of the inhabitants of
Hampden to be set off from the town of Hampden and annexed to the city of Bangor, recommended that they have leave to withdraw.
Tbe bills read and assigned yesterday having

been.raad twice were passsed to be engrossed.
Senator Brown of Piscataquis, presented a
statement of facts in connection with tbe resolve in favor of the town of Mt. Chase, which
was

strike.

ordered printed.

Senator Keyes presented a bill to extend the
powers of school districts, enabling them to
change scholars from one grade to another,
which was referred to the Committee on Education.
This completed the business and the Senate

adjourned.
After adjournment Senator Swasey presented
the following petition which was received from
one of Senator Sturgis’s “crazy constituents.”
It

was as

follows:

To the Senate and House of Representatives of

Maine: We believe that the Agricultural College is of no benefit and worse than useless,
and ought to be abolished, and the property
sold and the proceeds appropriated to the extinguishment of the state debt, for it is much
better to teach industry and morality than illusions, which is about all it does teach. We
think there can be more learned iu regard to
farming by elbow study than any other way.
This is the way we learnt and we will teach if
the pupils will come and it shall cost the state

nothing.

The rest of the petition is for various reasons
omitted.
HOUSE.

Senate papers disposed of in concurrence.
Petitions, etc., Presented and Referred—Petitions

of several parties in Aroostook for deeds ot lots of
land: of citizens of Orono for authority to purchase
a toll bridge for a free bridge; of V. P. Hall et als
for road aid in Mayfield; of nearly every voter in
Linneus asking that Oakfield PI. with a population
of 700 may be incorporated as a town, as a matter of
right; of J. M. Eveleth et als to incorporate the Masonic Mutual Relief Association of Mechanic Falls;
of Selectmen, of Chester for an act relating to wide
rimmed wheels; oi Penobscot Indians of person to
instruct them in farming; vui authorizing the proprietors of Sheepscot bridge to reduce its width; of
Aioostook River Railroad Company for extension of
charter; remonstrance of inhabitants of Woolwich
against making Arrowsic and Merrymeeting bridges
fiee; bill to amend sec. 63 and 64 R. S. relating to
foreign insurance companies; bill to repeal chap. 388
and 392 special laws of 1873 relating to schools in

Madawaska; petition of Maine Central Railroad
Company for authority to connect their depot in
Lewiston; act to prohibit the tak.ng of fish in the
tributaries or outlet of Webb’s Pond; of treasurer of
Princeton for reimbursement for bear bounties paid;
of John Burnham et 39 als for $500 to build bridge
across Molemker’3 stream in Sherman; bill to incorporate the Gorham Mechanic and Laboreos' Loan
and Building Association; petition of V. P. Hall et
als for correcting a mistake in resolves of 1874 relating to school lots; of selectmen of Lubec for reim*
bursement; of G H Freeman et als for preservation
of fish in Little Sebago Lake: of J. H. Kimball to
protect land-locked salmon; of Maine Central Railroad Company for authority to discontinue the portion of its line from Leeds to Crowley’s Junction; of
A. Linn and 83 als of Hartland village to be incorporated into a Fire Department; of Nelson Ham et
als to incorporate the the Maine Patrons’ Co-operation Agency; of Jos. Clark et als for aid to build a
bridge across east branch of the Kennebec at the
Forks; to incorporate the Kingfield Savings' Bank;
bill to authorize towns to charge interest on certain
taxes; petition of Masons of Belfast for incorporation
of the Masonic Temple; oi R. P. Carr et als to prevent the throwing or slabs in Cathance river; bill to
amend chap. 2 R. S. relating to the destruction of
election blanks.
Orders Passed—Order presented by Mr. Bass, directing the Finance Committee to inquire into the
expediency of requiring a two-thirds vote of the cities and town on increasing debts; by Mr. Dearborn
of Parsonsfield, directing the Education Committee
to consider the expediency of requiring a uniform
system of text books; by Mr. Porter of Burlington,
requesting the opinion of the Justices of the Supreme
Court on the constitutionality of the mill tax; by Mr.
Marden of Palermo, directing the Committee on
Towns to inquire into the necessity ot passing an act
to legalize the doings of the town of Palermo the
last twenty years; by Mr. Keegan, directing that the
State Land Committee report the expediency of conveying land to residents of Madawaska; by Mr. Rogers of Bath, directing the Committee on Indian
Waters to inquire into the expediency of Sagadahoc
Ferry; by Mr. Rolfe, directing the Claims Committee to inquire into the expediency of reimbursing the
town of Topsfield for money lost in transmission
from the State Treasurer; by Mr. Rogers, directing
the Legal Affairs Committee to inquire into the expeuieucy

erection of wharves and fish weiis in tide
waters.
(The first two bills were printed under
the rules, and the second read twice and tomorrow assigned for its third reading.) The
same committee reported unfavorably on peti-

ui

legalizing rue acts or me wmnegance
Co.; by Mr. Cleaves of Portland, directing

Mill Dam
tbe Judiciary Committee to inquire into the expediency of laws to provide more terms of County Commissioners Court in Cumberland county; by Mr.
Lynch, directing the Legal Affairs Committee to inquire into the expediency of further legislation for the
protection of Jailors with reference to the board of
persons imprisoned for debt or under the bastardy
act; bv Mr. Story, directing tbe Judiciary Committee to inquire into the expediency of amending the
law relating to trust estates; by Mr. Porter, directing the Legal Affairs Committee to inquire into tbe
expediency of reporting a bill prohibiting the division of accounts for the purpose of getting more than
one execution against a debtor; by Mr. Maxwell, directing the Judiciary Committee to inquire into the
expediency of amending sec. 1, chap. 91 of laws of
1878 relating to appeals from County Commissioners;
by Mr. Neally, directing the Legal Affairs Committee
to;inquire if any further legislation is necessary to
enable Bangor to get good water; by Mr. Cleaves,
directing the Legal Affairs Committee to inquire into
the expediency oi authorizing Judges of Probate to
allow extra compensation to appraisers on estates of
deceased persons; by Mr. Greeley of Lewiston, directing the Judiciary Committee to inquire into the
expediency of enacting a law giving persons a lien
upon wood cut and hauled; by Mr. Bobinson of Lincoln, directing the same Committee to inquire into
the expediency oi amending chap. 12, sec. of public laws of 1875, that such law shall not apply to
hides of moose imported for manufacture; by Mr.
Meader of Waterville, directing the same Committee
to inqui.e into the necessity for a Superior Court in
Kennebec county; by Mr. Story, directing the Bailroad Committee to inquire into the expediency of allowing the ArooBtook Bailway Company further
time to complete the construction its road.

Reports of Committees—The Committee on
Indian Affairs reported resolves for taking a
census of the Penobscot tribe, to pay back
dividends to Newell Polls, appropriating 8100
to Sola Colby, an unfortunate; also “leave to
withdraw” on petition of same tribe for an

appropriation for grass seed, and on petition
that tbe expenditure of the school money of
the tribe to the tribe itself.
Tbe Judiciary Committee made the following reports: “Ought to pass” on bill to enable
non-resident guardians to obtain property of
their non-resident wards in Maine; same on

give bonds in
on bill relating to the

permitting defendants

trustee processes; same

to

1

MATTERS IN MAINE.

Commissioners.
The Committee
follows: ‘‘Ought

on

towns to tax

over

dogs

to

Agriculture reported as
pass” on bill requiring

six mouths of age; also
unfavorably ou order relative to the destruction
of thistles, etc., in highways; on order relating
to pressed hay; ou order relating to line fences.
The Railroad Committee reported a bill to
incorporate the Beach Railroad Co., (M. G.
Palmer, et als., incorporators—the road to extend from Saco Ferry to Blue Point); read and

assigned.
The Banking Committee reported a hill
the Americau Bank of Hallowell.

relating to
Printed.

The Insurance Committee reported a bill to
authorize iniurance companies to divide their
directors into classes. Printed.
The Committee on Towns reported a bill to

incorporate

Plant. No, 7, Range 2, in Washington county, into a town to be called Kossuth.
On motion of Mr. Pike, the bill was recommitted to give the remonstrants a hearing.
The same committee reported “leave to withdraw” ou petitions sent to last Legislature to
set off certain settlers from No. 7, R.
5. to
Moro plantation in Aroostook county.
The Special Committee on Constitutional
Amendments reported a bill for the organizat.on of business corporations. Mr. Pike of the
same committee reported a bill to authorize the
formation of railro id companies. Printed.

Under a suspension of the rules, Mr. Young
of Trenton presented a resolve that the Legislature, after Jan. 1, 1877, shall meet and hold
its sessions in the city ot Portland, if said city
shall provide, free of expense to the state,
suitable buildings and accommodations for the
business of the Legislature and the several
state departments, Mr. Dutton of Lewiston
moved to strike out Portland and insert Lewiston. Mr. Talbot of Bast Machias moved the

previous question,

which was seconded. Mr.
Dutton’s amendment was lost, and the original
resolve unanimously passed to be engrossed.
On motion of Mr. Parker of Leeds, the vote
of yesterday referring the,petit ion of the Androscoggin Bar for a Superior Court in that
county, was reconsidered and the petition referred to the Androscoggin delegation.
Orders of the Day—The bill allowing certain
moneys to be transferred to School District No.
4 in Biddeiord, assigned for to-day, was called
PTrnlainprl hr TVfr Rtnnp

anil rtaecpil

tn

ha

Keegan

moved to reconsider the order
requesting of the Supreme Court their opinions
on the constitutionality of the school mill tax.
Mr. Keegan said that the matter had been
settled by compromise, If any cities desired to
test the law, they were able to do so. The

complaint

Annual

of Warden Rice.

Report

(.Special Despatch

Press.]
Augusta, Jan. 26.

to the

The report of the officers of the state prison
for the year ending Nov. 39, 1875 will be made
public in a few Jays. The reports of the several officers are commendably brief, but contain all the information required.
Warden Rice begins by saying that with few
exceptions good health and good order have
prevailed throughout the prisou. Only one
out of a total population of 190 has died by
natural death. The year commenced with 137
convicts, fell down to 126 in July—the lowest
number since 1866—but increased to 148 at the
close of the year. The warden thinks that the
number will be considerably larger at the close
of the year 1876. During the past year fiftythree convicts have been committed, from the
following counties: Cumberland 17, Kennebec 9, Androscoggin 6, Washington 5, Penobscot 5, Somerset 3, York 3, Waldo 2, Knox,

Piscataquis 1 each. Of those committed tho past year, 2 are sentenced for life,
1 each for ten, fifteen, twenty and twenty-five
years, 2 for seven years, 5 for six years, 8 for
Lincoln and

five years, 10 for four years and over three, 12
for three years and over two, 9 for two years
and over 1, for one year. The crimes of those

larceny23, cheating
2, rape 3, burglary 5, manslaughter 2, forgery li
arson 5, breaking and entering 1, felonious
assault 3, adultery 2, assault with intent to
commit incest, perjury, assault with intent to
kill, embezzlement, assault to ravish, murder

committed are

as

follows:

'n the second degree, 1 each.
During the past year, the prison buildings,
wall etc. have been repaired, the blacksmith
shop lengthened and other permanent improvements made, all costing §8481.22. The warden

wing

adds that the old

repairs,

prison needs
harness shop should

of the

and that the
be enlarged, which, with a few other improvements, will be all that will be required for the

some

next ten years.
During the year the profits ot the income
departments of the prison have amounted to
$24,354.49, while the expenses including salaries amount to $30,058.69—showing a balance
against the prison of $5,704.20. The deficiency
is due to the hard winter, the wet season which
interfered with the sale of

carriages,

the pre-

vailing dullness of business and the shrinkage
of values. The want of sufficient capital with
which to do the business of the prison has resulted in great disadvantages. In this connec-

from the lawyers of this
House. Mr. Porter replied that all along the
question had been one of grave doubt. It was
time that it was settled by the recognized
authority. Mr. Talbot agreed with Mr. Porter.
Mr. Cleaves thought it was high time that this
came

matter should be settled once for all.
Trouble
would arise in time, and now it could be
averted. Mr. Powers tLought that there would
not be time to get the opinion of the Conrt.
He thought the matter was well enough now.
After further debate the House, by a vote of
42 to 57, refused to reconsider.
On motion of Mr. Currier of Wilton, the
bill granting authority to navigate Bangely
Lake was tabled pendiGg engrossment.
Without completing the regular morning
the House at 12.50 adjourned.

business,

IN CONVENTION.

Hon. Silas C. Hatch was re-elected State
Treasurer, receiving 101 votes, to 69 for John
S. Bicker and 1 for Samuel Kelley.

MASSACHUSETTS.
NITBOKiLYCERINE EXPLOSION.
Two Buildings
Two Pers

Destroyed
ons

and

Killed.

Spbingfield, Jan. 26.—Careless hammering
of a frozen plug exploded 250 pounds of nitroglycerine in Mowbro’a nitro-glycering factory
at North Adams this afternoon, demolishing
the building and an unoccupied dwelling, and

damaging other buildings la the neighborhood.
Two workmen, Benj. Cook and John Cullen,
were blown to pieces, and John Wallace, the
foreman, was injured, though not seriously.

Attempted

Bank

Bobbery

at

ton,

Northamp-

At NorthamDton last night, seven disguised
men broke into the bouse of Jobn Whittlesey,
cashier of the Northampton National Bank,
secured Mr. Whittlesey and family, and demanded the keys of the bauk. Mr. Whittlesey
gave up what keys he had. but having only one
of the fonr parts of the chronometer lock key,
the burglars were unable to open the vault after entering the bank. The cashier, however,
was robbed of bis gold watch and what money
he had at borne. There is evidence that the
gaog bad been planning the job for some time,
making their headquarters in the attic of the
Bridge street school house.
Fire at Harvard College,
Boston, Jan. 26.—Fire was discoversd in
Hollis Hall, one of the Harvard College buildings, this morning. After a hard fight the
flames were confined to the attic and roof.
The loss is considerable on the building and
the Phi Eta Society lost most of its property.
The fire was caused by a defective chimney.
Loss $18,000

THE WIKSLOW FORGERIES.
More Rascality Coming to Light.
Traces of the Culprit.
Boston, Jan. 26.—A special from New York
says a person answering Winslow's description
applied for passage at the office of a Brazil
steamer last Saturday, but as the sailing of the
steamer had been postponed a week, he left
without purchasing a ticket.
Pond and Winslow.
A Worcester, Mass., despatch says that this
afternoon’s Gazette will publish a statement
of L. W. Pond denying that there was any
collusion between himself and Mr. Winslow or
that either had any knowledge of the other’s

irregularities.

The Boston News Attached.
At the instance of N. G. Greene one of the
former proprietors of the Boston Post, a writ
of attachment was served this morning on E.
F. Porter, the ostensible owner of the Daily
News. The writ is based upon some of the
Winslow transactions. The News announces
that it will continue publication with no change
in the management.
Fraudulent Post Stock.
The alleged over-issue of stock of the Boston
Post Company has seriously complicated matters, as the holders of it as collateral cannot
tell whether their certificates are bogus or gennine. The holders propose to take possession
at once. It is said 175 shares of bogus stock
are known to be in existence.
Detectives in Pursuit of Winslow.
Warrants were issued this afternoon for the
arrest of Winslow, the forger, and Detective
Dearborn left for New York to-night to hunt
him up. Some of the victimized banks have
taken legal steps to prosecute parties who
knowing of Winstow’s forgeries weeks since
condoned the offence and kept quiet.

F OBEIO N.
The Porte to Declare War Against Montenegro.
London, Jan. 26.—The Montenegro (official)
Journal announces that the Porte has determined to declare war and annihilate Montenegro. It says Montenogro has preserved her
neutrality but is unable to prevent individual
snbjeets from aiding their brethren.
The Berlin correspondent of the Times says
the statement is confirmed by a communication from the Porte to the several powers,
threatening to occupy Montenegro immediately
if her government does not cease giving aid to
the rebels.
The Herzegovinians Reject the Com-

promise.
London, Jan. 26 —The Pall Mali Gazette’s
Berlin telegram says tbe Insurgent leaders in
Herzegovina have issued a proclamation declaring the Austrian programme unacceptable,
though supported by the powers, and calling
upon tbe friends of liberty to answer it with a

continuance of war, and

by

a

stouter

resist-

ance.

Tbe Malian and (he Turkish Debt.
The Times’ Constantinople correspondent
writes he bas been positively assuied that the
Sultan owds £8,000,003 sterling in Turkish
debt, and bas exacted full pay of his dividend,
refusing the half coupons paid to other
creditors.
Au*(riii Refused a Copyef the Cuban Note
Vienna, Jan-26.—Tbe Austrian foreign office recently intimated to Mr. Orth, theJAmerican minister, in a confidential manner, its desire to have a copy of Secretary Fish’s note to
Mr. Cushing. Mr. Orth telegraphed the fact
to Washington and asked for instructions. The
American government declined to allow a copy
It is rumored that another note
to be given.
on the European question is pending,
Alphonsisl Successes about Han Sebastian.
San Sebastian, Jan. 26 -Gen. Quesada’s
division has carried several important Carlisv
positions between Hernan and Lazate and
occupied Antonena, with the right wing resting on Ureman. A division of Catalan troops
is operating on the left, with the object ot
reaching Arechuleague. It has occupied the
heights commanding tbe toad between OyaiGen. Moriones bas rezum and Astigarraga.
turned to San Sebastian after visiting the line
of battle at Renteria. Gen. Morale s division
is acting as a reserve and threatens Arzeains.

j. uo

uowever,

not,

consiaer

roe noanomi as-

pect of a prison, material as that is, the most
important standpoint from which to view its
management and compare results. The prime
object in providing the institution was to “protect the person and property of the citizens,”
and I do not forget the important fact that
about ninety-five per cent, of the convicts sent
here are to go out again either to become lawabiding citizens or to pursue a.life of crime
with all its possibly momentous results. The

difference in the termination of the two roads
is wide and the consequences no man can calAnd my experience and observations
culate
have induced tbe belief that the prison officer,
.if he is properly supported, may be in a measure responsible for tbe course tbe discharged
convict takes.
The Inspectors desire that in the control of
these men, regard should be had to the causes
that led them into tbe commission of crime,
whether from iguoracce, indolence, want of
self-control, or on account of actual criminal
tendencies in their dispositions, with a view of
applying the remedy so far as practicable.
And for that purpose some instruction is provided for the illiterate; the indolent are stimulated into the formation of industrious habits
by an opportunity to learn a trade at which
they can readily obtain employment when released from prison; and those whose habits and
surroundings from childhood have been such
as to so blunt their moral sense that they cannot be reached by any higher motive, it is
aimed,to convince, if possible, that it “pays
better” to obey the laws than to lead a life of
crime.
And I may state by way of encouragement,
that during the twelve years ending to-day, I
have discharged from this prison five hundred
and twenty-nine convicts,of whom only thirtysix, less than seven per cent, have been recommitted here. It is
probable, however,
that about as large a percentage as return here
find their way into other prisons. Still leaving
a large proportion who, if not “reformed
it is
hoped are lifted from the “criminal classes.”
The
State Prison and Jail Inspectors,
Messrs. Wilson, Prince aud Billings, make a
report which follows that of the Warden. The
report shows that the expenditures of the
state prison not
o£

tho

including
and

W ftrJou

the salaries
iua^cultuo fur

and
tho

year ending Nov. 30 1875 were as follows; Expense account $2,935.21; Clothing, $2,185.20;
fuel and lights $2,728 81; subsistence, $700.48;

discharged,$651.40; transporting convicts, $317.03; officers’ salaries $14,231 49.
The earnings were as follows: Carriage department, $22,834.72; shoe department 1,231.70

convicts

fees from visitors $288.00.

Inspectors speak

in high terms of tbe
The progress made in the establishment of jail workshops is reported at length
which has been commendable. The system
has not been long enough in operation to judge
of its merits, bat it cannot be otherwise than
beneficial to the convicts as schools are conTbe

prison.

templated in all of them. There has been a
marked improvement during the year in the
management of several of the jails.
The reports of the prison physician and chap*
laios contain no items of general interest. The
report of Mr. Buffum of the Executive Council
heartily approves of the policy pursued by
Warden Rice.
Fire in Biddeford.
[To the Associated Press!
Biddeford, Jan. 26.—Abner McDonald’s
house on Main street was damaged by fire this

morning.
Bequest

to

tbe

Methodist

Missionary

Society.
Bangor, Jan. 26.—Rev. J. S. Ayer, recently
deceased, bequeathed 82000 to the M. E.
Missionary Society and 8500 to the Preachers’
Aid

Society.

Dedication of a Ball.
Damariscotta, Jan. 26,—Lincoln Hall was
formally opened to-night by an orchestral concert and dress ball. Chandler’s Band furnished
the music. Supper was served at Maine Hotel.
Building cost 825,000.
Convention of County Commissioners.
Augusta, Jan. 26.—A convention of the
County Commissioners, sheriffs and jailors of
the state commenced at the Court House in
this city this afternoon. Nearly all the counties in the state were represented, and considerable interest was manifested in the discussion.
John Read of Androscoggin county was chosen
Chairman, and David Chamberlain of Lincoln,

Secretary. Reports were received from the
five jail workshops in the state. While they
have not all proved successful financially, the
labor received with moral and religious instruction had a salutary effect upon the prisoners,
and helped to make better men of them as
*“VJ

bv

vuti

imo
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nvuui
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Quebec,

passing through the Kennebec valley, and
having an outlet at Wiscasset and Portland
Prominent gentlemen, representing the various
connecting lines of the proposed line, were
present to express their approbation of the
undertaking and its entire feasibility. Encouraging letters were received from Quebec.
A committee was appointed to consider the
interests of the proposed line and recommend
such further action as may be necessary, with a
view to the immediate completion of the road,
and to procure such further legislation as may
be deemed necessary.
Deceased.
Hon. Nathaniel Graves, of Vienna, for fifteen
years one of the Commissioners of Kennebec
county, died to-day.

Appointment.

Register of
Dyer, re-

signed.
Heating Indicted.
Chicago, Jan. 20.—A. C. HessiDg. director
of the Slaats Zeitung, and Jacob Rebn, exPolice Superintendent of Chicago, were indieted by the graod jnry in the United States
District Court to day for conspiracy in connection with the whiskey frauds
Ex-Deputy
Collector J. F. Hoyt was indicted on the same
charge, and was placed under arrest this afternoon, his bail being fixed at $0,000.

The Rrydgea-HcKenzie Elopement.
Jan. 26.—Mrs. McKenzie
and relatives left in the 8 o’clock train this
morning for Montreal. It has been arranged
that a divorce shall be obtained in that
city
when she will return to this country and be
married to Lieut. Brydges.

Philadelphia,

Representative Starkweather is very

pneumonia.

Washington, Jan. 25.
The Secretary of the Treasury reported the
action takeu by him in regard to the collection
of money due by the Pacific railroad companies.
Mr. Wallace presented a memorial and resolutions of the Frankliu !■..» itute of Pennsylvania an appropriation of $1,500,000 for the Centennial exhibition. Deferred to Committee on
Appropriations
A mernor al signed by several members of

tbe Senate o* Louisiana, in reference to tbe credentials or Mr. East is, claiming a seat in tbe
U. S. Senate. Referred tj Committee ou Elec*
tions.
Mr. Howe of Wisconsin, from the
Judiciary
Committee, reported favorably ou the House
bill to amend tbe revised statutes
relating to
naturalization. Passed.
Mr. Morrill of Maine, from tbe Committee
on
Appropriations, reported with amendment
the House joint resolution directing the commissioners of the District of Columbia to pay
iuterest on the 3 G5 bonds issued under tbe act
of June 20tb, 1874. Placed on the calendar.
Mr. Morrill gave notice that he would call it

up'to-morrow.
Mr West of Louisiana submitted a resolution requesting the
Secretary of the Treasury
to submit to tbe Senate copies of
any proposition made by the Pacific Railroad for the creation of a sinking fund for the
redemption of
government mortgage, together with a statement of the action of the
government thereon
and of the reasons therefor. Agreed to.
A resolution allowing Consul
Heap of Tuuis
to act as ceutennial commissioner for the
Bey
of Tunis, provide 1 that he draw no
pay while
acting as commissioner, was passed.
Mr. Cameron of Wisconsin
reported with

amendment the Senate bill to pay the First
National Bank of St. Albans, Vt., the value of
certain United States treasury notes held
by
said bank as financial agents of the United
States and forcibly taken therefrom
by raiders
from Canada in 18G4. Placed on the calendar.
The bill was then taken up to confirm the
pre-emption and homestead entries of public
lands within tbe limit of railroad grauts in
cases where such entries bave been made under
tbe regulations of the land department.
Mr. Christiaccy moved the bill be referred to
the Judiciary Committee.
Mr. Bogy said CoDgress might pass tbe bill
to enable these settlers to get their land?, but
the railroad committees would contest their
right and be successful in ousting them.
Mr. Sherman said this was really a conflict
between railroad grants and grants made to
preemptors and homestead settlers. It affected
millions of people in Western states.
He had
beard complaints growing out of doubts as to
the rights of settlers.
Alter further discussion Edmunds’amendment was rejected.
Mr. Howe submitted an amendment providing that nothing in the act shall be construed
to affect the title which the state of Wisconsin, assignee, may have to lands granted that
state to aid in the construction of railroads in
the state by the act of June 3d, 1850, and acts
amendatory thereof.
Pending discussion Mr. Howe moved an executive session.
Mr. Conkling, from the Committee on Commerce, reported adversely on the House bill to
provide for vessels of the United States hailing
from places where they were owned or built,
and it was indefinitelv nostDoned.
lne Mouse bill relating to the centennial celebration of American Independence was referred to the Committee on Appropriations.
The Senate at 4 30 o’clock went into executive session and after a short time adjourned,

HOUSE.
The following bills were introduced and referred ;
By Mr. Hunter of Indians, in relation to accounting officers of the Treasury in default.
By Mr. Jones, repealing all laws authorizing
the appointment of civil engineers in the navy.
Mr. Douglass of Vilginia, from tbo Committee on Patents, reported a bill to amend sect.
190 R. S., in regard to prohibiting clerks or employes in any department of the government
prosecuting claims or applications for patents.
Passed.
Mr, Clark, from the Postoffice Committee,
called up the bill regulating postage on the
third class, referred to in sect. 3878 and 3911,R.
S.,which may weigh not exceeding four pounds
to each package, and that the postage thereon

ill with

Foreign Import*.
ST. JOHN, NB. Steamer Chase—17 packages of
nerebandise 171 do fresh fish 11 do sheep skins to A
R Stubbs, 1 bale bags 2 bbls oil to G T R.

SAVANNAH, January 26.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 12J @ 12Jc.
New Orleans, January 26.—Cottou lirm; Middling uplands 12gc.
AIobile, Jail. 26.—Cottou quiet; Middling uplands

Daily Domestic Receipt**.
By water conveyance—1000 bush corumeal to G.
W. True <& Co.

at

“»•

Market
Brokers* Board, Jan. 20.]
$3,000 Eastern Railroad 7s, 1883, notes... 50

[Sales at

HOURS.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal j
>
Officer, Washington, D. 0.,
January 27, (1 A. M.)J
ami

Par New England.
the middle states, increasing easterly to

southerly winds, falling barometer, rising temperature, generally cloudy weather and rain or
snow.
_

Heavy Snow* in California,
San Francisco, Jan. 20.—A snow storm is
reported at Shasta, which did great damage to
buildings. The roof the Court House was
crushed in. A severe storm is reported in
Eastern Nevada, blockading the roads and

railways.

_

MINOR TELEURAMS.
Religious and temperance revivals are in
progress at Portsmouth, N. H.
The Philadelphia coal exchange yesterday
decided to work the mines from Feb. 5th. until
March 11th, at the present wages.
A revolution has brokan out in Northern
aDd Central Mexico.
The minority’s substitute for the judiciary
bill fixiog the Presidential term, makes the
term six years and declares a President ineligible to re-election.

Please tell the people that you saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 109,000.

European markets*

13}

Second Call.
530 Eastern Railroad. 13}
Sales at Auction,
28 Hill Manufacturing Company. 89
25 Boston
Maine Railroad.109}
14.do.109$
4 Eastern Railroad...—©13
$7,000 Eastern R. 7’s. 1882, notes. TO
New York Nfock aud

steady:Middling

Money Market.

Crackers

Pit

The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co.
77
Pacific Mail. 37}
New York Central & Hudson R R consolidated. 110}
Erie.
17}
Erie preferred. 35

Verm’t,p lb
Factory.

N. Y.

Jert-ey

....

Atlantic & Pacific preferred... 5}
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.105}
Union Pacific bonds.
1024
Unicu Pacific Land Grants..1004
Sinking Funds.... 94}
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@

19

@

14
14
14

@
@
@
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9
8
7
9

00
00
50
50

@24 00

Y.M. shea th-

@ 22
@22
@ 28

ing.

Bronze do...

Y.M. Bolts.

Cordage.

Amer’n p lb

13
14

Russia.
Manila.
Manila Bolt
.....

144

15f

14J@

—

vucu.

No. 1.
No. 3.
No. 10.

38
34
22
23
18

@
@
@
8oz..,...
@
10 OZS.
@
Dyewoodt.
Barwood
@
5 @
Brazil wood.
Camwood...
6@
Fustic.
21@
Logwood.
2 @
Campeachy..
St. Domingo.
1|@
Peach Wood
@
Ked Wood..
@

—

3
7
7
3

—

for

Lead.
9
Sheet & Pipe
8
Pig.

15}
16*

@
@

28*@

MCPPORBRACE*.
CRCTCHE*.
TKKM,
and
INDIAN Cl.IBS
D IT NIB
HELM.
I.ORINU,
Apotheand
Practical Tru.a Piller, Car Excary
change and Eedernl »t«.
jan2Gsntf

9*

8*
29
30
31
40
110

MEDICAL

DR.

Rockland c’sk.
@ 1 30
Lumber.
Clear Pine,
Nos. 1 & 2...45 00 @55 00
No. 3. 35 00 @40 00
No 4.25 00 @35 00
Shipping.. 15 00 @20 00
Spruce.12 00 @15 00
Hemlock.... 10 00 @12 00

Clapboards,
Spruce ex.30 00 @33
@

Ceuarex... 3 75
Cedar No.l 2 25
Spruce-1 50
Laths, spruce

@
@
@
@

Pine.

4
3
1
1
2

Mechanic's’ Hall Building, Booms 1 and 2,
see all who desire rellet
a regular graduate of two
ot the tirst Medical Schools in the country; has been
in extensive practice for JO years. His success in the
severer tonus of disease, both acute and chronic,
warrants his saying he

where he will be happy to
troin sintering. The Dr. is

50
00
75
75
25

Never fails to

Office Hours 9

therefor

Herring,
Shore,

bbl. 4 25 @ 5 00
25 @
30
16 @
23

Scal’d^bx.

No. 1.

Mackerel,bbl.

Bay No. 1.18 00 @21 00
Bay No. 2.14 00 @16 00
Large 3... 11 00 @12 50
Shore No.l 24 00 @26 50
No. 2....16 00 @18 00
No. 3.... 8 50 @ 9 50
Medium... 8 50 @ 9 50

Clfttn Pnit.
4 00 Ca) 5 00
Flour.
4 50 @ 5 75
Superfine
Ex-Spring. f. 5 75 @ 6 25
xx Spring... 6 50 @ 7 00
Pat’t Spring
wheats— 8 00 @10 00
Mich’n Winter best.... 7 75 @ 8 00
Low grade
Michigan.. 7 00 @ 7 25
St.Louis winter fair.... 7 00 @ 7 50
Win’rgood 8 00 @ 8 25
best. 8 50 @9 50
...

Fruit.

Almonds,

Soft Shell.

21

@

22

Shelled.... 40 @ 55
Nuts. 2 00 @ 3 00
Citron. 30 @ 33
Currants
9
8$@
8
Dates.
7 @
Figs. 12 @ 17
11 @
14
Prunes......

Raisins,

Layer,new

2 90 @
L. M. new. 3 15 @
New Val.
11 J@
$>!b....
Lemons $>bx 5 50 @
Oranges -pbx 3 50 @
Grain.

3 CO
3 30
12
6 CO
4 00

New.

High Mixed
do bag lots

67
70
68

@ 68
@ 73
@ 70
Rye.
@ 1 25
Barley. 75 @ 85
Oats.
50 @
55
Fine Feed.
@30 00
Shorts.25 00 @26 00
Meal.

Gunpowder.
Blasting.... 3 50 @ 4 00
Sporting.... 5 50 @ 6 50
Hay.

Pres’d,$>ton.12

00 @15 00
Loose.14 00 @17 00
Straw.10 00 @12 00
Iron.

Common....
Refined.

2g@
3

@
6|@
18 @
12 @

Norway.

Cast Steel.
German St’l.

Pepper.

@

Mtarcb.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.1’n
and other desirable securities.

Swan
300

tto Barrett,

MIDDLE

STREET.

Portland, Dec. 4, 1875.

sn3m

STROCT

&

GAGE,

COUNSELLOBS-AT-LAW,
Have Removed to Office in Hon. W. W
Thomas' New Block,

311-2 EXCHANGE ST. COR OF MILK.
S. C. STROUT.
dcc30

H. W. GAGE.
snd&w3m

CATARRH
So Terrible,
Tliat by

actual estimate it is
found that

an

YEAR

LAST
IT

Killed

j

60,000

over

People

25

9 @
Pearl.
Mugar.
Granulated..
@
Coffee A.
*@
Extra C.
@
@
Syrups. 60 @

Bonds due Decem-

FOR SALE,

10*

111 the United

103

lOf

States.

Tbink of it, and then remember that for the smal
sum of 35 cent* you can
buy one box of

10

93

70

Eagle Sugar Refinery,
C.....

CC
Ex C.
Hav.Biown

Nos.12,16
Refining...

10

@
@

9*

@

10*
8*

R/EDER'S

9|

7J@

GERMAN SNUFF,

Teas,
Souchong.... 25 @ 45
Oolong. 35 @ 50
do
55 @
choice
80
45 @
70
Japan.
do choice 70 @ 1 00
Tin.
Straits.
25*@ 27*
English. 25 @ 27
Cbar. I.C... 9 25 @ 9 50
Char. I.X...11 75 @12 00
Terne. 9 50 @10 50
Coke. 9 00 @10 00
Antimony... 17 @ 18
Zinc. 10J@ 11
Tobacco.
Fives and Tens.
80
Best br’nds 74 @
60 @
70
Medium...
Common..
55 @
60
Half lbs.
50 @
55
90 @ 1 10
Nat’l Leal...
Navy lbs.... 55 @- 62

A

preparation which has been pronounced by some
of the highest medical talent in the land to be the

only reliable article

A case ot many years standing,
so horrible that it caused to-

and
tal

cured by the nse of
of Kseder’s German Snuff,
which costs but 35 cents.
Montville, Mass., March 23, 1875.
Gentlemen: I must express my gratitude for tho
wonderful cure as performed by your Boeder's Ger
man Snuff.
I had been afflicted with CatarTh for
many years, and it caused my hearing to become so
poor that I was totally deaf, I tried many remedies,
but without any benefit; but at last I purchased a
box of German Snuff, and its use not only entirely
cured my Catarrh, but what was yet more wonderfa],

Brokers, 67 Exchange St.
Par Value. Offered Asked

my

Descriptions

U3J

...

...

119

Suffering reader,

Maine Bonds.106 ....106
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,...101 ....102
Portland City Bonds aid E. B. 99_100
Bath City Bonds,.... 99
100
....

don’t

spent hundreds of dollars
any real

...

years,. 99

hearing was fully restored, and

after

having been

deaf for years, I can now hear as well as any one.
This Snuff should be spread broadcast over the land,
for it will prove a blessing to all who use it.
Yours very truly,
MRS. MILO STRATTON.

Government 6’s, 1681, .-.1221
122
Government 5-20’b, 1865,.117S_1173
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865.lllij..,.1194
Government 5-20’s, July, 1867.121
1211
Government 5-20’s, July, 1868.122f
1223
...

deafness,

one box

Portland Daily Press Stock List

GovemmentUMO’s...U9§
Stated

complaint.

CATARRH!

Varnish.
D&mar. 1 25 @ 1 75
Coach. 2 25 @ 3 80
3 Furniture.. 1 25 @ 2 50
34
Wool.
7i iFl’ce wash’d. 40 @ 42
22 do nnwash’d
30 @
33
14 | Pull’d,Super
50 @
55
| Lamb Skins. 75 @ 80

Gold,.lltj...

for this

CATARRH \

Corrected by 'Woodbuby & Moulton, Bankers and

Bangor City Bonds, 20

City of Calais Municipal

PORTLAND CITY R. K. AID.O’*
PORTLAND CITY MUNICIPAL... O'*
CLEVELAND CITY. O’*
CLEVELAND CITY.
.7’*
TOLEDO CITY
7>*
NT. LOCIN COUNTY GOLD.O’*

7

@
6*
Mpicea.
Cassia, pure. 38 @ 42
Cloves....... 55 @ CO
Ginger..
@ 20
Mace. 1 65 @ 1 70
Nutmegs.... 1 25 @ 1 30

7

Nlnte of iTlninr Kouds.
Calais aid Railroad Bond*.

6 @
7
Salerat’sP1 lb
Mall,
Turks Is. $>
hhd.(8 bu.) 2 25 @ 2 62
Bonaire. 2 25 @ 2 62
Cadiz.du.pd. 2 25 @ 2 62
Cadiz in b’nd 1 50 @ 2 00
Liverpool,
Duty paid. 2 25 @ 2 G2
In bond... 1 50 @ 2 00
Gr’nd butter 1 50 @ 2 00
Liv.flne sack
@ 2 25
Meed**.
Clover, lb....
13*@ 14
Red Top bag
@ 4 75
H. Grass,bu. 2 87*@ 3 12*
none
do Canada
Msap.
8
ExSt'm R’t’d
@
Family
No. 1.

and

Highest Market Rates paid for
Called 5*40 Government Bonds.

50

M

5,

to

No
ber, 1891, without expenses or loss of interest.
city in the state stands better financially than Calais, and this is a very desrable exchange for all
holders of the first issue above named.

Maleratnx.

25
50
50
25
75
25

l‘J A. HI., 1
9 P. JX1.

200 MIDDLE ST„

Backs ....25 00 @25 50
Clear.24 00 @24 50
Mess.22 00 @22 50
13 @ 13*
5$ Hams.
Bice.
2£
9
7*@
Rice, ^ lb...

5
5
4
4
2
3

to
to

so

Are prepared to exchange City ot Calais Bonds aid
Lcwy’8 Island Railroad, duo December, 1876, giving

12
10
13
18
20
30
55
25
00

@17

Ex Plate.. 16 50

OMaible

SWAM & BARRETT,

Provision**.
Mess Beef... 11 00 @11 50
Ex Mess.. 12 00 @13 00
Plate.14 00 @15 00

Pork,

iu p

UALAiSBUJNDS!

00
75
00
00

9@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@ 2
@12

a care

CONSULTATION FREE.
dec8sntt

Port. Lead..
@10 50
PureGr’ddo 10 25 @10 50
Pure Dry do. 10 00 @10 50
10 @
12
Am. Zinc..
3 @
Rochelle Yel.
3*
3
@
3*
Eng.Ven.red
10 @
11
Red Lead....

8
12
Mutton.
15
Chickens....
Turkeys. 18
Eggs, p doz. 25
Potatoes....
50
Onions, bbl.. 2 00
bl.ll
00
Cranb’si*

where

that Uinfasleful and Painful Treatment
much in vogue at present.

Nails.
Cask.
@ 3 5J
Naval Stores.
bbl..
@3 75
Tar,
Pitch (C.Tar)
@4 00
Wil. Pitch..
@3 75
Rosin. 3 50 @ 6 I'O
Turp’line,gl. 43 @ 46
Oil.
Kerosene....
@ 19*
Port. Ref. P’tr
@ 14*
Devoe Brill’t
@ 25
Sperm. 2 00 @ 2 10
85 @
90
Whale.
60
Bank.
50 @
40 @
50
Shore.
50 @
55
Porgie.
Linseed.
@65
Boiled do....
@ 70
93 @ 115
Lard
1 25 @ 1 75
Olive....
Castor. 1 35 @ 1 50
Neatsfoot.... 112 @ 1 25
Elaine.
@ 70

Beef Side....
Veal.

care

Particular attention paid to the treatment ot those
diseases peculiar to the female organism and Kl£ME’F (lUABANTEED without resorting to

55
43
38
75
47
41

Plaster.
ton
@3
Blue.
@ 2
Urou’d.in bis 8 00 @ 9
I Calcined,bis. 2 75 @3
Produce.

of Philadelphia,

liespccifully informs the citizens of Portland that he
is permanently located in

00

White,p>

THAYER,

Late

Star, $> gros. 2 00 @ 2 10
MoIiimmciu
Porto Rico..
45 @
Cienluegos... 40 @
Muscovado..
36 @
New Orleans
65 @
45 @
Barbadoes...
Sagua. 39 @

NOTICE.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

do No.l 15 CO @20 00
Pine.35 00 @55 00

Shingles,

octl5sn9m
The largest and brat n«stlate.
the
HOrtmrnl in
NIIOIIL O E R
Also

New

Heavy.

sample cake.

a

14
14

13}@
15 @
16 @

24
24

Fifth.

Cod, per qtl..
L’ge Shore 5 00 @
L’ge Bank 5 00 @
Small- 4 00 @
Pollock. 3 50 @
Haddock.... 2 50 @
Hake. 2 75 @

Corn,

12

PaiatM.

@ 164
Drug* and Dye*.
Alcohol p gl 2 40 @ 2 50
Arrow Root.
25 @
50
8
Bi-carb Soda
6 @
Borax.
@ 18
30 @
35
Camphor....
Cream tartar
@ 45
Indigo.1 25 @ 1 50
14 @
17
Logwood ex.
15
Madder.
12 @
@20
Naptha p gl
@ 6 50
Opium.
Rhubarb....
75 @ 1 00
3
Sal Soda....
@
Saltpetre.... 10 @ 17
5 @
Sulphur.
54
11 @
12
Vitrol.

360.200

it known.” If your druggist can not furnish it,
send 33 cents to the Forest Tar Co., Portland, Me.,

....

134

@
@

Rope.

Wool market.

100

benefit,

but

get discouraged if you havo
on worthless trash withou

remember that in this simple

German remedy you have
and Bure, What are the

Calais City Bonds,.
99 ...,10O
Cumberland National Bank,...: 40. 57.... 59
Canal National Bank.[100.139
110
First National Bank.100.135 ....136
Casco National Bank,.100.135
..136
Merchants’National Bank,.. 75. 99 ... 100
National Traders’ Bank,.. 100.135
136
Portland Company. 70 ., 80
Portland Gas Company,. 50. 73
74
Ocean InsuranceCompanj.... 100.103
105
...

a cure

that is always safe

...

IJt.

Shipments—8,000 bbls flour,17,000 bush wheat, 59,000 bush corn, 9,000 bush oats, 7,500 hush barley,

..

00,000 bush rye.
On the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
was firmer at 98§c seller for February;
98} seller for
March. Corn firmer at 42}c seller January; 42|c for
February. Oats unchanged. Pork is firm and 2}
higher. Lard unchanged.
Toledo, January 26.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat firmer and beid higher; No 2 White Wabash
1 40; No 3 White Wabash at 1 25; No l White Michigan 1 25; No 2 White Michigan at 113; extra White
Michigan 1 39; Amber Michigan on spot and Beiler
February at 1 25}; No 2 Amber Michigan at 1 03};No
2 Red Winter at 1 26}; No 3 Red at 1 06; No 3 Dayton and Michigan Red 80}c. Corn steady with a moderate demand; high Mixed seller March 475c; do May
at 50}c; low Mixed Wabash 46c; no grade Wabash at
44}c; Dayton and Michigan 43}c. Oats ore quiet and
steady; No 2 at 364c; seller April 384c. Clover Seed

Hogs at

13

371

SOAP’

were

Lime.

@25 00
@25 00
@17 00
@14 00
@17 00
@14 00
Spruce, r’gh.
R. O. StaveB.
@45 00
Copper.
@ 31
Cop. Bolts..

25,052,800

Tierces
lb.
Pail.
Caddies.

Slaughter... 35 @
Am. Calf.... 1 00 @

Hard Pine
Hoops, 14 ft.
Short do 8 it.16 00
7 ft.12 00
Pop’rstaves.16 00

Domestic—Ohio and Pennsylvania pick-lock 52 @
55c; do choice XX 47@48c; do fine X 46 @ 47c; medium 48 @ 50c: coarse 42 (gj 45c; Michigan extra and
XX 43 @ 45c; tine 42 @ 44c; medium 46 @ 48c; common 40 @ 42c; other Western fine and X 4j
@ 44c;
medium 45 @ 48c, common 40 @ 41c; pulled extra
35 @ 50c; superfine 35 @ 52; No 1, 20 @ 30c; combing fleece 55 @65c; California 14 @ 36c; Texas 25
@ 40c; Canada 35 @ 50c; do combing @ 65; Smyrna washed 25 @ 33c; do unwashed, 17
@ 25c; Buenos
Ayres 23 (a} 35c; Cape Good Hope 32 @ 37c; Australian 45 @ 50c; Donskoi 30 @ 35c; Mestiza
pulled
@ c.
There is no change to notice in the Wool market.
The demand continues moderate, manufacturers
purchasing only in small lots as wanted, and priees
remain quite steady.
In New York there has continued a
very fair demand lor most, kinds of domestic material, and prices
have ruled strong throughout. In the goods market
there is perhaps less activity than was noticed last
week, but still there is a fair amount of business doing in the finer qualities of cassimeres, and values
are apparently steady.
In Philadelphia the quietude which has marked
the course of trade for some time past still contin-

Dressed

00
00
50

@24 00

in.

Soft Pino..

Boston, Jan. 26—[Reported *or the Press.]—The
following is a list of prices quoted this afternoon:

at 8 00.

13}@

75

TAR

‘FOREST

Lard.

Matches

Headings,
Spruce, 35

fsoston Bank Mlatemeut.

symptoms

...

...

....

A. & K. E. B. Bonds,. 88
Maine Central K. It. Stock,_100. 40
Maine Central It. B. Bonds, 7’s.94
Leeds
F’rm’gton K. B. Bonds, 100. 87
Portland & Ken. E. B. Bonds,. 100. 88
Portland & Ogdensburg B.B. Bonds. eolQ.85

....
...
...

....

Of

90
50
95
89
89

!

Catarrh ?
THEY ARE FOUND IN

BAD BREATH,

Needless Suffering.

8 40.

Receipts—0,00 bbls flour; 8,000 bush Wheat, 8,000
bush Com, 600 bush Oats.
Shipments—100 bbls flour, 3,000 bush Wheat, 22,Q00 bush Com, 2,000 bush Oats.
Milwaukee, January 26.—Flour is quiet and
unchanged. Wheat is quiet ;No 1 Milwaukee Spring
at 1 07}; hard do at 1 17; No 2 Milwaukee at 99};
seller for February 1 00}; seller lor March 1 01}; No
3 Milwaukee 82}c. Corn is entirely nominal; No 2
at 45c. Oats quiet but firm; No 2 at 32c.
Barley is
easier and more active; No 2 Spring seller February
at 95c. Rye is scarce and higher; No 1 at 69c. Provisions are very firm. Mess Pork 19 12} cash and
seller January. Lar d—prime kettle at 12};do steam
at 12. Sweet Pickled Hams firm and wanted at 11@
12}. Dry salted meats—shoulders at 7}c loose; middles 10}@ 10}. Dressed Hogs firmer and held higher

Kegs|> lb...

25
00
25

Hhd.

Boston. Jan. 26.—The following i3 the stateme&t
of the Boston National banks, as returned to tiie
Clearing House:
Capital.$ 51,350,000
Loans. 134.370,500
Decrease.
398,700
Specie.
3,174,700
Increase.
55,700
Legal tenders.
8,377,400
Decrease.
286,900
Due from other banks.
19,913,800
Decrease.s
259,50o
Due to other banks.
23,372,400
Increase.
414.600
Deposits.
57,476,700
Decrease.
887,000

4*
0*
16*

15*@
9}@

Ash. 8 00 @ 8 50
Coffee.
31 @
33
Java, p lb
Rio. 22J@ 23*
Cooperage.
Hhd. Shooks and Heads,
Mol. City..
@2 45
@2 15
Sug. City..
1
1 50
45
@
Sug. C’try.
Pine Sugar
boxshook868 00 @70 00

New
Central.106}
Rock Island.1074
St. Paul.
40
St. Paul preferred. 84}
Wabash. 6
Atlantic «& Pacific Telegraph. 20
Missouri Pacific. 12

U*

50
50
00
00

4*@

«i@

C.

35
30

12j@

8
7
7
9

12

@
@

131@

Dairy.

Cumberland
Pictou.
Chestnut....
Franklin—
Lehigh & W.

& Northwestern. 41}
Chicago & Northwestern prelerred. CO

UUOU

13

8*@

40

Coni—(Retail).

Central,ex-dv. 97}

The

Burned,

Maple.

Michigan Central. 61}
Union Pacific Stock. 68$
Panama.
132
Lake Shore. 67}

Circulation.
Decrease.

ever tried. We have dealt
pretty largely
toilet soaps lor years and I know of no one kind
that I think would sell as well as your

any I have

in

..

Common...,
H.

@15

ple.

Sheet Iron

114 Russia.
10 Galy.

@12

Pine.
Hard Wood,
Oak.
Birch, Ma-

Spring Steel.

@

Candle*.
@
Mould, p lb.
Sperm. 35 @
Charcoal

United States 5-20*8, 1867.121}

50
12
12

Leather
York,
27 @
Light.
Mid. Weight. 28 @

p

100.
35
Butter.
Family, p lb 30
25
Store.

United States 5-20’s, 1868 do.122$
United States new 5*8.119}
United States 1U-40 coup.119$
Currency 6’s.124$

Chicago

6|d;

Green. 3 00 @ 4
9 @
Dri’d West’ll
9 @
do Eastern.
Asbrs.
Pearl, p lb. 11 @
Pot.
7$@
Bra un.
Pea. 2 00 @ 2
Mediums.... 1 75 @ 2
Yellow Eyes. 2 00 @ 2
Box Shook*.
GO @
Pine..
Bread.
Pilot Sup.... 9 00 @11
do ex 1001b. 7 00 @ 8
5 00 @ 5
Ship

TAR.

Bov. Walter Clarke, of Minot, Me., writes of Forest Tar Soap as follows: **The soap you sent me for
trial I have used for shaving and like it better than

Portluud \\ liol«‘*a3c‘ l*ricc* rnrrenl.
Corrected for tlie Press to Jan. 26, 1876.

New York. January 26—Evening.—Money was
jasy at 4 @ 6 per cent, bn call, closing at 4 @ 5 per
Dent. Foreign Exchange quiet at 485} @483$ for
Ijaukers 60 days sterling and 4h9 for demand.
Gold was dull and steady throughout at 112|. The
rates paid for carrying were 5, 4, 4$, 3, 6 and 2 per
cent.
The clearances at the Gobi Exchange Bank
were $24,471,000. The AssistautTreasurer paid out tolay $86,000 In interest aud $46,000 in redemption
r>t bonds. The cu-toms receiuts to-day were $305,D00.
There was shipped East at San Francisco to-day
§40,000 in coin and $7100 in bullion,
Governments bonds were strong on a large business; Currency 6’s were exceptionally lower. Some
large insurance companies which heretofore and
only a comparatixely small amount of Governments
among their assets have renently been free buyers of
5-20 bonds.
The following were the closiug quotations of Government securities:
United States coup Gs,1881.
122}
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.117}
United States 5-20’s,1865, new.119$

Illinois

FOREST

London, January 26—3.00 P. M.—Consols at 91
3-16 for money and account.
Liverpool, January 26—12.30 P. M.—American
securities—United States bonds lfct>7, 109J; Uniteu
States new 5*s, 105$; Erie Railway 15J.
London, January 26—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
do Orleans at 6 15uplands at
16d; sales 14,000 bales, including" 2000 bales for speculation and export.

the

5 Eastern Railroad....

IWV

TWENTT FOUB

NOTICES,

_

Boston ft lock

—ao

PROBABILITIES FOB THE NEXT

SPECIAL

12gc.
Charleston, Jauuary 26.—Cottou steady; Midling uplands 12 ll-16c.

shall be one cent for every two ounces, or fraction thereof. Mr. Clark explained that this
bill proposed to repeal the law which passed in
the last House in the form of au amendment
inserted obscurely in the Sundry Civil Appropriation bill with the evident intention of misleading the House. The bill proposed to reinstate the postage on third class mail matter as
it was befoTe, to one cant for two ounces.
Mr. Cannon of Illinois addressed the House
in further explanation, and advocacy of the
bill.
ues,
Mr. Garfield of Ohio gave a history of the
legislation of last session which it was now
Providence Print Cloths iUarket.
proposed to repeal. It had originated in the
Providence. January 26.—The Printing cloths
Postoffice Department in the shape of a letter market
is quiet and unchanged at 4c cash; 4Jc for 30
to the chairmau of the Senate Postoffice Comdays for standard and extra 64’s.
mittee, suggesting that the rate of postage on
merchandise be doubled. He had been theu,
Domestic Markets.
and was still in favor of the legislation then
New York. .January 26—Evening—Cotton is quiet
had in reference to merchandise, but it was
and inegular with Jc advance; sales 1078 bales; Midagainst all his notions of postal propriety to dling uplands att3jc; forward deliveries advanced
1-16. Flour—receipt 12,0.6 bbls ;the market is withdouble the rate on printed matter. It was
out decided change with a very moderate export and
wrong to say, however, that it had been smughome trade demand; sales 17,600 bbls; No 2 at 3 25 @
gled in.
| 4 00; Superfine
Western and State 4 30 @ 4 75; extra
Mr. Randall—Why did the Postmaster-GenWestern and State at 5 00 @ 5 35; choice do at 5 40 @
eral wait till the last hour of the session to put
5 70; White Wheat Western extra at 5 95 @ 7 00;
such a matter on, when he had an entire sesFancy at 7 05 @ 7 75; extra Ohio at 5 00 @ 7 25; extra
St Louis at 5 25 @ 9 00; Patent Minnesota extra good
sion to borne to a conclusion about it?
to prime at 6 50 @7 25; choice to double extra at
Mr. Garfield—I cannot answer for the Post»«»uu, including aioti bois city mills extra Wesuia&aer-«jrenerai's reasons.
1 am not the keeper
at 5 80 @6 25: 4101 hbls of medium to choice extra
of his discretion nor in his counsels. Mr. GarWestern at 5 75 @ 7 25; market closing quiet; Southfield then went on to argue against the proern flour at 5 00 @8 75.
Kye flour is dull at 4 t5
priety of carrying merchandise in the mails.
@ 5 25. Cornmeal steady at 2 90 @ 3 65. Wheat—reThe Postoffice Department in entering on that
ceipts 31,122 bush; the market is dull and easy, the
demand chiefly for home use; sales 96,000
business of merchandise transportation was
bush, part
last evening: 94 @ 97c for rejected Spring; 94c for no
ultimately bound to absorb the entire freight grades
110 for graded No 3 Spring; 110 for
Spring;
transportation of the country.
No3 Milwaukee; 1 31 for No 1 Milwaukee instore;
nun uuubuauuiou taiucu iu iuc
1 25 for No 2 Milwaukee and nominally; 1 07 (aj 1 09
mails of every other country?
for No 3 Chicago; 1 22 @ 1 23 for No 2 Chicago.
Eye
Mr. Garfield—Perhaps; I am not informed.
auiet. Barley quiet and unchanged; 88c tbr No 2 inThe postoffice was established to transmit inspected; 2-rowed State 90c for uninspected do; 130
telligence and anything else is a departure for choice No 1 Bay quinte. Barley Malt quiet and
unchanged. Com—receipts 35,241 bush; the market
from the original idea.
is shade lower with moderate demand for
export and
Mr. Lawrence of Ohio advocated the bill and
homo use; saleB 115,000 bosh; 56 (aj 57c for unmersaid that the legislation of last session increaschantable Mixed ;57 (aj 58c for no grade Mixed,closing
ing postage on third class matter was undoubt- rt inside price; 62J fw 63c for for graded low Mixed;
edly at the instance of express companies, to 63 @ 63}c for graded Mixed ;62J @ 63c for graded new
Western Mixed: 63@64}cfor new Yellow
the great detriment of public interests. He
Southern;
68c for old graded Western Mixed; also 5.000 bush do
favored this bill because the mails reached
same delivery; 63c seller with
privilege to deliver;
every village in the land and the express com10,000 bush moro same price.
Oats—receipts 8075
did not, and if the people of those remote
bush; the market is little more active and Jc higher;
places were cut off from the privilege of receiv- sales 56,000 bosh; 45 @ 49c for Mixed Western and
State including light Mixed at 48} @ 49c; 46 @ 52c
ing packages of seeds, books and merchandise
by mail they could not receive them at all. for White Western and State; 44Jc for inspected no
grade Mixed; 48 (aj 48}c for inspected No 2 Mixed.
He also favored it because these merchandise
Hay firm. Coflee—Rio is heavy and nominally; carpackages could be carried without loss to the
goes quoted at 16} @ 19}c in gold; job lots at 19} @
Postoffice Department.
20}c gold. Sugar dull, easier and nominally at 8 (aj
Mr. Kandall also supported the bill and ex8Jc for fair to good refining; 8 5-16 (aj 8} for prime;
pressed bis gratification that those who had 700 hhds Centrifugal at 8|c; 230 boxes Clayed at 8}c;
refined is firm and unchanged at 10 (aj lOJc for standany connection with the legislation of last year
ard A, lOJc for granulated and 11c for powdered;
(now to be repealed) disavowed it.
10jc
for
crushed. Molasses—New Orleans rather easier:
The bill was then passed without division.
250 bbls at 48 @ 60c. Rice quiet unchan, eil at 6} (aj 7 j
The House at 2 o’clock went into committee
lot Carolina; 6<aj 6} for Louisiana; 6}c for Kangood;
of the whole, Haskins of New York in the
7J (Oj 7}c tor Patna. Petroleum is firmer; crude 8 3chair, on the military academy appropriation 16 (aj 8jc; refined at 14jc; 16,000 cases 20}. Naptha
bill, which appropriates $231,211, and was ad- at 8} (aj 9}. Tallow steady at 9} @ 9fc. Naval Stores
—Rosiu is dull at 1 60 @ 1 67} for strained.
dressed by Mr. Hale of Maine, who gave a
Turpen37c. Pork is heavv ;100 bbls new mess
carefully prepared and philosophical review of tine is dull at
uninspected at 20 65 ; 750 bbls old extra prime seller
the natural tendency of governments to inDressed Hogs steady at 8} fa) (oj 9}
February 15 00.
crease their expenses, premising it with the refor Western. Beef Is steady.
Cut Meats—Western
mark that governments, like families, cost
is quiet; 50 tes pickled hams at 12 @ 12}; middles are
more and more as they grow, and that they are
firm at 10J for Western long clear; 650 boxes city
long
clear at 11c. Lard heavy; 700 tes prime steam at 12?
as apt to increase like that of families in geo@ 13 5-16; 1250 do February at 12} (aj 12 11-16 ;1500 do
metrical ratio with their growth. He opposed
seller March at 12} @ 12 5-32 ; 3250 do seller April at
the reduction of the pay of West Point profes12 27-32 (aj 12 15-16; 2250 do May at 131-32.
sors and cadets.
Wool firm; domestic fleece 42 @ 65c; pulled 27 (®
After remarks by Hamilton of New Jersey
48c; unwashed 15 @ 32c; Texas 15 @ 33c.
and Chittenden of New York, without action,
Freights to Liverpool—market is quiet and steady.
the committee rose and the House adjourned.
Chicago, January 26 —Flour dull. Wheat in good
demand but lower, closing weak ;No 2 Chicago Spring
Crimea and Casualties.
98}c on the spot or seller for February; 98}c seller
March; 1 04 do .May; No 3 do at 78} @ 78jc; rejected
In Newport about 11 o’clock Tuesday night
65c. Corn is dull and lower; No 2 Mixed cash sales
Timothy Sullivan wa# arrested while in the drooping at 42} @425 on
the spot; 42}c bid for seller
act of outraging the wife of A. A. Carson.
January; 42}c oid seller February; rejected 34 @ 34}.
2
No
at
are
Oats
firm;
31}c on spot; 31 Jc seller FebPlay A Ballion’s planing mill in Brooklyn
ruary. Barley is dull and lower at 79}c on spot; 76c
Loss $40,000.
was burned yesterday.
lor seller February. Kye is nominally unchanged.
A building at Andover, Mass., owned by
DressHogs in good demand at full prices; sales at
8 10 @ 8 15. Pork is in good demand at lower rates;
W. F. Draper, publisher, was partially burned
sales at 19 20 @ 19 25 on spot; 19 22} @ 19 25 seller for
yesterday. Loss $5000.
February; 19 50 seller March; 19 00 do April. Lard is
A well dressed woman about 25 years old was
dull and shade lower at 12 00 on spot; 12 02} @ 12 05
picked up by the roadside in WhittintoD, Mass.,
seller February; 12 17} @ 12 20seller lor March; 12 35
yesterday, nearly frozen and apparently de- do April. Bulk Meats firmer and held higher ;shoulders at 7}; short rib middles at 10}; short clear do at
mented. Her name she gave as Alice P. Drake,
10J. Whiskey is dull at 106.
and she belongs in Stoughton.
Receipts—8,000 bbls hour, 46,000 bush wheat, 62,000 bush corn, 11,006 bush oats, 21,000 bush barley,
HETEOBOLOttIC4L.

Ufa-

cussions were had on the topic of school? in
jails, discipline of prisoners, &c. In the evening an able address on “Prisons and Prison
Reform” was deliverel in the Representatives’
Hall by Rev. J. K. Mason, D. D., of Thomaston. The convention will continue to-morrow
forenoon.
The New Railroad Project.
A meeting was held in this city to-day of
railroad men interested in the project of building a graded through line of railroad to

Cbas. J. Dorr bas been appointed
Probate for Hancock county, vice

Session.

SENATE.

iTIIE STATE PUISOft.

tion Warden Rice remarks:

engrossed.
Mr.

Fortj -Fcnrtli Congress—First

j

tion of Rebecca Ayer of Lisbon; on bill an act
additional to chap. 18 of the Revised Statutes,
relating to wages; and on bill to amend sec. 19,
chap. 78, R. S relating to clerks of County

nn.

the matter of repealing the charters of banks
and banking institutions which have not organized under their charters, reported a bill declaring null and void all charters of banks and
banking institutions which shall not have organized prior to Aug. 1,1876.

bill
The

re-

The Committee on Bailroads, to which was
referred a bill additional to an act to incorporate the Bangor & Calais Shore Line Bailroad,
reported that the same ought to pass.

Matters.

General Lnwi far the

FIFTY-FIFTH LEGISLATURE.

DROPPINGS

Many persons of weakly constitution, with dyspeptic and bilious tendencies, suffer life-long bodily distress unnecessarily. Their existences are
commonly
shorter than those of healthier mortals, but while
they last, it is usually the case that they are continually dosing themselves, or being dosed to no purCould they be induced to use Hostetter’s
pose.
Stomach Bitters lor a while, strength regained, digestion restored, and the disappearance of bilious
symptoms, would speedily acquaint them with tho
difference between a remedy which deals with causes
and those which affect symptoms merely. Not
only
are the Bitters a searching specific for
complaints affecting the stomach, liver or intestinal canal, but they
are, in consequence of their invigorative and bracing
influence upon the entire physiqu°. an .admirable
means of protecting the system against the atmospheric influences which beget malarial disease,

IN

THROAT,

GENERAL WEAKNESS,
SLIGHT DEAFNESS,

COUGHS,
COLDS IN THE

HEAD,

HEADACHE,
NOISES IN THE HEAD,
PAIN IN THE BACK,

NERVOUSNESS.
Yes, every one ol the above are symptoms of Catarrh, anil if you are wise you will cure it with the
German Snuil.

Remember,

in

the use of this reme-

dy there is

at 8 25.

financial

and commercial.

Review of the Portland Markets
FOR THE

WEEK ENDING JAN. 26.

The trade for tlio present month has been good but
scarcely equal to January of last year. Tbe same is

tbe dry goods and tbo grocery markets.
Tbe money market shows no change, and gold closed
Wednesday, Jan. 26, at 112J.
Butter is firm, and there is no change to note in
the quotations. Tbe cheese market is very firm at
the quoted prices. Owing to the mild weather this
season, coal is rather dull, but there is a fair demand.
Coffee is dull ana prices show a falling oft. Cooperage is in small demand. Tbe fish market is dull and
unchanged. Flour is firm and sales have been good.
Raisins are oft slightly as will be seen by the quotations. Grain is rather dull and com is oft about a
cent a bushel. Common and Norway iron are slightly lower. There is no change to note in lard; the
market remains firm. Lumber is in fair demand, especially for spruce dimensions. Molasses is ratber
quiet at present with small sales. The stock is very
light. Kerosene oil is very firm. Eggs are quoted
at 28 @ 30c. Provisions are quiet and sales small.
Sugars are firm and unchanged. Teas show but little change. The common grade of oolong is rather
easier, but the other grades are unchanged. Tobacco
is quiet and unchanged.
true of both

Receipts—600 bbls flour, 43,000

000 com,
rye.

hush wheat, 00,
00,000 bush oats, 000 bush barley, 0000 bush

Shipments—4,000 bbls flour, 12,000 bush wheat, 00
bush corn,0,000 bush oats. 0000 bush rvo.
St Louis, January 26.—Fiour is unchanged; SuFall at 3 25 @ 3 50; extia Fall at 3 85 @ 4 25;
extra do at 4 35 @ 4 65; treble extra do at 4 75
@5 25. Wheat—best grades lower to sell; lower
quality firmer; No 2 Fall 1 54 asked; 1 47 bid; No 3
do at 1 34.
Corn lower; No 2 Mixed at 39} @ 40c
bid cash. Barley unchanged.
Rye scarce and firm
at 704c bid.
Recreipts—3000 bbls flour, 11,000 bush wheat, 32,bush com, 4.000 bush oats, 3,500 bush barley, 1,500
bush rye, 7,536 hogs, 1600 cattle.
Cincinnati, January 26.—Pork inactive at 20 00.
Lard in moderate demand; steam 12 @ 12} cash; 12}
buyer February jketile at 12} @ 13. Bulk Meats are
quiet and unchanged; shoulders at 7} @ 74c; clear
rib sides at 10} @ 10}; clear sides at 10} @|10}. Green
Meats quiet and unchanged. Whiskey in lair demand and firm at 1 07. Hogs in fair demand and
firm ; common to good light 7 10 @ 7 30; fair to good
packing 7 20 @ 7 30; choice heavy at 7 35 @ 7 40; receipts ot 4945 head; shipments 955 head.
Detroit, January 26—Flour is dull and steady.
Wheat is dull; extra White Michigan at 139}; No
1 White Michigan at 1 28 bid seller January; No l
Amber at 1 27 bid. Corn Is steady; No 2 Mixed is
offered at 46c. Oats quiet and steady; No 1 Mixed at

B:

36c bid.

Receipts—650 bbls flour, 3150 bush wheat, 210
bush com, 4475 bush oats.
Shipments—205 bbls flour, 4020 bush wheat,1460
bush com, 000 bush oats.
NbwroKK, January 26.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands lSJc.

SPECIAL

NOTICES"

NO FAILURE.

I, Q. O. F.

It costs but 35 cents. All Druggists
a box.
it.(iec7ileodsn6m

Try
have

Members of Portland
Encampment, No. 19, are
hereby notified of a special meeting of this Encampment to be holden THIS
(Thursday) EVENING,
January 26tb, at Odd Fellows’ (upper) Hall,at?}
o'clock.
Per or(jer o( c p
Ja27snlt
A. E. CHASE, Scribe.

CARDwell-known fact that the confidence of the
public has been abused by a class of self-styled
Chiropodists, whose unskilful treatment and supremo ignorance has thrown obloquy upon those who
lave both the wish and power to do good.
The following instance of unskilful
treatment
ihould be a warning to the public:
A TrouiilksomeCorn.—A man
employed at the
Portland Company has been troubled with a
bad corn.
Recently he had a chiropodist look after the ottendng member, aiul the learned corn doctor applied a
•*ve* The result is that a
running sore has come
lr.U8
%ot» a°d it will be necessary for a {>ortion
if it to suffer
amputation. Sunday Times.
It is

VEGETAI.ORI IVf.’S
BLE asthma cuke
the
.upomede.
completely

u.e or Hostile., Smoke of
• Null Helre, Stramonium,
Arc. In no case of purely
Asthmatic character hn. it tailed to *ire
relief. Hi. worthy the coufideure of.uf.
ferers. Hrice #• -OO.
LUBIAG, Proprietor, Cor. Exchange
and Federal Ni».Jan26sntf

DR.

Awning*. Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvas Letterings,
Decorations, Ac,,

Nevermore

gritty tooth powders and loothlestroying chemical fluids find a place on the toilets
f sensible people. The fragrant and preservative
Sozodonc has superseded them all.
Can the

49

F.

1-2 EXCHANGE

A,

marclS

STREET,

LEAVITT.
aneodtf

KENISONfChiropodist,

bailed NlalCH Hold on the ‘dad week is
jan21
sudlw
each nionih.

|

Jan**

course

<leod$wlw

——————————

Brief Jotting*.
A largo number of teams were out ou Con
gress street yesterday. It might bo though

TRESS.

THE
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Biddeford, of Phillsbury.

ArivertiveinenlN To-Day.

An

M. C. M. A.—Free Lecture.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
I. O. O. F.- Portland Encampment.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Davis & Co—2.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

Gold—Bismarck Black Hills.
Normal School.

the animal did not slip

State

but ou a

Sundays

from 9 to 10

There will be a meeting for prayer in the
vestry of the High street church this aud tomorrow evening.
All are invited.
A horse driven by William Murray ran away

a m.

Portland, Me., Dec. 24, 1875.
Arrival and Departure ol Mails*
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 1.20
p. m. and 12.30 a. m. Close at 8.20 a m, and 2.30 and

Washington street last evening, and stove
up a sleigh to which he was attached.
A ufliou temperance prayer meeting will be
on

West.

Arrive at 5.00 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 1.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at
8.20 a in and 2.30 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 1.20 p. m.

held at the Allen Mission this evening. The
public are invited.
A large delegation from Deering will attend

m, 2-30 and ‘9.00 p. m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 3 00 p. m.
Close at 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.00 am. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 2.20 p. m. Close at 12.45 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. It. Arrive at 8.45 a
m. Close at 6.30 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., 3.00
and 6.30 p. m. Close at 6.30 a m, 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
Rochester. N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.45 anu 11.25 p m. Close at 7.30 a m, and
3.30 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
R. Arrive at 11.25 a m, and 5.55 p m. Close at 7.45
а. m. and 2.10 p m.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Clese at
б.50 am.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and Macblas, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a m. .Close Saturday at 3.30 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line direct close every
Saturday at
Foreign Mans, via New York, day previous to sailing of steamers. Close at 2.30 p ro.
Collections from Street letter boxes at 7.00 a. m.,
12 m. and 2 00 and 8.00 p. m.
and 12.30

Close at 8.20

a m.

a

Arnold’s benefit to-morrow evening.
No one who witnessed the reception of Curt:s
last evening can doubt as to bis popularity
among theatre

The Museum.—“Dora” is one of the prettiest plays which has been put upon the Museum stage since that institution was
opened.
The situations are all pleasing, some of them
very effective, and the play of character strong.
Last evening the rendition was excellent. Mr.

Arnold’s “Farmer Allen” is one of his very
best characterizations. He pictures to the life
the stern, domineering character of the man,

overriding

Meetings.

evening,

and at the close of the first act Miss
Cameron and Mr. Arnold were called befo re
curtain. Mr. Bascomb’s personation of “Luke

MASONIC
At Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.
YORK RITES.
Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday: Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third
Wednesday.
Chapters—GreenleafR. A.C.,first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second
Monday.
Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday : St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Commandery, We<lnesday evening.

Blomfield” is natural and well sustained,

where he parts from his father he was especially good. The play was handsomely put on, the
scene ia the grain field deserving especial mention and praise.
The after piece was the laughable farce of
“The Irish Mormon,” in which Mr. Curtis
made

his reappearance,, taking the part of
“Bryan O’Lynn.” He was very warmly received, and the audience were evidently glad to
see him back again.
The character he essayed
is one of his most mirth-provoking delineations. The bill will be repeated this evening.
Seats for Mr. Arnold’s benefit on Friday
evening are selling rapidly. There will be a

ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITES.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first
cond Fri-

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H,, third
Friday.
‘Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P, R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.

great desire to-hear him in the musical olio
which he promises. The opening play of the
evening is “David Garrick.” In this the part
of “Ada Ingot” will be taken by Miss Cameron.
It is one of her best impersonations.

I. O. O. F.
Odd Fellows' Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
A

Brotheis, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
venings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., of

R., second and fourth Saturdav.

The following is

Encampments—Machigonne, first and third Wednesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays; Portland, first and third SaturuAys.

a list of the Museum comconstituted:
F0adohb O-Anrcnoir,.Isadbl TV-AriDiiuir,
J. A. Arnold,.... .M. B. Snyder,
Frank Curtis.Wm. Calder,
H. L. Babcomb,.H. D. Gale,
a. K. Adams.G. T. Ulmer,
F. P. Barton.G. W. Elwell,
Lizzie May Ulmer,.Isabel Preston,
Rose Graham,.Charlotte Neville.

pany

association—Every third Tuesday In the

Relief

month.

Benefit Association.—Board of Directors
first Monday evening of each month.
Association
meets first Monday evening of January, April, July

meet

and October.

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.

Templars' Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in each
At

evening.

the fire was well under
way in the second story of the block.
The origin of the fire was thought to be in a
small closet used for storing cane seated chairs,
but how it caught is not known. The fire was
under the plastering and was hard to reach,
and much water was necessary to get it under

Portland Typographical Union, No. 75.—
Second Saturday in each month.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
Corner of Congress and Casco streets. FirBt Thursday in each month.

v^o.vu

Association-Corner

Congress and Brown

Navy
streets. First
and

month.

in each

Portland institute and public library
City Buildmv, Open and free to all from 10 to 1
I
o 5 and 7 o 9.
Payson Literary Society.—Meetings every
and
Brown’s
cor.
Brown
Monday evening,
Block,
Congress streets, at 7& o'clock.
Portland Fraternity—No. 353£ Congress street.
Mercantile Library Association, Congress
Hall Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivery of books, 2 to 6, 7 to 9, day and evening.
Bosworth Post G. A. R.—Meetings every Friday
evening in Mechanics' Hall, corner of Congress and
Casco streets.
Independent Order of Good Templars—Arcana. Monday; Mission,
Wednesday; Forest City
in Williams’ block, Congress street. Mystic, Thurs
day, at Sons' ol Temperance Hall Congress St
Iron Clad, Thursday, at West End.
Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
1,3 & 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office,
Plum Street; No 1 on Tuesday evening; No. 3 on
Wednesday evening: No. 4 on Monday evening; No
2 at School House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth,

|

The next lecture in the Mechanics’ course
will be delivered by Dr. Sarah W. Devoll next
Monday evening. Subject—“The Art of Liv-

ing Well.”

There was a large and intelligent audience
at the Allen Mission last evening to hear the
lecture on the “Broken Columns” by Bev. A.
S. Des Brisay of Nova Scotia.
Musical Entebtainment.—One of the regular dime entertainments of the New Jerusalem Society came off last night at the house of
It consisted of a
one of the congregation.
vocal and instrumental concert, and
pleasing. These entertainments are
agreeable and interesting, but also a
itable feature of the social life of the

■Hakpswell.—Active preparations
made at Harp3well for the reception

was

very
not only

very

prof

society.
are

being

of sumAt Potts

visitors the coming season.
Point, Stover & Johnson are erecting buildings
for four bowling alleys, and a hall with billiard
rooms attached, 20x75 feet, to be open by the
middle of June. Also Durgan & Knapp are
about putting up buildings for a restaurant,
bathing houses and cottages to let.
mer

pleasant
evening.

A supper was served and the evening
Their

spent in a most enjoyable manner.
fine vestry was built with a view to just such
gatherings, and last evening proved that it was
well adapted for this purpose.
was

<*

man

was

half an hour between the time the fire
discovered and the time when the alarm

was

struck.

The old board of officers were reof J. B. Libby as
E. Wood, deceased.
Die company are now in excellent condition.
Chey are out of debt and have paid two divi
lends of five per cent, each the past year. The

iccepted.

flected, with the exception
liiector, in place of Rufus

iteamers are

kept

in the bast of order, and are
nansged as well as any in the country. The
ifficials have the satisfaction of knowing that
heir efforts in this direction are appreciated by
;he traveling public. Theie has never been a
ife lost on this route through the neglect of
;he company. They will have their spare
iteamer fitted up for excursion parties to the
Philadelphia Centennial, Several organiza,ions are already making arrangements to go
...

1

I, A —

f

Temperance.—LeForest Howe, of the Norway Reform Club, and Nelson Leighton of the
Portland club, addressed the citizens of North
Gorham, Monday evening. The church was
crowded and Mr. Leighton occupied the attention of the audience for an hour and a half,and
at the close of the meeting eleven signed the
pledge.
Between twenty and thirty members of the
Portland clnb held a meeting at Yarmouth,

Tuesday evening. The Baptist church was
filled to overflowing and the
people in that vicinity are waking up on this question. At the
close of the meeting
thirty-nine signed the
pledge.
Next Friday
clubs of Freeport
and Auburn will visit Yarmouth for the purpose of helping on the good work.

eveningMje

Personal.
notice the death of
Edwin A. Abbott, Esq., United States shipping commissioner. He was oue of the staunch
Union men who did so much to savo Maryland
from the secessionists, and during the war was
He was a
a firm friend of the loyal soldiers.
The

Baltimore

papers

staunoh friend of the Tenth Maine Regiment,
and was always ready to aid them while they
were

Pleasant Occasion.—The members of the
Pine street church and society had a very
social gathering at their vestry last

(13

| (Annual Meeting.—The annual meeting of
he International Steamship Company was
leld yesterday afternoon. The reports of the
he directors and treasurer were made and

Lectures.—Owing to the illness of Kev.
Mr. Johnston he will be unable to lecture in
R.3V. Mr.
the Pine street course this eveniog.
Bradlee will lecture on “Punctual People” to

columns.

Poultry Exhibition.

SIXTH AND LAST DAY.

in camp near Baltimore.

Portland Debating Club.—This society is
well worth the attention of young men who
wish to become acquainted with debate, read-

ing, declaiming,

This evening there is to
be a large
meeting, which all present members
should attend. Friends of the
society are invited to be present,
&c.

bargains beiog offered by

see

Abbott, Chase, Caibarien: 24th, It L Hersey, Cogginp,
Progresso.
Ar at Matanzas 22d inst, sch
Emily Curtis, Barbour, Martinique.
81d 22d, brig Antelope, Ray, North of
Hatteras;
sch Roswell, Huribut, do.
[Latest by European steamers.l
Ar at Liverpool 10th
inst, Nellie May, Blair, Galveston.
Cld at Liverpool 10th, Mary G Reed, Geyer, Tybec;
11th, Geo S Tarbell. Higgins. Rosario.
Old at London Ilth inst, John II Crandon,
Pierce,
Cardiff and Cuba.
Ar at Gravesend 12th inst, Alice
Buck, Snow, from
Calcut'a.
Sid 1m Adelaide Nov 11. Chalmette, Waite, Callao.
Passed St Helena Dec 17tb, Castine, Avery, from
Batavia for Channel.
at Alicante 4ih inst, Sandy Hook, Barst^,
New York.
Ar at Warnemunde 7th
inst, G Rcuseus, Leighton,
Memel for Grimsby.
4

what they

SPOKEN.

Nov 3, lat 7 N, Ion 87 E, ship Hoogley, Frost. Irom
Calcutta lor Boston.

$5,000 GOLD
REWARD.

MARRIED.

TOE DIRECT UNITED STATES CA-

The Birds Return to Their Homes.

In Bowdoinkam, Jan. 20, by Rov. N. Preble, Thos.
Skellon of Bowdoin and Mrs. Mary Sparks ot Bow-

doinbam.
In Augusta, Jan. 21, Blake Anthony Ironson Harwood and Miss Anna Marla Gilley.
In Winterport. Jan. 1, S. B. Dennett of Etna and
Mrs. V. Maria Sanborn of Winterport.

thus the talk and show went on;
All Portland still was going;
There came another wintry mom,
The Cock then stopped his crowing.

And

DIED.
Last evening the third exhibition of the
State Poultry Association came to a close, after a session of six days. To say that the exhibition has been a success hardly gives an

In this city, Jan. 25. Mrs. Phebe B. V., widow of
tbe late Rev. Charles Soule, aged 01 years 9 months,
[Funeral services Friday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,
at No. 49 Lincoln street.
Burial at convenience of
the family.]
In this city, Jan. 25, Mrs. Clara M., wife of J. C.
Osgood, aged 31 years 9 days.
[Funeral services Friday afternoon, at 2 o’clock, at
her late residence, corner Spruce and Emery streets.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
In Bath, Jan. 21, Mrs. Susan R. Lombard, aged

idea of its extent.

When the first exhibition
held here, three years ago, there were 400
entries, and it was thought that it was a very
successful affair. Last year there were doable
the entries of the year before, and then it was
thought that the success was very great, and
was

j

SI years.

BLE COMPANV (LIMITED).
The telegraph cable of this company was, on the
27th of September. 1875, broken in latitude 45® 7*,
longitude 54® 21*, near the coast ot Newfoundland, by
being dragged by an anchor or grapnel, and the same
cable was again suddenly broken on the 10th December, 1875, in about latitude 44® 54*, longitude 58® 29*.
Now, The Direct United States Cable Company
(limited), hereby offer a

J

$3,500

REWARD OF

GOLD

any person who shall give to the company such
full information as will lead to the discovery of the
name of the steamer, sailing ship, fishing smack, or
other uessel, which has been concerned in causing the
said breakage, on either occasion, and, if it shall be
proved that the cable has been maliciously broken,
to

A

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
every one went mad over the pretty hens, but
name
from
for
date
this year—the year of hard times—there have 1
of New York .New York. .Havana.Jan 27
been 1000 entries, and it is estimated that lur- j City
Cauima.New York.. Bermuda.Jan 27
ing the past week between 20,000 and 25,000 Sarmatian.Portland... Liverpool.Jan 29
Republic.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 29
persons have visited the exhibition. Another
City of Brooklyn.. .New York. .Liverpool... .Jan 29
interesting fact is that the birds which task all Siberia.Boston.Liverpool.Jan 29
City of Antwerp —New York Liverpool.Jan 29
the first and second years of tho exhibition
Bolivia.New York. .Glasgow.Jan 29
have not taken anything this season. This is
Atlas.New York. .Jamaica, &c..Jan 29
Wilmington.New York. .St Domingo.. .Jan 31
very encouraging to oar breeders, in this vicinColon.New York. Aspinwall... .Jan 31
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 1
ity. They did not take many premiums at the
first exhibition, but since that they have im- i China.New York. .Liverpool.... Feb 2
Etna.New York Aspinwall....Feb 2
proved their stock and are now able to com- Crescent City.New York. .Havana
..Feb 3
York. .Hamburg.Feb 3
pete in exhibitions any when in New Eng J Frisia.New
Pereire.New York.. Havre.Eeb 5
Moravian.Portland....Liverpool.Feb 5
Boston.Liverpool.Feb 5
Yesterday morning there was an auction sale Marathon.
City of Chester.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 5
of fowl. F. O. Bailey, the well known auctioneer, officiated in his usual good style.
Miniature Almanac ...January 37.
There was but little activity in the bidding and
Sun rises.7.20 I High water.12.00 M
Sun sets.5.07 | Moon sets. 6.20 PM
Mr. Young of New York was the chief bidder.

FURTHERSUM OF

$3,500

GOLD

will be paid by the company to the person giving
such information as shall lead to the conviction of
the offender. The above reward will only be paid on
condition that the said full information be communicated to the company before the 1st day of March,
187G.

BY ORDER OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Offices of Company, Palmerston Buildings, Old
Broad st., London, England, 16 Broad stM New
ja25T&T2t
York, United States of America.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

..

About 140 birds were sold and the sale amounted to about $300 in the aggregate.
The exhibition was well attended in the
early part of the evening, but the crowd left
early, and promptly at ten o’clock the owners
began to remove their fowl. The most of the

gentlemen residing east left on the Pullman
train, taking their fowl with them. This
morning the remainder of the coops will be removed

and the hall will be quiet once more.
The work of removing the coops is a most tedious one. No one is allowed to take anything

past the doorkeeper without a pass from the
directors. This is necessary to prevent per-

taking birds not belonging to them.
The treasurer, Mr. Fred. F. Harris, reports
that he has paid nearly all of the premiums.

sons

There are a number of exhibitors who left before the exhition closed and have not yet received their premiums. These will be paid
promptly on application to the treasurer.
In closing the reports of this very interesting
exhibition it is but just to speak of the various
officers who have been untiring in their efforts
to make it a success and give our reporter all
the information possible. The president, Mr.
Albert Noyes, has been in attendance constantly and has done his utmost to make everything
go smoothly.
Conant, Harris, Lewis
of the Board of Directors, have been on hand
at all times since the exhibition opened and
nothing that could be done by them to make it
the success that it was, has been neglected.
Mr. Charles A. Eaton, the secretary, has been
Messrs.

constantly at his post and has aided the reporters materially in the arrangement of premiums.

The

association will at once commence arrangements for the exhibition of 1877, and if
it is as successful as the one of 1876, no one wil*
have reason to complain.

MARINE

3STEWS,

Please tell the people that ycu saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceed j 100,000,

Gold, Gold, Gold!
Bismarols.

PORT OR PORTLAND

Wednesday, Jan. 26.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York,—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Sch Sadie Wilicut, Parker, Boston, (and sailed lor
Rockport to load lor Pensacola.)
Sch Fair Dealer, Loring. Boston, seeking.
Sch Hattie Turner, Mclntire, Boston tor Kennebunkport, (has a cargo of hard pine from the brig
Annie & Lily, recently ashore on Cape Cod.)
Sch Cora, Bush. Dennis tor Batb, (and sailed.)
Sch Liberator, Stover, Boothbay.
CLEARED.
Sch John A Dlx, Pinkham, Cape Porpoise—master
Sch Oregon, Dnnton, Boothbay—master.
SAILED—Sclis Arthur Burton, Mahaska, and J J
Moore.
IFROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
Ar at New York 26th, sch Annie R Lewis, Lewis,

Matanzas.
Below Philadelphia 26th, barque Carrie Wyman,
from Belfast; sch Mabel F Staples, from Matanzas.
At at Baltimore 26th, brig Atlas, Powers, from Rio

Janeiro.

Cld at Lobos 27th, ship Geo Skolfield, Merriman,
Unbed Kingdom.
Sid fm Pabellon de Pica Nov 17th, barque Fannie
Skolfield, Regan, for United Kingdom; Dec 6th, ship
Lydia Skolfield, Forsyth, do; St Joseph, Fales, do;
El Capitan, Lincoln, do; 18tb, barque Gen Eairchild,
Kelley, Queenstown.
Sid fm Independence Bay Dec 3, ship J B Lincoln,
Musaus, United Kiugdom or Continent; 8tb, barque
Edwin Reed, do.
Sid fm Antwerp 24th

inst, barque Neversink, Barstow, Savannah.
Sldfm Havana 25th, brig Kaluna, Nash, for New
York.
Arat Matanzas 2Uh, sch Lizzie Wilson, Wilson,
Portland.
Ar at Trinidad 24th, sch C M Richardson, Richardson, St Lucia.
Ar at St Jago 17th, brig Anna M Knight, Davis,

—TO—

HILLS

BLACK

(GOLD FIELDS.)

Mail and

Express

ROTJTB I
Any Express packages or matter to be forwarded

may be left

ot

m care

Machine.—The Odd Fellows have received the first contribution for
their grand fair. It is ODe of Twombly’s patent
knitting machines. The agent, Mr. W. O.
White, is now stopping at the City Hotel, sellKNITTING

H. M. DAVIS, Secretary,

ing the rights

for the state.

He has also

given

sample of the work, which is to be sold in
the fair. These machines are something
new,
and promise to meet with a great sale. The
simplicity of this invention and the neatness
and compactness with which it is put together
and worked, makes it all that could be desired.
Au agent is soon to introduce them in this city.

a

The Wrestling Match.—The card published yesterday morning in the Press and the
Boston Herald, challenging Prof. William
Miller to a match with Jean Da Lyon, attracted much attention.
Mr. Thompson, agent for Prof. Milley, who
is the champion Grieco-Romau wrestler of the
Pacific coast, was in town yesterday to make
arrangements with Jean Da Lyon to make a
wrestling match in this city. The match was
made and City Hall engaged for the contest.
It will take place about the 22d of February,
the hall being engaged until that time. The
stakes are $250 a side.
Church Levee.—A very pleasant entertainment was given at Congress street M. E. church
last evening, consisting of singing, readings,
recitations, &c. The selections rendered by
Mrs. Warren Cole and Mrs. J. E. Noyce, were

especially good—and the recitation,
Church Organ,” brought down the house.
freshments

“The
Re-

for sale and the ladies must
handsome sum.

were

have netted

a

Real Estate Transfers.—The following
are the real estate transfers recorded in the

county yesterday:

Bridgton—Lot

of land from Edwin E. Wilder
to Martha E. Wilder.

Maine Business Notes.
The starch factories of Aroostook have
proved generally successful as a business enterprise, and a great benefit to the county. There
of them, and two more are conone at Montieello and the other at

templated,
Mapleton.

The Journal says the ice dealers and shippers on the Kennebec have recently had good
offers for their ice, which they have declined to
accept.

STATE

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTS'.
The Lewiston Journal says the construction
of the hotel at Poland Mineral
Springs is at last
positively decided on, and the contract for its
erection has just been awarded to Mr. H. Dinsmore of Auburn.
The contract price of the
structure, above the foundation, is $23,000.
The foundation is now nearly in place, aud the
carpenter work will be pressed forward without delay.
The hotel, which is to contain 100
rooms, will be bu lt by the Ricker Brothers and
several other gentlemen.
The report of the Lewiston water commisDinners wn.cn was presented at the
city council Monday evening presents five or six different plans and gives estimates of tbeir cost.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The Aroostook Pioneer annouuies the death
of Mrs. Fairbanks, widow of the late Dennis
Fairbanks. Het age was 92 years. She aud
her husband were the pioneers of Presuue

Isle.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

In Gardiner, Saturday afternoon, Bradstreet’s mill, and Saturday evening, the house
Moses Pottle, were slightly damaged by fire.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

Three weeks ago Mrs. Wing, wife of Cyrus
Wing of Dead Kiver, felt a slight pain in the
end of the middle finger on the right hand, as
though occasioned by a splinter. Gangrene
erysipelas was radidly developed, and last Saturday that arm was amputated above the elbow. Her case is yet very critical.
A man by the name of Oaks of Solon was
bound over to the March term of the S. J.
Court for beatiDg a horse to death a few days
ago.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Our correspondent writes that [recently several stores in Addison have been broken into
and goods stolen.
Monday, a man named
James Connors of Millbridge was arrested|and
some of the stolen goods recovered.
His accomplice, named Oakes, is still at large.
YORK

York

COUNTY

Encampment,

No. 17, I. O. O. F., are
making arrangements to visit Philadelphia
next September, and
spend about two weeks,
at a ccst of not over
$30, for fare and board per
man, with privilege of visiting Capo May and a
sail down Delaware
river, without additional
expense.
IN GENERAL.
The Secretary of the Good
Templars, Geo. E.
Brackett of Belfast, writes us that three new
were
instituted
last
lodges
week, viz: Watervills, No. 37, at Waterville, with 27 charter

members, C. E. Estes, deputy; Silver Lodge,

m»li lug

aciir

Mary

\ur moiuori)

Any person at home or abroad desiring to be informed relative to the Black Hills, or as to conveyance, route or outfitting, can receive prompt and reliable information by applying to H. M. DAVIS,
Corresponding Secretary Bismarck and Black Hills
Express, Bismarck, D. T., enclosing 25 cents for reply or $1.00 for a new Book entitled “Black Hills
and the Gold Fields of Dakota,” containing a large
map and full information.
ja27
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expected to came off without damage.
Sch Cbas E Jackson, from Portland for Philadelphia, which went ashore on Deal Beach. NJ. a few
weeks since, was hove oft 25th by the Coast Wreck-

OF

THIS

DOMBSTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 20th, sch Traveller, Hodges,
Vera Cruz.
Ar up 23d, brig J M Wiswell, Glover, Rio Janeiro.
MOBILE—Ar 19tb, sch Fred A Carl, Condon, from
Charleston.
Ar 20th, sch Rosie & Adda, Gaul, Martinique.
Ar 24th inst, sch Welaka, Perkins, Portland.
PENSACOLA—Ar 20th, sch Wm Deming, Hodgins, St Pierre.
FERNANDINA—Ar 18th, sch Lettie WellB, Ashford, St Thomas.
FERNANDINA—Ar 19th, schs Charlie Morton,
Pike, Martinique; Lunet, Hinds, St Thomas; Kate
Thomas, Bowman, New Smyrna.
Cld 19tb, sch Jos Oakes, Parker, Philadelphia.
SATILLA MILLS—Ar 10th, sch Gamma, Guptill,
Charleston.

BALTIMORE—Cld 24th, sch Florence Mayo, Hall,
Nassau, NP.
Ar 25th, sch Frank W Emery, Falker, Matanzas.
Cld 25th, brig Jennie Morton, for Demarara.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 24th,schs John E Sanford,
Bray. Havana; Addie R Warner, Lewis. Barbadoes.
NEW YORK—Ar 24th, schs Hattie Coombs. Fisher, Rockland; Fost Boy, Fountain, do; Mary Sands,
Rowe, Kennebec; Island Belle, Woodman, Portsmouth; J S Bragdon,Fletcher, Boston; Sabao, LamBon, Boston; Rival, Dunton, Salem; Mary Louisa,
Freeman, Rockport.
Ar 26th, barque J J Marsh, Fickett, Matanzas.
Cld 24th, brig Clara Jenkins, Coombs, Matanzas;
sch E G Knight, Pratt, Boston.
Cld 25th, barque Beatrice Havener, Havener, for
Anjier, for orders; brig H H Wright, Meyers, Genoa;
Alex Nichols, Peters.Cienluegos; sch Hattie Haskell,
Hewett, San Bias, USC.
Sid 24th, ship St Nicholas, for San Francisco; bark
Isaac Hall, tor Glasgow.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 23d, schs Cere
Alley, Pfovidence for New York; Mary Farrow, Fo 8
Portland tor do; Mary, Magee, Bucksport for Bucks
ville SC; Post Bov, Robinson, Rockland tor NYor
Fawn, Kelley, fm Kennebec for New York; Convoy,
French, Rockland for New York; Mary Sands, Rowe
do for

ao.

NEWPORT—Ar 25th, schs Silver Spray .Chadwick,
from Thomaston for New York, (and sailed); Ralph
Howes, Burgess, Belfast, (tor Baltimore after discharging part of cargo.)
Sid 24th, sch Cherub, Fletcher, Providence for New
York, (haviDg repaired sails.)
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Sid 24th, brig AS Pennell;
schs John Wentworth, Oliver Ames, Carrie Belle,
Silver Spray, Olive, Bowaoin, W F Parker, William
Connors, Ralph Howes, Mollie Porter, F L Porter,
Albert Clarence, and others.
BOSTON—Ar 25th, John Somes, Mason,
Islands, NF.
Ar 26th, sch Abbott Devereux, Rich, Sierra

0

Bay of

Leone;
Henrietta, Hill, Darien; Vineyard, Rosebrook, Port
Royal, SC.
BATH—Sid 24th, sch Odell, Winslow, New York.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Sldfm Newcastle, NSW, Nov 22d, barque Metis,
Kent, Hong Kong.
At Yokonama 4th inst, ship Lathly Rich, Lewis,
unc; barque Ukraine, Melcker, tor New York.
At Whampoa Dec 18, barque Caprera, Randall, for
New York.
Ar at Victoria, VI, 16th inst. ship Otago, Thorndike, Australia; barque Henry Buck,San Francisco;
W A Holcomb, Dunton, do.
At Callao Dec 28, ships Cbandos, Ross, and North
Star, Thompson, tor Europe.
Ar at Valparaiso Dec 11, barque A C Bean.Cheney,4
Boston.
Sid 15th, ship Mt Washington, Perkins, (from Jarvis

Island) for Queenstown.

Sid fm Dunkirk 10th inst, barque Regina Tolck,
Ray, St Thomas.
Sid fm Havre 7th inst, ship Transit, Percy, Cardiff.
Sid fm Liverpool 11th lust, ship Lucy A Nickels,
Nickels, Bombay; barque Arlington, Vickery, from
Charleston.
Ar at do 25th inst, brig
Mary Gibbs, Wbittemore,
Buenos Ayres.
Cld 24th, sch J M Riley, Small. United States.
Ar at Falmouth, E,
25th, biig Keystone, Frederick,
Havana, leakv.
Ar at Bristol 24th
Inst, brig Leonora, Blood, from
New York.
Sid fm Cardiff 23d, oarqne
Monitor, Eaton, for

Aspinwall.
Ar at Falmouth, E,
24th, barque Lcrinda Borstell,
Borstell, Sourabaya.
Cardiff 23d, barque Almira Robinson, Tar-

box, New Orleans.

•

Ar*£!i,VLai?a. Pec 30th» 6cli Carl D Lothrop, McAllep, Philadelphia.
At Santander 5th
inst, sch Kate Wentworth, Mead,
from New York,
disg.
Sid tm Santos Doc 10, brig F 1
Merriman, Lecraw,
tor New York.
At Rio Grande Nov
29, brig Jennie A Cheney, Perry, for New York; sen Alta V Cole,
Mitchell, (lrom
Kichmond) for do.
5th ,n8t*Sch Ulrica R Smith,Libby,

Ja^ksonvnietigUa

sch Juliet, Small, New York
A£at Bahla. Dec15th,
* 8th

brlg TaUy Ho> Cate8»

Cieiifuegos8PmWa

inst> bri£ Liberty, Devereux,
tS?1^0?8 ,10th
a8t
^rJ,°rk’ l8t»_l!aBza
arJ. Bcbs M c Moseley, Sargent,
Sawyer, Cook, fm Calais,
?1???its?f*£iKf<ar
***^;D M French, French, disg.
Frnm

C

enfue-os mh* 8ch

wm

Hayes, Long, for

Boston
At Miragoane 1st
ir^gt, Bch Brave, Ball, for Boston.
2? iu8t» brjg Hattie Eaton, Cook,
Pbilbr°ok. New York; Alice
Fay’
R
r
C,0.tu» Baltimore; Nellie Treat, Trim,
'*a'
Mari(m P Champlin, Freeman,

Ualaia^8’
K^n

‘?.‘F^re» Dec 28,6cbs Hannah McLoon,

iSr&Si'kjs:11”"1"61
Garrie
B^Lucia*ilXSt’

8cb

M

10th
i„Arattnrk8Island
<and
bid

)htmst'sarah

J G Craig, Sterl8ailed 12th tor Jamaica),
6th, sch J Wentworth. Brown. Portsmouth.
“
“ 2U'8ch Carrle
AUco'Cal1’ Bos~

ton Tia

uXlaS

2l8t' brie 0 CCol80n- Grc80r^*or
Md Hatteras
-tom

^
W?k.laa8r^f,?an%th^st.^
J°hn’PR’ Dec 1G'Kh

Alicante?1

Agnes 1 Grace> Cox>

Bch John D<n,8la9> barker, lrom

IN

—

WHITE AND

d3m

Commissioners9 Notice*
undersigned having been appointed by the
Hon. Judge of Probate for the County of Cumberland, on the third Tuesday of January, A.D. 1876,

THE

Commissioners to receive and examine the claims of
creditors against the estate of Silvanus Sweetsor, late
ot North Yarmouth, in said county, deceased, represented insolvent, hereby give public notice tnat six
months from the date of said appointment are allowed to said creditors in which to present and prove
their claims, and that they will be in session at the
bouse of N, W. F. Sweetser, in North Yarmouth, for
the purpose of receiving the same, on Wednesday,
the twenty-third day of February, 1876, and on Monday, the seventeenth day of July, 1876.
Dated this nineteenth day of January, 1876, at

North Yarmouth,

DAVID G. LORING,
ISAAC S. STANWOOD.
No. Yarmouth, Jan. 22, 1876.
w3w4

STATE NORMAL SCHOOL,
FARMINGTON, ME.

Hurlbut, Matanaas; Sarah
rmmImo8E<^w,ell>
F Bird,
Hall, do; 18tb, Goo Walker, Cole, do; Abide
~

RICH’S
CHEAP

Term will

next

commence

purchased,
tion in

a

and excellent

Science.

For catalogues
Principal,

CASH

OOn.

VAnllln

O

T__

Crw

in-.

TV.-

17c; Cbeckerberry, 17c; Almond, 20c;
12c; Paregoric, 12c.

.1.

C. C. ROUNDS.
w4w4

HI. L. A.
member of the M. L. A. is requested to be
at
the
present
regular meeting next SATURDAY EVENING, Jan. 29th, to hear and act upon
the report of the Committee on New Room.
PER ORDER.
jan27d3t

EVERY

Castor

Oil)

We think our inducements are sufficient to call
trade from all parts of the city, and we will deliver
ail goods FREE OF CHARGE.

Gr.

Brick

RICH,

Between Park

Store
Sts., 039

State

and

Congress St., Portland.
dlmis

J. T.

K_
P0LICEPA1TS
Made from 14 oz. Blue Middlesex
Beaver (Government Standard)
lined throughout with medicated
shrank Red Flannel, which has
the advantage of being a preventive oi Rheumatism, impervious
to water, warmth and durability.
They have five pockets, three being made of English Goat Skin and
especially shaped lor Uandculfs,
Pistol and Billy.

$7.30.

Iu New and Choice

office in Fluent
undersigned have opened
THEBlock,
where they
prepared to receive
ders for the
of
an

W. F.

Jan26

d3t

Copying
ly without press,
legible. Prices:

and Ink. Copies instantbrush or water, perfectly clean and
300 page Letter, with ink, $3 00.
500 do. $3.75. 500 page Legal, with Ink, $4 50. 300
page Note, with Ink, $2.50. Agents Wanted.
HODGKINS & GILBERT,
Address,
36 Bromfield St., Room 13,
Boston Mass.
jan21dlm*

SLEIG
1 Traverse Runner Coupe, 1 Traverse
Runner Pung, 1 Second Hand Pung, I
Light Double Sleigh, 8 First-Class Business Sleighs, at Reduced Prices.

A

G H A S E

Jau22__

or-

Room 3NTO. 1,
COR. CONGRESS AND EXCHANGE STS.
Geo. M. Clabk.
dtf

jan25

39 PBEBLE ST.

dlw*

20 Bbls. of

“

“

“

“

“

“

1.25,

1.75
2.60
1.25
75

1.871-2“

Brilliantiues

“

75,

All my Dress Goods marked down to 33. 37 and
50 cents per yard, former prices 37, 50
and 75 cents.

Silk

1876.

worth $1.25 for 50
and 75 cents,

Poplins
A

splendid line

of

BLACK CASHMERES
73, 87 and 81.00,

AT

A

Great

a

Bedacti.a.

desirable line of

A

GREAT

SACRIFICE.

large lot

A

of

BLANKETS
Slightly

Imperfect,

Very

Cheap.

BARGAINS
In Table Damask, Quilts, Towels, See.
Bleached and Brown Cottons, 7, H, 9
and 10 cts. per yard, very cheap.

5000

yds.
7

best

quality Prints only

worth 10
cts.,
too

Other good,

_

nnmeron.

cts.
to

several years tbe Portland Daily Press
been the largest and fullest daily paper published
in Maine; and its Publishers announce tbeir determination to make tbeir paper beyond question tbe
For

mention nt

has

reduced price*.

Call and Examine Goods and Prices
—

P. M.

AT

—

FROST’S,

222 Middle

Street, Under Falmouth Hotel.

jao22

dlw

Bargains

Special

IN

—

—

BEST NEWSPAPER I

Ladies’ Undervests!
1 Lot Slightly Damaged 35 cents.
1 “ at 65 cents, worth $1.00.
some

very

TURKEY

choice Patterns

RED

DAMASKS

be Sold at Low Prices.

to

Dress Goods
by making all Its departments more complete and by
sparing no eflort or expense at their command to

Marked Down from 90 to 95 per cent to
Close Out, at

W. F.

make tbe Press more valuable and desirable.
The Press has a larger editorial corps than any
paper In Maine, and has unexcelled facilities for colecting news In all parts of tbe state. Tbe bnslnem,
agricultural and manufacturing Interest of Maine
will receive the continued attention of tbe Press.
The growing Importance oi Portland as a distributing center lor Maine, and its last increasing wholesale trade, make a daily paper at this point of special
Importance to every merchant and business man in
the state.

STUDLEY’S.

jan22

dtf

TO LOVERS!
—

OF

—

SLAUGHTER

DRW GOODS

143 Commercial Street.
jan21

As

Having purchased the Stock in
the GOWELL STORE, Wo. 94V
middle Street, the present owners
propose to sell it all out within 30
days, and in order to insure the
rapid sale of the Goods, prices
will be made WITHOUT REGARD TO COST OR VALUE,
the object being to close out the
old Goods to make room tor a
fresh Stock.

GOWELL

STORE,

janl9

news.
As an

dlw

among

Utf

Brown

No.

1

AUG. O. LEAVITT.
PKEBLE DAVIS.

janC

AT

Elm
1

W. C.

Bread

COBB

&

CO.,

deliver Hot Baked Beans and Brown Bread in

Bakery
orders

Street.

T

lb

»

X

PART OF THE CIT¥,

Reduction

MVlU,

Price.

Please send in your

28 & 30 Pearl St.

jan21

d2tteodtf

jalSeodtf

to Loan.
huit partiea on Beal Estate
Arc , Arc.
G. B. DAVIS,
Beal Estate and Mortgage Broker.
nov2eo<16mis

Money

sums

will be glad to know.
call for them at the

of

or

Bakery
rjtTTTO

advertising medium, the Press stands first

the jouraa's of Maine.

BEAMS.
AN IT

—

Political Journal

—AND—

FITTING

—

a

the Press will be devoted as In the past to a deseristmlnating support of the Republican Party. During
the pending Important campaign, the Press will
give special attention to the publication of political

COME AND SEE US.

Superior Quality,

HARRIS & LITTLEFIELD,

IN

MAINE,

to

5. M. Payson& GO.,
DEALERS

fact that the Publishers are obliged to
the postage, the Daily Press Is offered for
|7.00 per annum In advance; $3.50 for six months;
$1.75 for three months.
gjr During the session ol the Legislature the
Daily will be furnished tor $2.00 in advance.

IN

Despite the

pay

Government Bonds,
State and City Securities,
BANK

Portland Daily Press

32

STOCK, Ac.,

Exchange Street.

eodtf

my27
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Uheapest

I

cook Store in the World

119 EXCHANGE STREET.

100,000 Beaks without regard to cost.
Qood Clocks, Watches and Jewelry cheap,
Bepairing and Cleaning well dene and
Warranted.

Job Printing

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
Publishers and Booksellers.

g5tl

HAIR COMBINGS

F

Combings Picked Out and Woven, 50c.

Banking House of Messrs. Alex. Frothingham
&Co., 12 Wall Street, have paid to their customers
during the last thirty days over $450,000. They have

over 3000 cuscomers, who reside in different parts of
the world. Their popularity arises from dealing with
their customers houestly. They invest sums ranging
from Ten Dollars to $50,000, and give as strict personal attention to small investments as to large. By
the combined strength of so much capital cencentratinjjj in their hands, they are often able to control
the price of certain stocks, consequently realizing for
their customers enormous gains. They also send a
Weekly Report free to those desiring to speculate.

Send for it.—Pittsburgh Commercial, Jan. 14,1876.
Address
ALEX# FROTHINGHAM & CO.,
Bankers and Brokers, 2 Wall St., N. Y.
ma2G
deodly

per oz.
ALSO

REAL

HAIR

VERY

OFFIC 353.

J. P.

SWITCHES

CHEAP.

SMITH,

Cor. Congress & Oak Sts., Vp Stairs,
dlw*
jan22

17* Special rates to campaign clubs,

Middle Street,

Posters,

Hand

Bills, Bill Heads,

will sell DRY GOODS at reduced

prices for

a short

dlw

IT*Specimen copies sent tree. Address,
THE AERATED

Oxygen Treatment.
for Catarrh, Asthma, RheumaA GENUINE
tism, Dyspepsia, Lung and all Chronic Disis still offered
all
cure

Cards, Tags, &c., printed

at short

to
who are afflicted, at 383
Congress Street, Portland, Me., Room 3,
Cahoen Black, where a largo number of testimonials can be seen.
LS—Consaltation and trial dose free.
al2tfls
eases

PHILBROOK,

LADIES’ FINE KID

BOOTS!
BUTTON
$2.50, $3.00, $3 50.
&

notice.

and all Difficulties ot the Feet skillfull?
treated.

MR. & MRS. DR. WELCH,

diw

Chiropodists,

916 FEDERAL STREET,
Corner of Temple, Portland, Me. Dr. Welch’s
Bunion Ointment by mail 50 cents and stamp.
dlw*
ja26
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CO.,

manufacturers, 265 middle St.

17* A local agent is wanted is every town.

time.

jan24

—

No. 12 Market Street. dtf
aecl3

hag been enlarged and greatly improved the paet
year, and is now one of the largest, ullest aad beet
weekly paper in Maine. Terms $2.00 per year la
advance; six months for $1.00; three months for
SO cents.

VICKERY & LEIGHTON,

Butter, &c.

500 Bbls. Prime Michigan Apples.
“
300
Eastern Baldwins.
50 Tubs Choice Butter.
4000 Lbs. Cheese from best Maine Fac«
tories.
3000 Lbs. New Prunes.

jan2l

$1.00, worth $1.37

“

“
“
Mohair for
50,
and good Black Alpacca 25 cts.

The

&

GJDODS.

Black Silks for

For sale by

monxtf

SMITH

1876^

DRY

New Orleans Molasses. Hot

Is made faster and more easily in stock speculation
in Wall Street than in any other legitimate way.

BY

CAMPAIGN

dtr

No. 247 Middle St.

,

DAVIS & CLARK,

FOR SALE

Studley,

UNDEK FALMOUTH HOTEL.

Burleigh & Co.,

copying
Specifications, Deeds, Bonds,
and all kinds of papers, which will be done in a
prompt and satisfactory manner. Writing Visiting
Cards a specialty. Merchants and others wishing
their Books written up or posted, (either single or
double entry,) are invited to call.

—

bent

PLEASE CALLTND EXAMINE

GREAT

A

Apples,

—

The above lot of Good** are the
Bargains ever offered in this city.

Also

& CO.

Wanted Immediately*
RELIABLE, active man to distribute hills in
Portland and vicinity. Wages $1 per day, to
be increased if worthy. Apply by letter only to DR.
BAIRD, Northboro, Mass., giving applicant’s adjan27d3t#
dress^_

COPYING AND BOOK-KEEPING!

°’Cloc^

NSERTINGS,
Designs.

1

MISCEEI/AIVEniJS—Portland Kerosene Oil,
per gal., 18c; Nuts, all kinds, per lb., 20c; Porto
Kico Molasses, per gal.. 50c, 65c, 75c; Pare Cider
Vinegar, per gal, 38c; White Wine Vinegar, per gal.,
35c; Cider Vinegar, per gal., 30c; Raisins, per lb., 15
to 20c; Beans, per quart, 8 to 10c; Split Peas, 10c;
Smoked Halibut, 15c; Ketchup, qts., 30c, pts., 22c;
Pepper Sauce, 15c; Halford and Epicurean Sauces,
30c; English Onions, 40c; English Cauliflower, 40c;
Queen Olives, 60c; Sardines, 50c; Pickles, per quart,
15c; Rice, 9c, 10c: Popping Com. 6c; Broma, 25c;
Blueing, 5c; Tapioca, 12c; Sago, 12c; Prunes, 15c;
Jelly, per tumbler, 12c; Dried Currants, 10c; Satin
Gloss Starch, 12c, 14c; Com Starch, 14c; Gelatine,
25c; Pearl Barley, 10c; Buckwheat, Sc; Scotch Oat
Meal. 10c; Graham Flour, 5c; Corn Meal, 2$c; Rye
Meal, 4c; Stove Polish, all kinds. 8c; Boot Blacking,
5c, 8c; Boot Brushes, 25c, 40c; Brush Brooms, 20c,
30c; Scrub Brooms, 20c; Best Brooms, 37c; Box Sait,
10c, 16c, 25c; Clothes Lines, per yard, 3c; Clothes
Pins, per doz, 2c, 3c.
BEST FAITII I, Y FLOUR AT GAR*
LOAD PRICES.

TaitionFree.
or further information address the

Chas. w. Davis.
jan2G
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GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES.

Our prices speak for themselves. Nothing but the
very best quality of goods. Read the following prices
of a few of the leading articles. All other goods at
proportionate low prices.
HIE ATM—Best Corned Beef 12c, Rib Roast 15 to
18c, Sirloin Steak 28c, Rump 30c, Round 20c, Lamb
10 to 15c, Tripe 12c, Pork and Sausage 16c.
TEAS—Gunpowder 90c, Very Best Japan 80c,
Superior Japan 65 to 40c, Best Fonnosa^SO to 65c, Oolong 75 to 50c, English Breakfast 80 to 60c. All of
our Teas are high grades and Warranted superior to
any others for the prices named.
PURE COFFEES—Green Java 37c, Green
Rio, 28c, Pure Roasted Rio, 32c, Pure Roasted Java,
42c, Pure Roasted Mocha. 50c.
CAIV GOODS—Green Corn, 2 lbs., 23c; Blueberries, 2 lbs., 20c: Strawberries, 2 lbs., 25c; Lob
sters, 2 lbs., 20c; Peaches, 3 lbs, 25c; Tomatoes,
lbs., 15c.
SOAPS—French Laundry, 9c; Queen, 9c; Irish,
9c; Leathe & Gore’s, 9c; Babbitt's best, 8c; Nixon’s,
8c; Imperial, 5c; Cut Castile, 4c, 8c, 12c, 15c.
PURE SPICES—Pepper, per quarter, 10c;
Pimento, 8c; Ginger, 9c; Cassia, 12c, 15c; Cloves,
12c, 15c; Royal Baking Powder, 15c; Marjoram, 10c;
Savory, 10c; Thyme, 10c; Sage, 10c; Cream Tartar,
12c; Saleratus. 8c, 9c.
PURE EXTRACTS—Jamaica Ginger, 4 oz.,

valuable Library, recently
opportunities for instruc-

are

Oin"gmSeaDttUat>lfc,tTmeUClIlg

Saturday E7ening Before Tea.
BOOTS AMD SHOES Every
which those living at inconvenient distance from any

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 33d.
School furnished with

AND

ALLOW.

*Dd Genera! Merchan-

respectfully call the attention of everybody that expects to buy any Dry Goods for too
next six months to the

Grocery Store !

NICE

on

diS^vi™ 8Jle, °l,Funllture

Hamburg Edges
—

0. W.
_

in order to reduce stock. I will sell

—

The

». O. BAILEY.

have ju.t received froui the Importer*,
a large and well Selected
Stock of

I would

Important to Business Men.

OC29

Nnlesraomi 33 mm* 37 Exchange SI.

HAMBURGS!!

A Centennial Grip on

atf

Presses used in copying letters, etc.
Save
NO time,
trouble and expense. Excelsior teller
Books

467 Congress StM Deering Block.

HAMBURGS!

Congress St., Cor. Brown.

de29

SOLE AGENTS FOR PORTLAND.

E. S. MERRILL’S,

F. O. BAILEY dt CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

OWEN & MOORE, CENTENNIAL I!

J.

COLORED,

AUCTION SALES

“HAMBURGS,”

1876.

—

YorkVdisgl.n8t‘
BROWN
Brigtof
KaVuf«“ P3d, iDst’ bri«8 Agenorti, Bnckman, CHARLES S.
BL'i8i ,i£’ b8i8> Andemon, Pensacola.
New

Nearlyall the Linen Handkerchiefs used in the
United Mates are manufactured in
Belfast. Ireland.
The manufacturers are very pirticular that none but
perfect goods should be put up under their name aDd
skilled
employ
Inspectors, who carefully examine
each Handkerchief over a black surface. All that
aro in the least imperfect (many
only being hemmed
unevenly, and others having no more than a pin hole
in them) are thrown aside to be sold as seconds. Most
of these goods are sold in Ireland, but
occasionally a
few cases are sent to this country. We have just
bought one case of these goods containing 500 Dozen
Ladies' and Gents* pure Linen Handkerchiefs which
we have placed on our counters in lots as follows :
Ladies', one lot Plain Hemmed, four for 23c ; Six
lots ai Sc, 10c, 12c, lie, 25c and 37c each.
The 25c
and 37c lots contain some very handsome Plain
Hemmed Stitch Handkerchiefs.
Gents' Full Size Plain Hemmed in lots at 10c, 15c,
20c, 25c, and upwards.
The above are the best value In Handkerchiefs we
have ever offered. We invite all to call and examine
for themselves.

TRICE

STYLES,

LATEST

Richardson, Richardson,

inst, sch

aged

I

—

was

ing Co.

aIvi

Handkerchiefs!

4th St., Bismarck.

lor, Pascagoula.
1 Liu

D

DRY GOODS.

Y

janll

Baltimore.
Ar at Cardenas 23(1, brig Hiram A biff, Tibbetts,
New York; 24tb, brig M A Berry, Berry, do; sch
Armida C Hall, Boston.
Sid fm Martinique 25th, sch Minnie C Taylor, Tay-

Vane, for Portland, struck on Green Island Reefs, in
the storm Monday night, and remained there 26th.
The tug Express was engaged to go out Wednesday
night and haul her off. The schr remains tight and

FANCY GOODS.

F.

MEITIORANDA.
.NEW

are now seven

j

in these

U3CU

t was

Among the engravings in ’‘Portland and Vi‘
cinity” will be one of the first church and the

recently been published

JO

It was unoccupied.
who first discovered the flames had
a hard time in
finding any one who held a key
to an alarm box, and if his courage had not
been good he would have given up in despair,
and let the building burn up. It is said that
The

Tuesday.—Israel Hill vs. Charles B. Sands et als
Action for balance due for lathing and plastering at
the Ocean Bluff House, Kennebunk, about $500.
Defendants admit something to be due, and offer to
be defaulted for $150. That amount the plaintiff declines to accept. Referred to the court with right to
1
except. Judgment reserved,
Goodwin & Lunt.
Tapley.
G.
ct
ux.
Elisha
Ferguson vs, Augustus W. Brooks
Trespass by female defendant in impounding cattle.
Defense is that she took no part in the transaction
and requested her husband not to im pound the cat.
tie. Verdict for plaintiff for $30.
Burbank & Derby.
Yeaton.
;

has

nuit/u

by smoke.

Vork County 19. J. Court.

till the vacancy.
Eev. C. F. Dole delivered his lecture upon
“Hard Times'* at Plymouth church, last evening, to a good house. A report of this lecture

UWij

a

ance on the building amounted to $8000; $5000
in the Commercial Union with Roilins, Loring
& Adams, and $3000 with Upham & Gardiner.
The building is valued at $9000.
Loss fully
covered.
The building next above was slightly injured

Friday evening.

first hotel in Portland.

was

Heath & Drew; $2000 in the Germania with
Sparrow & Peck, and $1500 in the Standard
with Barnes Brothers. An insurance of $2000
n the Hudson had
The insurjust expired.

Every evening.

before judge yirgin.

UIOH

sad sight to behold when the
flames were extinguished. A large number of
elegant new black walnut chamber seta were
nearly spoiled. There were also upwards of
thirty chamber sets which were destroyed. The
firm estimate their loss at $13,000, on which
there was the following insurance:
$1500 in
the Security, $1500 in the North British, $1500
in the Hartford, $1500 in the Queen, all at the
igency of Dow & Palmer, and $1000 in the
the London and Liverpool at the agency ot

Union- Corner

Tuesday

-auu

salesroom,

Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3
Munjoy Lodge, No. 6, MonThursday evenings;
day evenings: Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings
At their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
Army

now

department arrived

Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters in Fluent Block, corner of Congress and
Exchange Streets, Rooms 9 and 10. Open day and
evening. Business meeting every Monday evening at

Portland

as

Fire.—At about half-past six o’clock yesterday morning an alarm was sent in from box 25,
which was caused by fire being discovered in
the building 51 Exchange street.
When the

month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

Young Men’s Christian

no-

ticeably free from exaggeration, and commanding praise. Mr. Gale’s “William Allen” was
played with spirit and with careful attention
to the requirements of the part.
In the scene

Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesdays of each month.

Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J

wills, turning

cellent study. She caught the spirit of the part,
giving good expression to her jealousy and suspicion of Dora in the first and second acts, and
yielding those suspicions with grace when she
perceives the true situation.
Both she and
Miss Camerou received bouquets during the

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the foilfth Monday evening of each month.

Friday.

all

bis son oat of
doors in a night of festal cheer, because that
son declines to surrender his manhood.
Mr.
Arnold’s admirable command of the dialect
too, stands him in good stead.
Miss Cameron’s “Dora” is gracefully and
tenderly dona. She looks charming throughout the play, and in the harvesting scene where
she plays with the sheafs of golden grain at
her back, the effect is wonderfully fine. The
“Mary Morrison” of Miss Waldron was an ex-

3pm.

Stated

&oei%.

the

Are you disturbed at night, and broken of
rest, by a child suffering and crying with tbe
pain of cutting teeth? If so, go at onco and
get a bottle of Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup.
It will relieve the little sufferer immediately.
It cures wind colic and regulates the bowels.

on

as ever.

a m

9.00 p. m.
Boston and the

The

“Scott,” Mr. William Allen’s noted dog,
distinguished himsolf again yesterday by stopping a runaway horse on Middle street. The
dog is now nine years old, and nearly as active

Postmaster.
Assistant-Postmaster

Office Honrs.
to 8.30 p m, Sundaygupxceptod.
open for Carriers and General Delivery

From 8.00

pile

secure

Visit Davis & Co.’s store and
are selling very cheap.

roadway.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
C. W. GODDARD
J. W. YORK

not learned

the horse-car track,
brick, carelessly left in the

of

_

Morgan & Dow will close out the stock of
millinery and fancy goods at J. C. Brown’s,
No. 414 Congress street, this day. Rich bargains are tq be round there. The attentioa of
*
the ladies is particularly requested.

cock fights.
Mr. Florence McCarthy says that the horse
he lost yesterday was a valuablo one, aud thal

S. Merrill.

for more new

room

Davis & Co. Ladies merino vests, 75 cents;
ladies’ merino hose, 50 cents, worth 90 and SI;
children’s fancy hose at 50 cents. All of their
goods are marked very low.

but escaped with slight bruises.
A horse belonging to a Mr. Sullivan wa<
driven out to Gray, Tuesday, by a crowd wh(
wished to see the cock fight. Ou returning the
horse was taken sick and died. So much for

& Dow will close.
NEW

elderly lady, whose name was

Still there is

Ladies,

fell the whole length of the stairs leading to
the Museum from Exchange s'reet, yesterday,

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

Comraissisners’ Notice.
M. L. A.—Every member.
Wanted Immediately.
Paris Pompadour Paniers—E.

Libby.
lodges.

St,ooo.
A temperance meeting will be held at tbi
Methodist church, Woodford’s Corner, thif
evening. Among the speakers will be Nelson
Leijhton of Portland. Music by Oak Lodge,

CITY AND VICINITY

Morgan

Mechanic Falls, with 40 members, Jesse M.

and lOtb.
The Pavilion at Sobago Lako was insured in
the Liverpool and London and Globe Insurant
Company at the office of J. M. Heath fo

Saco, of L. Hodgdon,
Wateryilie, of J. S. Carter.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.

nfrw

39, at Belmont, with 40 members, H. D.
I Allenwood, deputy; and Welcome, No. 43, at

that some of them were racing.
Skiff & Gaylord’s minstrel troupe, consistin'
of nineteen star performers and the Californit
quartette, will appear at Music Hall, Feb. 9tl

THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros.. Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N.B. Kendriek, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that ran out of the city
3
At
At
At
At
At

No.

OUR PROUD BIRD.

To Let.

A

SUIT of rooms without board.
47 Danforth Street.

Apply at N
iny24diatt

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO,

THE

PRESS.

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.

CATARRH.
OF

Why and Bow la Draiu Land.

stagnant water long enough

to destroy them,
it will pay to underdrain the land. Open
ditches, having the sides sloped to an angle
not exceeding one foot to five, are admissible
as main drains, as the
sloping sides can be
seeded to grass and all the land can be utilized. This done, underdraius of any material whatever that will allow the water to filter down through the soil into the drain will

Gentlemen:

FEW

A
12 to 2

Feather Cake*

Two cups of sugar, one half cup of butter,
one cup ot sweet milk, three cups of flour,
three eggs beaten separately, one tea-spoon
of soda, and two of cream tartar. Flavor
with the rind of a fresh lemon. Bake in jelly tins. It is also nice if baked in a loat and
frosted.

P-, P. Q. Portland, Maine.jan2Cd3t*

Girl Wanted.
at 30 St. Lawrence St.
APPLY
unless they
good cooks.

GOOD mortgages, one of $1000 at 7 percent., on
dwelling bouse in Arlington. First mortgage
$4000, property worth $6000 to build. One of $1200
First
at 8 per cent, bn dwelling house in Boston.
mortgage $3500, property worth $6000. One first
on
farm
at
Medway. Address,
mortgage of $1700 a
W. H. BICKNELL,
Boston.
jan21dlw

3

LOST AND FOUND.

A

janl7

TO LET.
A Pleasant Front Room,
furnished, to let with board, suitable for
two gents, or gentleman and wife; also other
small rooms. No 12 Winter St.
jan25dlw*

NEWLY

To Let.
rooms on the comer of Congress and Brown
Sts., newly fitted up; very pleasant; gas and
ELBRIDGE GERRY,
Sebago. Apply to
jan18tf59 High Street.

TWO

To Let.
house, centrally
A PLEASANT,
ed, within five minutes walk of Post Office.
and
House heated
furnace.

PROBATE NOTICES.
To all Persons interested in either •( the
Estates hereinafter named!
a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and tor the County of Cumberland,on the third
Tuesday ot January, in the year of our Lord,
eighteen hundred and seventy-six, the following
matters having been presented tor the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, It is hereby Obdebed,
that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy or this order to be pnblished
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus,papers printed at Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Baid Portland on the third Tuesday of February
next,at ten ot the clock in the forenoon, and be heard
thereon, and object if they see cause.
ANGIER C. DUNNING, minor child and heir of
Unfus Dunning, late ot Harpswell, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey real estate, presented by Henry B. Dunning, Guardian.
ANNA B. PIPER. of Bridgton.
Account presented for allowance by William Hill, Guardian.

AT

ar-in u.

nrw,

late

or

xsapies,

deceased.

Petition for license to sell and convey real
estate, presented by Thomas U. Eaton, Guardian.
ADAM LEMONT, late of Brunswick, deceased.
Second account presented for allowance by Humphrey A. Randal), Administrator.
JOSHUA LUFKIN, late of Brunswick, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by John L. Swift, one of the Executors therein
named.
APHIA TRYON, late of Pownal, deceased. Petition lor administration, presented by Samuel L. Tryon, older brother of said deceased.
ALICE P. SWEETSER, late of North Yarmouth,
deceased. Petition that Nathaniel W. F. Sweetser
may be appointed Administrator,presented by Charles
S. Sweetser, brother of said deceased.
ISAAC J. SMALL, late of Yarmouth, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey real estate, presented by Asa Russell, Administrator.
SETH RAMSDELL, late of Falmouth, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey real estate, presented by William Purves, Administrator.
ALDEN BRADBURY, late of Westbrook, deceased. Will and petition lor the probate thereof,
and that letters of administration with the will annexed, and letters of trust, may be issued to James
Pennell of Westbrook, presented by Jones Pennell,
the Executor named in said will,
GEORGE H. ENOS & AL., minor children and
heirs of Manuel Enos, late of Gape Elizabeth, deceased, First and final accounts presented lor allowance by Charles Sampson, Guardian.
SOLOMON JORDAN, late of Cape Elizabeth, de
ceased. First account and private claim against said
estate, presented for allowance by Nancy R. Jordan,
Administratrix.
GERSHOM MANN, late of Cape Elizabeth, deceased. First account and private claim against said
estate, presented for allowance by Joseph Mann, Exceased.

ecutor.

JORDAN ROBERTS, late of Cape Elizabeth, deeased. Copy of will and petition that the same may
be verified and established as the will of said testator, presented by Martha G. Roberts, widow ef said
deceased.
APOLLOS ROBINSON, late of Cape Elizabeth,
deceased. Final account presented for allowance by
William Robinson, Administrator.
CHARLES W. GILKEY, late of Portland, deceased. Petition for allowance out of personal estate, presented by Sarah C. Gilkey, widow ot said deceased. Also first account presented for allowance
by George F. Emery, Administrator.
CHARLES F, HAMBLEN & ALS., minor children and heirs of Lorenzo Hamblen, late of Portland, deceased. First accounts presented for allowance by Almira Hamblen, Guardian.
ARTEMAS PUTNAM, late of Portland, deceased.
Fit st account and private claim against said estate,
presented lor allowance by John D. Leathe, Administrator.

HOBART RICHARDSON, late of Portland, deceased Petition for license to sell and convey reai
estate; also first account, presented by Hobart W.
Richardson, Administrator.
NATHAN CLEAVES, Judge.
A true copy of the original Order.
Attest:
HORACE J. BRADBURY,

PROBATE

Reg’r.

NOTICE.

T« all PevMH interested in the Estate
Hereinafter Named.
a Court of Probate held at Portland within
and for the County of Cumberland on the Third
Tuesday of January, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and seventy-six, the following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this orler to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed
at
Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at said Portland on' the Fin-t Tuesday ot March next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon, and obiect if they see
cause, the first publication to be thirty days at least
before the time so assigned.
ALFRED VAIL, late of Morristown, in the Counof Morris, and State ot New Jersey, deceased.
ty
Authenticated copy of Will and the probate thereof
proved and allowed in said County of Morris, and
petition that the same may be filed, allowed and recorded in said County of Cumberland, and letters
thereon, presented by Amanda
testamentaryissued
O. Vail and Theodore Little, the surviving Executors
therein named.
NATHAN CLEAVES, Judge.
A true copy of the original order.
HORACE
J. BRADBURY, Register.
Attest:

AT

w3w4

Commissioners’ Notice.
undersigned, having been appointed by tbe
Honorable Judge of Probate for tbe County of
Cumberland on the third Tuesday of December, A.
D. 1875, Commissioners to receive and examine tbe
claims of cieditors against the estate of Francis Symonds, late of Raymond, in said County, deceased,
represented insolvent, hereby give notice that six

THE

months from the date ot said appointment are allowed to said creditors In which to present and prove
their claims and that they will be in session at the following placet and times tor the purpose of receiving
the same vie: At thedwellingbouse of Oliver P. Jordan, in said Raymond, on the fourth day of March,
and the sevenieenth day ot Juue,at ten o’clock A.
M., of each of said days.
Dated this 22d day of January, A. D. 1876.

QUVERP.JORDAN^ }

Commssioners.
w3w4

$10 Per Day
made by energetic salesmen with our
goods. Call at 42J Exchange Street, between
9 and 10 A. M., or enclose $1.00 foi sample, directions,
&c., to Box 1932, Portland, Jdaine.
jan20deodtf
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and two

House contains 40

is

vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to tba point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the cily and
Railway,

suburbs.

Address

AUG. P. FULLER.
iu24deodtiPortland. Me.

To Let at 9 Dollars per Quarter

A

SIX Octave Piano, rosewood case;
at 271 Spring Street. Address

may bo

seen

MRS. CHAS. HARLOW,
554 Broadway, South Boston, Mass,

dlwteodtf

octl__
To Let.

A
nace.

DESIRABLE house to let on Congress St., No.
643, In good repair. Sebago water, gas, furInquire at No. 641 Congress St.deeStf

To Let.
BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,
containing ail the modern improvements. Inquire at No. 10 Central Wharf.

THE

Jnel8dtf

T0
No. 55

_kET

!

on

side of Exchange
Street. Alio

tb©

building. Apply to
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
Middle, corner of Exchange St.,
or HENRY DEERING,
39 Exchange St.
same

rear

172

uov2dtf

Stable to Let.
Park and York Streets.

Apply to
S. H. STEVENS,
Boston & Maine Depot.
JanStf
H3F”Argu8 and Advertiser Copy.
To Let.
lower part of building corner Park and Commercial Sts. Apply to
S. H, STEVENS.

THE

Boston & Maine Depot.

t^“Argus and Advertiser Copy.

is

JanStf

PROVEN

FACTS

BY THE

TEST OF EXPERIENCE
“BY

THE CAUSE OF GOUT.
It proceeds from a deficiency of, or an alteration in
the cutaneous, urinary or intestinal secretions. This
definition leads us to the solution of a second and not
less important question:

HOW TO CUBE THE GOUT.
This can only be accomplished by a course of treatment capable of establishing the perspiration, if supa proper flow of urine, and of
pressed, of
destroying the obstinate constipation when it exists.
Bat it is not sufficient that these three functions act
properly as respect quantity, but above all. and before all, their quality must have our attention. Indeed, we have mentioned not only a deficiency, but
also an alteration of secretion. For the perspiration,
the urine, and the evacuations should be not only
sufficiently abundant, but should carry oft certain
principles whose stay would produce the most serious disorders.
This is precisely what we see in the Gout. Does it
not often nappen that after an attack, the joints
become deformed by chalky concretions?
These
gouty deposits have been analyzed by the chemists
Wallaston, Forneroy. Vanquillin and Barrnell. Every first-class physician should know their composition, then there would remain to find a means to
prevent these salts spreading, and, as it were, condensing of themselves throughout the system. The

»

Primary and

inducing

Cheerful Voices. M,ar co,lefton«.°.f
National Hymn and Tone Boot %£.*& cs

collection of Sacred Music extant for opening and
closing schools.
We also call
attention to those excellent
collections ot School Songs: “Meiry
Chimes,” “Golden Wreath,” “Nightingale,”
and “Golden Robin,” each 80 cts; to,“Deems’ Solfeggios.” "Panseron's A B C,” Perkin’s “Orphean,”
“Hour ot Singing,” all for the higher schools,
Mason’s great Music Charts, (8. and
Dr. Streeter’s treatise on “Pricts.

receipt from which is compounded the
Diamond Khemnatic Cure,
will produce this desirable result, because it gives to
the products of the body the quantity and quality

All books sent by mail, post-free, for retail price.

New York.

jan2P

I

CO.,

ecessary.
Chronic Gout having been engendered insensibly
during a certain lapse of time, time is necessary for
its removal. Its elimination must take place atom
by atom. It is, therefore, not surprising that patience should be required for a complete cure, we
must be careful not to confound the acute with the
chronic condition; if the latter, it requires weeks to
remove it; in the former, a few doses only are neces-

E. DiUm ACs.
Successors to Lee& Walker

Philadelphia.

W&S&W2 w

Price, Twenty-five Cents.

Newspaper
Advertising.

sary to effect

To this unerring proof we can, by the aid of Chemadd another, equally palpable and convincing:
istry,
The articular concretions are composed principally
of uri« acid, waters of ammonia,of soda, and of phosphate of lime. These are precisely the salts which
we find in the various excreta, particularly in the
urine; so that chemical reagents whieh showed
scarcely a’lrace of these before taking the DIAMOND
jvritL u MAiiu
mous

demonstrate

au enor-

a certain English M. P., “What has be*
comb of my Gout?”
We told him that “it followed the course of the evacuations.” since chemical
as
has
been
analysis,
said, finds in them all the prin-

tion of

ciples which produce it.
this medicine is

Henceforth it is clear that

A BLESSING TO MANKIND,

TO EOAN
first class Real Estate security, in Portland,
or
vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to P.
G. PATTERSON-dealer in Real Estate. Office 37!)J
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
Pearl streets.

and

in

Bostou, 37 Tremont

Located in Boston since
sep20dtf

1840.

Coughs, Cold*. Krona
chitis, More Throat,
Influenza,
Croup,
Whooping Cough,
Hoarseness, hirer
[Complaint, Pains or
poreness in the Chest
Jor Hide, ©leading at
'the Lungs, and every
affection ot tne throat,
lunns and

chest,

are

speedily and permanently
cured by tbe use ot Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam of
wild Cherry, which does not dry up a cough and
leave the cause behind, as in the case with most remedies, but loosens it, cleanpes the lungs and allays ir

ought to banish not only all ideas of retrogressions, bnt should inspire the most perfect confidence.
It cannot be too often repeated, these
are no hypotheses, no vain theories, but palpable truths, material, physical facts, confirmed over and over again
by twenty five years* experience in the leading hospitals of England and France,as well as by thousands
of testimonials held by every one of our agents, freely ottered by sufferers restored to sound health and
continued use furnished through the means of the
world-renowned DIAMOND RHEUMATIC CURE.

SALE.

in
on the road
from
to
and known
It
80 acres et
the Weston
land, wood and timber and arable land under a good
A good orstate of cultivation, and well watered.
chard and fences in good repair. The buildings arc
The house is a story and
new and in good condition.
a halt with an ell, and finished throughout.
There
is a good chance for brick making near a wharf.
Also one half in common of about two acres ot
land with buildings and a wharf. This property will
be sold at a bargain.

Freeport
leading
SITUATED
Freeport Corner South Freeport,
contains about
Farmt

it is

styled as

above lor the

reason

that its

efficacy

rheumatic complaints is just as apparent as in
gout, and thousands of sufferers in Massachusetts
to-day, cured of rheumatism by its use, mention the
Proprietor*? name with benedictions of praise.
This medicine is for sale at all Druggists throughout the United States and Canada. If it happens
that your druggist has not got it in stock, ask him to
send for it to any of the Wholesale Druggists in Boston, Price $1 a bottle.
in

STEPHEN WESTON,
Administrator of estate of
JAMES WESTON,
wtf40
P. O. Address, Box 334, Gardiner/Me.

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
J. W. PERKINS & CO.,
PORTLAND.

N. A.
celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune
Doctress, can be consulted at Mo. 3 Quin
cy St. Madame vl. has had large experience in telling lortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, &c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Persons entering intoany
new business or profession, the conducting of which
TELLER.-Madame

W. E. MANN, Bangor.

marl3

deod6m&wlvl2

is

hereby given, that the subscriber has

been
NOTICE
duly appointed
the trust of

and taken upon himself
Administrator of the estate of
JOHN S. CRAM, late of Baldwin,
in the County
of. Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law direets. Ail persons having demands
upon the estate of said deceased are required to
exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
JOHN WIGG1N, Administrator.
Baldwin. Jan, 18,

they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of ftieDds in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
no&dtt

1876,_w3w4

hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executor of the will of
JUDITH S. JORDAN, late of Raymond,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased,and has taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the law
directs. All persons having demands upon the estate

NOTICE

WASTED,

ritatien, thus removing the

cause

of the complaint,

k

Clyders

Iron Line of Steamers,

Running between Providence
nd Philadelphia every WED-

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and from
Portland and all other points in
Maine, with Philadelphia and
Through
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
by the Penn. Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R.’s
and to all the principal cities in the South ana Southwest. No Wharfage. No commission for forwarding.
Full information given by D. J>. C. MINK. Agent,
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J Jb. COYLE, Jr.,

beyond.

Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO., Geu’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia.
Janll ly

MAINE"
STEAMSHIP

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CUBED

wrapper.
50 cts,

cheaper.

CO.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

by

a timely resort to this standard
remedy, as is
proved by hundreds ot testimonials it has received.
None genuine unless signed “I. BUTTS on the

—

PIIILADE LPS1IA,

TO

SEW

and $1

a

Sinews, Barns, Frosted Feet,

Palsy, Ear-ache’

Antioch, III., Dec. l, 1874.
long time, been a terrible sufferer from Rheumatism. She has tiled many physicians and many remedies. The only thing which has
1 am rejoiced
given her relief is Centaur Liniment.
*
*
*
a

this has cured her.
W. H. RING, Postmaster.”
It is an indisputable fact that the Centaur Liniments are performing cures never before effected by any preparation in existence.—like Chronic
Rheumatism of thirty years9 standing,straightening fingers and joints which had beeu stiff for six
years, taking the soreness from burns, &c.
One dollar, or even fifty cents, invested in Centaur
Liniment will be within reach when an accident

occurs, and will do more good than any amount of
When physimoney paid for medical attendance.
cians are called they frequently use this Liniment,
and of course charge several prices for it.

The Yellow Centaur Liniment
to the tough skin, muscles and flesh of the
animal creation. Its effects upon severe cases of
Spavin, Sweeny, Wind-Gall, Big-Head and Poll-Evil,
are little less than marvellous.
Messrs. J. McClure & Co., Druggists, cor. Elm and
Front Sts., Cincinnati, O., say:
“In our neighborhood a number of teamsters are
using the Centanr Liniment. They pronounce it
superior to anything they have ever used. Wo sell
as high as four to five dozen bottles per month to
owners of horses and mules.”
We have volumes of testimonials describing cures
of Sprains, Kicks, Gails, Poll-Evil, Big-head, and
even Founders, which are little less than marvels.
No owner of an animal can afford to be without a
bottle of Centaur Liniment, which any day may
prove worth twenty times its cost.
Sold everywhere, but prepared only at the
is

adapted

J. B. Rose & Co.,

OF

wlyl

Corn

FOR NEW
AHEAD
several years the Pobtland Daily Pbess
has been the largest and fullest daily paper published
in Maine; and its Publishers announce their determination to make their paper beyond question the
For

BIT NEWSPAPER IN

HE,

by making all its departments more complete and by
sparing no eflort or expense at their command to
make the Pbess more valuable and desirable.
The Pbess has a larger editorial corps than any
paper in Maine, and has unexcelled facilities for collecting news in all parts ol the state. The business,
agricultural and manufacturing interest of Maine
will receive the continued attention of the Pbess.
The growing importance of Portland as a distributing center lor Maine, and its last increasing wholesale trade, make a daily paper at this point of special
Importance to every merchant and business man in
the state.

As

a

Political

Journal

an

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m,,
at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving m New York
always in advance of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St..andW. D. Little & Co.’s,49i Exchange St.
L. W. F1LKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
(Jen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President.
ocll ’73
dtf

connecting

Halifax, No?a Scotia,

Reduction

The splendid new iron steamship

“BERMUDA,”Capt.Cleaver, wifi

leave

Grand Trunk Railway
every SATURDAY at
'4.00 p. m. for HALIFAX, direct,
making connections with the Intercolonial Railway,
to- Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and
steamers ibr Prince Edward Island; also at New
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape
Bre.on, and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns.
N. F.
^P“RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUES•

nAnmAvr

nmn

Dvoiua

oiiiAiativo,

of

Price.

Despite the fact that the Publishers are obliged to
pay the postage, the Daily Pbess is oflered for
$7.00 per annum in advance; $3.00 for six months;
$1 70 for three months.
tST" During the session of the Legislature the
Daily will be furnished for $2.00 in advance.

Tie lie State Press

Benj.

F.

Chadbourne,

has been enlarged and greatly improved the past
year, and is now one of .the largest, idlest and best
weekly paper in Maine. Terms $2.00 per year in
advance; six months for $1.00; three months for
50 cents.

Special rates

to

campaign clnbs.

83T" A local agent is wanted in every town.

jySpecimcu copies sent free.

dec27-7S

JOB WORK of every description neatly executed at this office.

MAINE.

FOB SALE,
Steam Engine and Boiler
filHE ENGINE an upright of about six horse
i power, and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
louble the power of the engine. Apply to WILLIAM LOWELL, 36 Union street or w. H. PEN-

NELL & CO., 38 Union street.

'neJiSdtf.

HOTELS.

DIRECTORY,

Embracing the leading Hotel? In the State, at which.
the Daily Psesb may always be found.
AUBURN
Elm Home, Court. St. YE. S. .V A. Yeung,

Ou and after Monday, Oct. nth,

AUGUSTA.
St. Harrison Ball

Augusta House, State
er, Proprietor.
Cony House.
torn.

& H. Uony. Proprie

BANGOB.
Franklin nouse,-Harlow St., MeLuugh
tin At Darts, Proprietors.
BATH.
Bath

Hotel,

t). ?I.

1875,

UNTIL FtHTUEB NOTICE,

TRAINS WILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOB
BoMton 2.f0 (except Mondays),9.C0 a. m.,3.10 p. m.
arriving at 6.15 a. in., 1.45. 7.55 p. m.. in ainpl«
time to conneet with New York and Western truim
Lynn, Nalem, Newbnryporl and Port*.
in ou

th at 2.00

m.

(except Mondays),9.00

Gloucester nnd Bockport at 9
at 9 a.
■Jover
Woliboro

m., 3.10 p.

a.

a.

m., 3.10 p,

m., 3.10

p. n>

m.

Rochester nnd Great Falla at

m., 3.10

r>. m.

Kitiery, Flint. Month Berwick Jnnctiss,
North Berwick, Wells nnd Kennebnnk
at 9 a. in., 3.1(rp. m.
Biddeford, Naco, West Scarborough, Mcarborssgh and Cape Elizabeth at 9 a. a.,

^.10, 5.20 p.

m.

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEAVE

Bouton at 8.30 a. m., 12.30, 8.00 p. m., arriving in
Portland at 1.13, 5.00 p, m., 12.13 (except Mondays
a. m.

Lynn at 8.59 a. m., 12.38, 8.27 p. m.
Salem at 9.12 a. m., 1.10, 8.40 p. m.
Porbmoilh at 11 a. m.. 2.57,10.14 p.

m.

Dover at 10.40 a. m„ 4.45 p. m.
•■real Ealla at 10.22 a. m., 4.19 p. m.
Kennebnnk at 12.10, 4.03.11.20 p. m.
Hiddeford at 8.00 a. m., 12.30, 4.20, 11.38 p.
Saco at 8.05 a. m., 12 36, 4.25, 11.42 p. in.

eastern railroad trains
directly through to points on the Maine Centra.
Kailroad without transfer, and make direct connec.
tlon In Portland with all Steamboats and Kailroad
diverging therefrom.
Eallman Parlor aad Sleeping Caro are
run on all through trains.
Stops for retreshmen
made at the usual places,
oelldtf
GEO. BACHELDER, SuDt.

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

Proprietors.

G. A.

RAILROAdT

EASTERN

run

Plnmmer, Proprietor

BOSTON.
Parkct- Hoiise. School Sr. H. D. Parker A

alteration in trains.
WINTER

p.

m.

Trains will arrive as follows:
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate stations

o. o0 a. m.

Tremont House, Tremont
Gnrney A Co. Proprietors.

p.

etor.

St.-Cbapiu,

BRUNSWICK, MR.
P. A K. Dining Rooms, W. B. Field,
Proprietor.

ARRANGEMENT

~gggTffflfnii On and alter Monday, Nov. 15th, 1875
13!# trains will run as follows:
Express train 7.00 a. m. tor Anbnrn and Lewiston.
Mail train for Gorham and inteimediate stations a
7.10 a. id.
Express train at 1,40 p. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
Mail train tor Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island Pond,)*
connecting with night mail
tram for Quebec, Montreal and the West at
1.50
p. m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.1

St. James Hotel—J.R. Crocker, Propri.

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a.
from Quebec, Montreal and the West at

Mail
m.

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at

5.45 p. m,

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P.Chamberlain, Propri*

^Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

CALAIS.
Hotel, W.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

etor.

—

International

D.

Shuman.

Proprietor._

CORNISH.
Cornish House,M. B. Darts, Proprietor

City Hotel.—N.

H.

Higgins A Sons, Props

FOXCROFT.
Fexcroft Exchange. P. M. Jeffords. Proprietor.
HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler House,—nIrani Banos, Pro
praetor.

AJVD

—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates I
Canada. Detroit, Chicago, TlilwuaCincinnati. Ht. I.obU. Omaha,
Haginaw, Ht. Paul, Hall Lahe City,
Denver, Han Eraneisco.
and all points in the
Northwest, West and ^southwest.
J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

To

hee,

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in
splendl
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the wst connections and quick*
est time of any route from Portland to the West.
PULLMAN PAI ACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.60 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom Houso examination.

LEWISTON.
DcWitl House, H. B. Wing,

Proprietor

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor.
MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard.

Prop.

The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at the rate o
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manaqer.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
Portland. June 21, 1875.
Jnel7dtf

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RR

NAPLES*
Elm House, Nathan Charch A Sons, Pro-

CHANGE OF TIME.

House, D. Dnnfbrth. Proprielo

Address,

PORTLlil PUBLISHING DO.

PITTSFIELD.
liancy Hoaie—Fletcher A Gale, Proprie*
ton.
PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Samuel Farmer,
Proprietor.

prietor.

®**T Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green Si.
J. B. Martin, Proprielor.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson
ftCo.,

Proprietors.

**•

Congressand Fed-

Sts.'Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.

10

HEBNCANE ISLAND.
Calderwood House.- E. A.
Calderwood,

UN-

Wild TOW.
Wilton Roane, U N. Green*

MACH1AS.
Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt. Kilby, will leave

a The

£2flLjMBisS5an Kallroad Wharf, Portland,

port.
Returning, will leave Machlasport every Monday morning at 5 tIO o’clock, touching at
above named landings (except Bucksport and Sears-

ALLANS LINE.
Steamship

Ce.

T. C. EVANS,
ADVERTISING AGENCY & PRINT*
KBS’ WAREHOUSE,
IOC WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers'
owest prices. Send for estimates.

OFFIC S.

Posters, Hand Bills, Bill Heads,

SATURDAY, January 3»lh, 1870,
Immediately after the arrival oi the Train of the previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the
Steamship Moravian.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). 870 la $80

Intermediate passage. 40
Payable in Onld or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and tor
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
Nov.
1873.uov24dtf
23.
Portland,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Baitporl, Calais

and fit. John, Digbjj
Windsor and Halifax.

Cards, Tags, &c., printed

at shoit

Advertisements receined for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuuraished.

BATES

Easiport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and East port every

notice.

PAt.X ROW, NEW YORK.

34

C. J. WIIEELEK,
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT
No. 5 Washington Building,

Su“^P.Ufe.F[?deriCkt0U’
received
days
^•Freight

oelock, p.m.
mar24

on

ShedkJc

Cbarlottetown and
of sailing
until 4
6

A. R. STUBBS,

Agent.

p. m.,

p.

m.

arriving

at

Portland at 1.15, 5.

m., 3.10, p. m.
Concord and Loner
Kailrond (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a.
m., and 3.10 p. m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For Great Falls at 6.15, 9.00 a.
m., 3.10, p.m.
For Rochester,
Farmington and Alton
Bny at 6.15, 9.00 a. m„ 3.10 p. ro.
F"
“«■«*» »>»« Point, Old
*lc,*rJb0E,0,,*t
Orchard
Beach, Saco, Blddeford and
Kennebnnk at 6.13, 9.00, a.
m., 3.10, 8.00 p. m.
Morning Trains wiU ienve Kennebnnk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road conneet with all
steamers running between Portland and
Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Kastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with
Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central
yrtisa at Transfer Station.
Exeter 10 minntes tor refreshAl'8t“P
went* at tirst-claas dining rooms.

andffi. M?train^toni
H.SXEVKN8,

Gcn'lAg^Por^n^"’1 SUP

dt

_

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
Holiday, October 25th,

ADVERTISING AGENTS
FOR ALL

THE LEADING NEWSPAPEES.

Dealers in Printing Materials of
every
.yp6j I r6US6U, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

--^

of

description

‘—---

given,

the subscriber
Executor ol the

that

NANCY W. DEERING, late of Portland,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has takupon himself that trust as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate ot
said deceased, are required to exhibit the same;
and all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
GEORGE W. DEERING, Executor.
Portland, Jan* 18, 1876.jan20dtaw3wTh*

en

Vaults Cleaned.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling
R. GIBSON,
at or addressing
688 Congress Street

ALL
Janl

ICS OS.—At Wholesale and Retail cheaper
can be bought at any other factory in

than
SEE

Gar'hner,
i7Joof7.a’
m., 1.40, 8.20 p. m.
77.00

1875.

a.

Maine. Parties wishing to purchase can save money,
if they will come to my Factory in Gorham, opposite
WHITMAN LESLIE;
Depot.
•
ao?3
dti

Brunswick

Bath

77.00 a. m„ 1.40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 77.00 a. m„
1.35,5.15 p.
P m.
Farmington 1.40 p. ra.
tl2.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close conW *** E’ &
**• A- Railway for St. John and
Hsdttax
tl’ullinan Sleeping Car attached.
7MUed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
Portland, October 25,1875.oc25dtf

Portland & Rochester R. R.
Arrangement

PROVIDENCE. R. I.
GEOROE P. HOWELL & CO.,

Thursday.
Until further notice the Steamer

Chase Will leave
for St. John direct every Thursday at 1 p. m.
Connections made at Eastport tor Kobbinston
*
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digbv Annan
oils, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.,

LOCKE,

J. H. Bates, late ot
D. R. Locke, o Locjte &
S. M, Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

in

On and after Monday, December 20th, the Steamer New Brunswick, Capt. D. S. Hall, will leave
.Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
'every Monday at 6.00 p. m., for

&

Newspaper Advertising Agents,

TWO

WEEK S

leave Portland fsr
9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m., arriving

at 10.50

HORACE DODD.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

PER

October 11,18T5.
will

a. m., 1.45, 7.55 p. m.
K«larning, leave Bomon at 8.30 a. m., 12.30
3.30

S.

ADVERTISING AGENCY,
121 WASHINGTON
STREET, BOSTON.

to hereby
NOTICE
be<in dUly
will

TRIPS

a0™01*
Boston

at

DODD’S

rales.

SA RMATIAIV, Capt. Aird,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers oi
all cities and towns ot the United States, Canada
nd British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street. Boston.

Return Tickets
Steamship

Passenger Trains

*lowel1 »t 6.13,9.00 a.
Eor
'•r Manchester and

S. It. NILES,

London-

to

ARRANGEMENT,

Commencing

8.15

CONVEYANCE OF THE

granted at reduced
The

Boston & Maine
FALL

inces^_

Canadian and United State. Mail*.

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool,

0Ct2*dtf

RAILROAD.

Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Uniied State and British Prov-

every

Thursday evening, commencing Dec. 2d, at ltl
o’clock.
For Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Southwest Harbor. Mt. Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and Machias-

trails leave Portland dally at 9.20

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

port), arriving in Portland same night.
CYRUS STURDIVANT,
nov27dtt__Ge I Agent.

Printing

^tyFrelght

Proprietor

S. M. PEXTENGILL & CO.’S
ADVERTISING AGENfV
No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New
York,

ADVERTISING

I’EN015SCOT, MT. DESERT AND

FOR

Brownfield for Denmark and Brldgton.
Fryeburg for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

AGENCIES.

—

from Portland for

a
Portland.
Dec. 21. 1878.

SKOWHEGAN.
Turner House, W. G. Heselten,
Propri.
£tors

TIL FURTHER NOTICE,

UNDER CONTRACT

At
At

a. m.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

train

1.13 P. M.—Passenger train from Fabyan’s in
connection with through train from
Johnson. Vt.
arriving in Portland at 5.45 p. m.
stage CONNECTIONS.
At White Hock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standish Corner.
dWin f°r Cornlah> Port«r. Keiar Falls and
Fiaedo

Proprietor.

STEAMBOAT.
THE

**;, M.—Passenger

Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.
GOING EAST.
train from Upper Bartlott
,A; ■.—Passenger
nCd
6 sta“ons>
arriving in Portland at
U
a

Proprietors.

Insurance one half the rate of
sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON. Agent,
TO Long Wharf. Rouen.
_Jn23-ly

Montreal Ocean

*«'• Middle and Plum

Jn.!,ia“

WEST.

WeU^Kiyer,

Proprietor.

American House, India St. E. Gray, Pro-

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

Daily Press

GOING

8.15 A. M.—Passenger train from Portland tor a
stations, running through without change to St,
Johnsbury, Danville. Hardwick. Morrisvllle, Hyde
Vermont. Connects with B.
n
““'“ter, Whitefiekl, Littleton,
w.mi.8- R\Ior
Montpelier, Burlington. St. Albaas,

Proprietor.
Albion House, I IT Federal St. J. G
Perry

era!

A© Wharfage.

.l£V

TRAINS WILL BLN AS FOLLOWS:

Commercial Mouse—L. O. Sanborn A Co..

AND

FOB

NEW CONNECTIONS.
On and after WltlWKSDAV,
JJd, Inst
and until further notice.

‘J-*°

E. Ward, Proprietor.
„*•*.«.
WMotel ,J unction of

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

—

Waterboro,

dcc22dlw& w3m 51

POPE, Genl. Pass. Agent.

Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adam

Passengers by this Line secure a comfortable night’s rest and arrive In season
to connect with the earliest morning
trains, while the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
are avoided.
J, B. COYLE, Jr., Gen’l let.

ATTORNEY & COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW.

So.

Portland.
dtl

PORTLAND.

$1.00.

delphia, at

Coffins of all sizes,
reasonable terms.

Ihat “DR,EVANS’Cure
for Epileptic Fits” will cure
most cases of Fits.
Put for
further proof the sufterer
should send for a bottle of
this medicine, for which, if it does no good, we
charge nothing. For medicine, circulars, &c.,
address the sole proprietors,
LISTON P. EVANS & CO.,
wtfl3
Garland, Me.

ADAMS,

PABIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

Will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on
and Friday evenings
at 7 o’clock, weather permitting.

w6m3

J

IVew
and

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House-W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

Repair-

IrHAIlAII
1; ■ if W ■jil

feUSt-’B0*t0"ia“'1
Conl«ttag
dec31d3m
A.

—

HIRING’*

HOTEL

checked through,
information and tickets apply to J. H. WHITE
229 Broa<l Twav, N'
Tilket O,”oe

NORRIDGEYVOCK.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

_

n

TO

Exchange tStrert,

NOTICE,

Steamship Line.

hand at
on

win-nr,

PHILADELPHIA

the old stand at
constantly
East Parsonsfield, Caskets of the latest and
KEEPS
best
also
and

styles,
p<ain ones,
all of which will be famished
w3w2*

Portland & Rochester Tickets

and

theentTreC)taeby
Baggage

a.

Boston, New Vork. Chicago, St. Louis,
San Francisco, and all points West,

Tuesday, Thursday,

IMMiwnb

—

I. S. LOITQEE!
on

■

BO ST O IN’

Job

Caskets and Coffins.

—

and 3.00 P. M.

Willard House, C- S. Bailer ft Co. P

Sporting Goods, Fishing TaoWe,

Federal aDd Temple Street, Portland.
of alt kind.,

TO

above;

Saturday via Old Dominion Steamship to Port*.
m®jRh, Va., and an above.
^ S‘CeplDg Ca" &t nigM °™

prietors.

SPECIAL

Eaflin and Rand Powder. Orders from the
country promptly attended to. Seven shot Revolver
and 100 cartridges $4.30. Sent free by mall
Cor-

ing

Wharf,

FARE

GUNS, PISTOLS, AMMUNITION,

ner

no2dtf__Providence. K.
REDUCED
RATES

ELLSWORTH.

With connections to Frince Edward Is*
land, Cape BretonandNt Johns, N. F.

Monday, Wednesday

Portland

—

Wharf, Boston,
K. U. ROCKWELL, Agent,

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. YV. Clark. Proprietor.

THE STEAMER FOREST CITY

—

DEALERS IN

OTHEB8.

Until farther notice

197 State street, Boston.

—

OF ALL

advertising medium, the Press stands first

OIL,
No

63 Central

Railways

Leave New York 3 anil 9 P. M., all rail via Washmgton, Richmond, Wilmington, Charleston, or O
umbia, Augusta. Savannah, Jacksonville, etc.: 8.*
anu 9.30 A. M.
(Limited Express) via Bay Line from
Baltimore and Portsmouth, via. Wilmington, thence
as

Co., Proprietors.

This is

the journa's of Maine.

ALPHEUS H. HARDY St CO.,
Importers & Hen. Commission Merchants,
wl3w45

otherInformation apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,

—

VIA.

Atlantic Coast Lina of

IVOKTHSTRATFORDN.il.

Selected brands of Leghorn and Bordeaux

SALAD

YORK,

the Press will be devoted as in the past to a descrlmuiin&tjug support of the Republican Party. During
the pending important campaign, the Press will
give special attention to the publication of political

ALPHEUS H. HARDY & CO., Boston,
New England Agents.

or

VRuforth

For sale bv all the Grocers, in every variety ot package for Table and Laundry use.

ALSO

LIVE

DAYS, at 4.00 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day cf sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtl
JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

EXCELSIOR STARCH CO.,
From the Best Selected Materials,

—

also be obtained at 22
ocldtf

MAIL LINE TO

MANUFACTURED BY

,

can

Street._

fcTONIffGTOE

Starch,

PURE OLIYE OIL

ington,

ROLLINS,

Tickets and State Rooms

BY

Pure

Agents.
Passage $15.00. Excursion Tickets $25.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Wash

No. S'i

Exchange

Florida and the South

named

OOMTOK BOAT TICKETS.

mortgagee’s Sale ot Real Estate.
virtue of a power of sale contained in and ot
the provisions ot a certain mortgage deed given
R. Duran, of Portland .Cumberland County,
Job
by
State of Maine, to George L. Weecott, of said Portdated
11th October, 1869, recorded in the regisland,
try of deeds for said county, book 369, page 58, which
said mortgage was duly assigned to me, Ira P. Farrington, the 28th October, 1875, by assignment recorded in said registry, book 422, page 430, will be
sold, for breach of the conditions of said mortgage,
at public auction, on the premises hereinafter described on the twenty-eighth day of February next, at
3 o'clock in the afternoon, a certain lot of land, with
all the improvements that may be thereon, situated
in said Portland on the northwesterly side of Lincoln street, and bounded as follows;
Commencing
on the northerly comer of Lincoln and Elm street,
thence running about northwesterly by the northeasterly side or Elm street, twenty feet and seven
inches, to the centre of the partition wall between the
block of two houses numbered thirty-one and thirtvthree (31 and 33) Elm street, thence through the centre of the partition wall of said block, about northseventy-five feet, to land now or formerly
easterly,
owned by Charles Q, Clapp, thence southeasterly, by
the line of said Clapp's land, twenty feet and seven
inches, to a stake on the northwesterly side line of
Lincoln street, thence southwesterly, by the side line
of Lincoln street, seventy-five feet, to the bounds
begun at. Said lot has, since said mortgage was given,
been mortgaged by said Duran to Nathan Hill, of
Rollinsford, State of New Hampshire, and the right
to redeem is now owned, or supposed to be owned, by
George R. Davis, ot said Portland.
Terms cash.
1. P. FARRINGTON.
wtd46

Through bills of lading given by the above

MAINE CENTRAL TICKETS
Lewiston,Augusta and Bangor less than regular fare

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, evMONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
ery
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations lor passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from 'New
York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to ana from Philadelphia, Montreal, Qnebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
j^“Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.

—

1876.

As

46 Dey Street, New York.

—

Boston.

Steamers Eleanors and Franconia

among

its unpleasant taste or recoil.
The reputation of his experiment extended. Physicians and nurses rapidly adopted his remedy, to
which he gave the name of Castoria.
Castoria is as pleasant to take as honey, regulates the stomach and bowels, and does not gripe. It
is adapted to all ages, contains no alcohol, and is
absolutely harmless to the most tender infant.
Try Castoria once, and your will never be without it.
Prepared at the Laboratory of J. B. Rose & Co.,

A KD

Worcester, Springfield. Hartford,
Vork, Philadelphia,
Washington at a redaction.

news.

Cross, sickly babies and children may enjoy health,
mothers hare rest, if they will ubo Castoria.
Worms, feverishness, teething, wind colic, sour
stomach and undigested food make children cross,
and produce sickness.
Castoria will assimilate the food, expel worms,
and correct all these
things. For twenty years Dr.
Pitcher experimented in his private practice to produce an effective Cathartic and stomach regulator
which would be as effective as Castor Oil, without

—

BLACKSTONK.
WM. KENNEDY.
and aIcCLELLAN.
From Providence every WE1>IYEWDAV
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places In
the South, W. M. (J'ark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chlpley, Agent, 219
Wasnlngton street,

1?3_’'

The most of these complaints the Centaur Linietc.
meut will cure; all of them it will benefit. It will extract the poison from bites and stings, and will
cure burns and scalds withour a scar. The follow
ing is but a sample of a thousand similar testimonials:

“My wife has, for

weck-

Haven, New

CAMPAIGN

broken leg or exterminate boils, but even in
such cases they will reduce the inflammation and
stop the pain. Nor can we guarantee the proper result where the body is poisoned by whiskey,
Temperance is as necessaty to a proper physical, as
mental condition

Tooth-ache, Head ache, Ulcers, Old Sores, Broken
Breasts,Sore Nipples.Sore Throat, Cronp,Diphtheria,

“

Fimt Clam Sifmasbip
WM. CRANE.
JOHNS H0PK1N3.
GEORGE APPOLD.
WM. LAWIiKNCE.
From Boston direct every TTEHUAV
and 8ATCBDA1'.

¥02214.

bottle; large bottles much the

So nearly perfect are the recipes of these wonderful pain soothing and healing Centaur Liniments,
that we can confidently say they will alleviate any
pain arising from flesh, bone or muscle derangements. We do not pretend that they will mend a

Cuts, Bruises, Stings, Poisons, Scalds, Sciatica,
Weak Back, Pains in the side, Wounds, Weeping

Washington

via all the Rail and Steamboat Lines.

SETA W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
Mass. Sold by dealers
generally.
eodeow&woew4
Ja25_

LINIMENTS.

The White Centanr Liniment is particularly adapted to all cases of Rheumatism, Lumbago,
Neuralgia, Erysipelas, Itch, Sprains, ChiUblains,

|§^.]FOUr

—

is

of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same;
and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
WASHINGTON JORDAN, Executor,
of New Gloucester.
w3w3*
Raymond, Jan. 18tb, 1876.

FIVE

AND

■

=

au28tt

and

FARM

hundred members of Temperance Organizations, and others, to canvass for one of the best
Works on Temperance ever published* a work of 500
pages and 17 full page illustrations. One agent reports forty-one orders in four days; another eighteen
In a day and a half. Terms liberal. Those who wish
to do good as well as make money should address
J. P. FITCH, Publisher,
Hartford, Conu.
w3w4

cuku, win
proportion after its use.

Thus the concretions, the principal components
of which analysis has
shown can be
again
reproduced, and will thuB furnish the most
medicine
can
offer.
any
convincing proof
This, then, is the most rational plan of proceeding, and which enabled us to answer the ques-

as

FORTUNE
Maddox, the
Teller and

complete cure,

DIAMOND RHEUMATIC CUBE.

NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
a complete list of all the towns in the
United States, tbe Territories and the Dominion ot
Canada, having a population greater than 5.000 according to the last census, together with the names ot
the newspapers having the largest local circulation in
each of the places named. Also a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers as
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canada printing over 5,000 copies each issue. Also, all the
KeiunouH, Agricultural, scientinc ana Mecnamcai,
Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commercial. Insurance, Beal Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed in th% United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of advertising in vaiious
newspapers, and everything which a beginner in advertising would like to know.
Address GEO. P. ROWELL Bk CO.,
41 Park Row, New York.
se7
dl3im

FOR

a

By persevering a longer or a shorter time, according to the severity of the case, the joints will gradually recover their suppleness, and the nodes will be
This last is
seen to soften and diminish insensibly.
an infallible test of the wonderful properties of the

Containing

VALUABLE

Estate

Castoria.

THEM.”

Grammar Schools.
preceding works are compilations of those thorough teachers and composers,
L. o. Emebson and W. S. Tilden.

Broadway,

Patterson’s Beal
BULLETIN.

Laboratory of

KNOW

Phnino Iftiino For 3 Female voices. Full of the
UllUlwu 11 lUOa best ot fine music for Seminaries.
91.00.

711

Middle St.

MONEY

YE SHALL

Songs In 2,3 and 4 parts.
91.00.

C. H.DilMiAf..

FOX,

FBtITj

SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS.

BOSTON.

G,

F.

183

&

46 DEI ST„ NEW l'OUK.

BEST

OLIVER DITSON &

MATTOCKS

nov24d3ro

THEIR

w3w3

60

Room

to say

easterly
STORE
Street, five doors below Middle
offices in

front and

F. J. LITTLEFIELD, Clerk.
Attest,
of the Petition and Order of Court thereon.
F. J. LITTLEFIELD, Clerk.
Attest,

Elements,

rok* Sale.
7000 FEET OF LAND, Cor. Canton and Martyr
Streets. Good building lots. Will take mortgage
back for lull value if built upon.
3 HOUSE LOTS on Eastern Promenade.
Will
take mortgage back for full value if built upon.
SEVERAL SMALL FARMS in the country, all in
good condition and on easy terms.
$2500 TO LET on mortgage of city real estate.

LCADIi,

rooms
Stores;
situated opposite tlie passenger station ot the
THE
Grand Trunk
and in the immediate

Copy

mary

.month.
Street and 57 Temple Place.

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

coiporations

graded course
All the

Continues to visit Portland at
tbe UNITED STATES HOTEL,
on the
second week of each

site town house

NOONAN HOUSE, 50 Salem street.
3 HULL HOUSES on Carroll and Pine streets.
Full supply of water throughout the year guaranteed. Large and well-finished.
STORE AND SMALL TENEMENT, No. 3 Adams
street.

PORTLAND

&

RAILROADS.

STEAMSHIP MIKE

after October 8th, 1875,

Steamer Henrietta, Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave Harpswell Mondays and Saturdays at
8 a. m., touching at Chebeagne, Little CJhetM-ague and Long Island. Returning, will leave
Commercial Wharf; at 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way.
For particulars inquire ot Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, i>gent, 131 Commercial St.
dtf
my8

Chiropodist,

For Sale or to E«t.
BROWN HOUSE, barn and out-buildings,
and lf» acres of land, at Saccarappa.
EDWARD F. FLINT HOUSE and 7 acres of land
in Cape Elizabeth.
NELSON LEIGHTON HOUSE, in Peering, oppo-

_dtf

Maine State Press, a newspaper printed in Portland
the first
of
said
publications, and each of
the other notices to be at least thirty days before the
time of said meeting; at which time and place, (after
it has been satisfactorily shown that the above notice has been duly given,) the Commissioners will
proceed to view the route set lorth in said Petition,
and other routes and roads connected therewith, and
after such view, they will give a hearing to the parties and their witnesses at some convenient place
in tbe vicinity, when and where all persons
and
interested may appear and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said petition Bbould not be granted.

cts.,

KENISON,

THE NEW

hereby
Ordered, That the County Commissioners will
meet at tho house of Silas Lary in Scarboro’,on Thursday. April 6th. 1876, at 10 o’clock A. M., and that the
Petitioners give notice to all persons interested, by
causing attested copies of said Petition and this Order
of Court thereon, to be served upon the Town Clerk
of Scarboro’, and also by posting up copies of the
same in three public places lin said
town, and
publishing the same three weeks successively in the

American
School Mnsic Readers
and SO cts. Fine
for

po27_d3m

LET !

HUlliL IU

On the foregoing Petition it being satisfacto the Court that the Petitioners are

School Choir.
High
nanes, and High Schools.

POISONS.

Norfolk, Baltimore

HARPSWELL,
On and

from the effects ot Early Evil Habl's
most surely would I save you from both carlv
decline or from being quacked and
humbugged a.* i
been.
Address, in confidence. BRADFORD
SINCLAIR, P. O. Box 3063. Boston. Mass.

A

Room in the Second Story oi the
Printers’ Exchange, with power ii
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THliRSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

At the Court of County Commissioners begun and holden at Portland, within and for the
Connty of Cumberland, on the first Tuesday ot
January, Anno Domini, 1876.

THE

FOR SALE.
SUBSTANTIAL Three Story Brick House,
No. 41 Winter Street; 10 finished rooms, gas,
hard and soft water; all in perfect order; ready for
occupaucy; will be sold at a great bargain; terms
easy; for particulars inquire of
UPHAM & GARDINER,
No. 7 Exchange Street.
janl2dlm*

FOR

STEAMERS.

ON

Let.

Street. Inquire
the premises.
HOCK
deci5dtf

Cumberland, ss.

irirst

and final account presented for allowance by Daniel
PJtts, Administrator.
GEORGIANNA G. CARR & AL., minor children
and heirs of Lemont P. Carr, late or Brunswick, de-

this office.

CORNER

expedient, it

locat-

good
Sebago water,
by
garden connected. For terms, etc., address “RENT,”

STATE OF MAINE.

is

dtf

convenient

AN©

DR.

STEAMERS.

QUACKS

OTIS

Lost Dog.
SMALL KING CHARLES SPANIEL. The
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving
THIS OFFICE.
any information from him at

THE

hearing

dtf

WASTED TO EICiAMBE FOB LUMBER

Honorable Conn of Connty Commissioners for the Connty of Comber*
land.
undersigned inhabitants of the Town of Scarboro’ and vicinity, represent that the highway,
as heretofore travelled, commonly known as the
“Old Blue Point” road, in said Scarboro’, leading
from the county road near Silas Lary’s dwelling
house, to its junction with the new “Blue Point"
road, so called, is not necessary for the public convenience, wherefore your petitioners pray that your
Honors would, agreeably to law in such cases made
and provided, discontinue said highway, and direct
tbe same to be duly recorded.
Dated Scarboro’, Jan. 4, 1876.
WILLIAM MOULTON.
Signed by
and 45 others.

a

need apply

None

jan25

at

of the late Moats B. Nickerson,
on Congress Street, No. 34t, in
This is an elegant and spacious
city
dwelling; has Sebago water and good drainage, and
is situated in a pleasant location, opposite the City
The lot contains about 4000 square feet.
Park.
Inquire of
JOSEPH A. LOCKE,
17C Middle, Cor. Exchange Street.
janl5d2w
situated
THE Residfuce
of Portland.

AVOID
SUFFERERS

J§ALE.

the

are

To

jan8d3w*

Agent._

FOR

as-

a

To the

responsible and that

A

Real Estate

smart girl would like
situation to
A GOOD,
siBt iu doing general housework.
Address,
A.

tyUse SANFORD’S-JAMAICA GINGER for
Cramps and Pains, Colds and Chills.
W&S4t
jan26

torily shown

d3t»

House for Kent.
BRICK house in a desirable neighborhood, containing ten rooms, Sebago water, gas and furnace. Rent reasonable. Apply to WM.H. JERKIS,

Situation Wanted.

About twelve years ago, while travel-

ing with Father Kemp’s Old Folks Conceit Troupe
as a tenor singer, I took a severe cold and was laid up
at Newark, N. J. This cold brought on a severe attack of Catarrh, which I battled with every known
remedy for four weeks without avail, and was finally
obliged to give up a most desirable position and re-

"RADICAL

out under the united influence of your smile
and his favorite dish, and so by the time he
has finished his repast he thinks there is no
place so quiet, pleasant, and restful as his
own home.
The following is a nice way of
cooking fish, and by which the disagreeable
smell consequent on frying or boiling is entirely got rid of: Take any kind offish weighing about three or tour pouads; make a stuffing of parsley, bread crumbs, a little suet,
salt, pepper, and a wee bit of lemon-skin
chopped fine, and one egg;stuff your fish;
sew It up, to prevent the stuffing from coming out, and bake one hour and a quarter;
make a nice egg sauce for it.

smart, energetic young men to engage in
large paying business in this city. Call from
clock P. M. at 31 Free Street, Portland.

ja2C__

SUFFERING.

turn home unable to sing a note. For three years
afterwards I was unable to sing at all. The first attack of Catarrh had left my nasal organs and throat
so sensitive that the slightest cold would brlDg on a
answer the purpose.
fresh attack, leaving me prostrated. In this way 1
The object in having the rain-water percocontinued to suffer. The last attack—the severest I
late through the soil is, because it contains
I suffered the most emuever had—was terrible.
in solution oxygen of the air and carbonic
lating pain in my head, was so hoarse as to be
acid—both being powerful disintegrators of ccarcely able to speak, and coughed incessantly. I
the particles composing the soil. The oxythought I was going into quick consumption, and I
gen of the air attacks and oxidizes the iron;
firmly believe that had these symptoms continued
the carbonic acid, seizing the lime, potash
without relief they would have rendered me an easy
and other alkaline ingredients of the soil,
victim. When in this distressing condition I comproduces further disintegration, and renders menced the use of Sanford’s Radical Cure for
available the locked-up ingredients of this
Catarrh, very reluctantly, I confess, as I had trieff
magazine of nutriment. Thus it is that all the advertised
The
remedies without benefit.
when the rain which tails is allowed to find
firBt dose of this wonderful medicine gave me the
its way through the soil into the drains, it
greatest relief. It is hardly possibly for one whose
enriches and fertilizes the land, rendering
head aches, eyes ache, who can scarcely articulate
useful the broad acres that would otherwise
be valueless. A little close observation after
distinctly on account oi the choking accumulations
a heavy rainfall will enable one to determine ; in his throat to realize how much relief I obtained
where the main drains and the ones leading from the first application of Sanford’s Radical
into them should be located. The grade of Core. Under its influence, both internal and exthe lateral or side drains should not be less
ternal, I rapidly recovered, and by an occasional use
than one inch to every hundred feet; but two
of the remedy since have been entirely free from Cawould
be
Inches
better.
to three
A spirit tarrh for the first time in twelve years.
level and a straight edge five or six feet in
Respectfully yours,
length, will enable one, with a little calculaGEO. W, HOUGHTON.
tion, to determine the proper grade.
Waltham, Mass., Jan. 8, 1876.
Ordinarily a common plow and two horses
P. S. I purchased the Radical Cure of GEORGE
will greatly expedite the digging, as much of H.
ROGERS, Druggist, Rumford Building.
the surface soil may thus be thrown out.
Alter this is done a long doubletree six or
CURE
SANFORD’S
seven feet in length may be used; this is to
be of sufficient length for the horses to walk
-18 Aeach side of the ditch. To this doubletree a
Local and Constitutional Remedy.
chain should be attached so that a small barshire plow may be fastened to it, which, by
This remarkable preparation has worked a revolubeing drawn back and forth in the furrow,
obviates the use of the pick entirely, and the tion in the treatment of Catarrh. It has demonstratsoil can then be rapidly thrown to the right ed beyond all doubt that this disease, even In its severest forms, is curable, and that comfort and happiand left with shovels, thus forming a ditch as
wide as desired and of the necessary depth. ness may be made to follow years of misery, years of
suffering, by a persistent use of it. The method of
—Rural World.
treatment originated by Dr. Sanford, viz., the local
and constitutional by a remedy prepared by distillaChildren’s Pudding &c.
To make a nice pudding for the children’s tion, is the only one ever offered to the public that
dinner—Take three eggs, three table-spoon- will bear the tOBt of time.
fuls of flour, one quart of milk, and a little
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
salt; make into a batter; then have some apples nicely peeled and cored; place them in a
Is Prepared by Distillation.
well buttered pie-dish; then pour the batter
over them.
Let it bake one hour and a half,
Every plant and herb that yields its medicinal esand make a nice sweet sauce for it. Chilsence to it, is placed in an Improved still and there
dren have tastes as well as grown people, and mingled with a solvent
liquid, which, by heat, is
their iood ought to he made as palatable as made to
pass over into the receiver, bearing with it
possible, and I would advise giving young the healing essences or juices of these plants and
children their dinner at noon. Give them
herbs, free from every contamination, pure and colsome well-cooked beef and vegetables, with
orless.
Thus the active, medical constituents of
sweet
for
when
come
something
dessert,
they
home hungry from school. Then let them thousands of poundB of herbs may be condensed into
a very small compass.
In this way Sanford’s Radhave an early tea ot good bread and butter,
stewed fruit, and milk if it can be had, All ical Cure is diveBted of the nauseating, worthless
this can be arranged by a little extra thought. features of all other remedies, while its curative propYou will then be able to eDjoy your own erties are increased tenfold. It is positively the
greatest medical triumph of the age.
cozy dinner, and your hard-worked husband
(all men work hard I believe, at least they
Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
say they do) will get rid of the tiresome job
Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Price $1.00.
of helping and carving for so many mouths.
For sale by Druggists everywhere.
WEEKS &
Then only think of the improvement in his
POTTER, Boston, General Agents.

temper. He will sit there, gradually thawing

a
o

1

MEDICAL

REAL ESTATE.

Wanted.

YEARS

TWELVE

On flat lands, where the soil is clay and
the subsoil of an impervious character, and
where the crops have* been submerged with

WANTS.'

of Trains, commencing
Nov. 8, 1875.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND
7.50 A. M, for Bschraler, Nn«bun and
Worcenter connects at Rochester with down
trains on Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
at Nanhua with Expreai Train tor Lowel
and Boston, arriving in Boston at 1.30 P M
connecting at Ayer Junc^oa with ExbWm
Train for Fitchburg and llooaac
Tun.
nel Line, and arriving at Worcester
at 2.10 P
^ith tralD8 8<,att> M>d West.
a
««•»0B™ectS*
o.UO
P.
irl

train

KorhMt«>

connrcn at

Ac.****

*2ltmB,{£M,Jrain8

*or Dover, Boston,
4.°0 P. NI. Nrw lork
Exprea Dravlnir
Rroom Car to W.rrrMrr and
Sleeping car from
Wo reenter to New York
via
rail connecting at Brand Trsab iLisi 4
(Portiandl wltTi Trains from
stations, Lewiston and Auburn, and at wvmi*
MaineCent-

IjringflSd »Tl

MoniJlsd”*7*"

ralltR^r1^ Vit£
mediate
Bo«ton

enml nV°£2*
KSSjJ

ttt

o?

and a,» lnter*

Nnalina far Lowell and
Worcentrr (Union Depot) with
Albany Railroad for Sprlngfleld.Alhany
Hartford, New Haven and New York, arriving at
*®rk about 5.00 a. ra. A
sleeping car ie
reserved at Worcester for this train.
”•** P *“• train for ftSerhan*.
.tickets sold and
baggage checked to all Importer*
points.
Expreu Train leave* Woreeater nt4..T5 P,
Nl«, connecting with Express trains leaving
Albany at 10 A. M., anil New York at 10.09
A. M. arriving in Portland at 11.13 P, M.
ByTickets can bo found at BARNES BROS. No
28 Exchange Street, and at tbe Depot.
..

my?

J-CLUNT.Sngt.

